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East, MHS
educators
are honored
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway
Two
County teachers are among 24 to
be honored statewide with the
2006 Ashland Inc. Teacher
Achievement Award.
Margot Ellis McIntosh, an art
teacher at East Calloway
Elementary School, and Debra
S. Burgess, a Spanish language
teacher at Murray High School,
will be honored along with other
award recipients during a ceremony at the state capitol building in Frankfort on Oct. 11,
Kentucky
to
according
Department of Education offiof
Representatives
cials.
Ashland Inc., KDE, and Gov.
Ernie Fletchtr's office will
honor the teachers during the
ceremony.
McIntosh said Friday that she
was humbled to be chosen from
so many excellent teachers on
the district's staff.
"I'm overwhelmed,extreme-

ly honored and very humbled,"
she said while helping children
in one of her
art classes
their
with
materials.
"Calloway
has, I think,
about 300
teachers and
just to be
as
chosen
one among
Burgess
all of those
is pretty great. To be one of 24
out of the whole state is pretty
snazzy."
McIntosh, a Louisville native
who grew up in Trigg County
and graduated from Murray
State University, has been a
teacher for 27 years. She has
taught school for the Calloway
County Board of Education for
eight years, and has also taught
in the Murray Independent and
II See Page 2A
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North Korea pledges to drop nuclear programs
fikalINt..i (AI", - North Kure4
agreed Monday to stop building
nuclear weapons and allow
international inspections in
exchange for energy aid, economic cooperation and security
assurances, a breakthrough that
marked a first step toward disarmament after two years of sixnation talks.
The chief U.S. envoy to the
talks praised the development as
a "win-win situation" and "good
agreement for all of us."
But he promptly urged
Pyongyang to make good on its
promises by ending operations
at its main nuclear facility at
Yongbyon.

own Crier
NOTICE
I A special called meeting
ot the South 641 Water
District will be tonight at 6,30
in the office of South 641
Water District in Hazel. The
meeting will involve a request
from a property owner for multiple, separate water meters
at one property location
Murray
II
Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p m Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes final plats for
two subdivisions and discussion about possible changes
to the sign and subdivision
regulations.
IN Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
7 p m Tuesday at the Weaks
Community Center. On the
agenda is a second hearing
and public hearing on the
county's proposed tax rate for
the 2005-2006 fiscal year,
possible acceptance of new
roadways into the county
maintenance system, and
reconsideration of county
paving bids.
•Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet at 4:30
p m. Wednesday at city hall.
The agenda includes two variance requests. a conditional
use permit request and an
interpretation about exposed
lighting and tubing on building
wall
IN The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Sept 26 at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Items included
on the agenda are Bobby
Martin,
Murray
Police
Department, Louis BoIdt and
reports from the director and
committees.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

'What is the purpose of operating it at this point?" said U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State
Christopher Hill. "The time to
turn it off would be about now."
Despite the deals potential to
help significantly ease friction
between the North and the
United States after years of false
starts and setbacks, Hill
remained cautious.
"We have to see what comes
in the days and weeks ahead," he
said.
The White House said it was
pleased with the agreement, but
it expressed caution about
whether Pyongyang will make
good on its promises.

'North Korea now needs to
live up to the agreemenOwid
White House spokesmanou
McClellan. "That means dismantling their nuclear programs
and allowing for verification to
demonstrate that it has ended its
nuclear activities."
The agreement clinched
seven days of talks aimed at setting out general principles for
the
North's
disarmament.
Envoys agreed to return in early
November to begin hashing out
details of how that will be done.
Then, the hard work of ensuring compliance will begin, officials attending the talks said.
"Agreeing to a common doc-

Caldwell County school districts.
She thanked the guidance of
her parents, the inspiration of
her own former teachers and her
friends and peers as the reason
for any success that she has
achieved.
"I owe many for the small
amount that I've done,"
McIntosh said.
Across town at Murray High
School. Burgess said she was a
bit surprised by the honor considering the number of excellent
teachers
in
the
Murray
Independent school system.
"I think they're very generous," she said. "Of course it's
wonderful to be honored...it
doesn't happen a lot in the
teaching profession."
Burgess has been previously
awarded for her teaching efforts
by the Kiwanis Club and Murray
State University by winning
MSU's High School Teacher of
the Year award. An MSLJ and North Texas State University
graduate. Burgess has worked as
a teacher in the district since
1980.
She noted that, in her opinion, many of her peers are candidates for the award.

Forecast
Tonight will be partly cloudy,
then become mostly cloudy with
a 40 percent chance of rain.
Tuesday will have a 30 percent chance of rain under partly
cloudy skies with highs in the
upper 80s. Tuesday night will be
partly cloudy with lows in the
60s.

PoliceMMus
Murray Police Department
• Bandy DeShields, 19, of Almo, was served Friday with a summons charging her with theft by unlawful taking more than $300.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 6:56 p.m. Fnday at Corvette
Lanes.
• Extra patrol was requested after an attempted burglary was
reported overnight at 9:06 a.m. Saturday at 906 Pogue St.
• Joel Rager, 38, of Murray, was arrested at 10:18 a.m. Saturday
for third-degree criminal trespassing and resisting arrest. A subOct previously advised not to return was at Boone's Laundry on
North 12th Street at 10:12 a.m.
Murray Fire Department
•An injury accident was reported at 6:29 p.m. Friday on Downing
Road near the Marshall County line.
• A vehicle fire was reported at 940 S. 12th St. at 4:49 p.m.
Saturday. An engine responded and extinguished the blaze. They
were on the scene about 10 minutes.
• The rescue truck responded to an injury accident at 6:23 p.m.
Sunday on Ky. 121 Bypass.
— Inforrnation is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Bush's state approval rating dropping

•Educators ...
From Front

ument does not mean that the
solution to our problems has
been found," said Japan's chief
envoy, Kenichiro Sasae,
Another Japanese official,
who spoke on condition he not
be named in order to discuss the
issue more freely, noted that
there was no common understanding among the participants
about the nature of North
Korea's nuclear program.
The head of the U.N. nuclear
nonproliferation agency welcomed North Korea's decision to
allow inspections, saying he
hoped his experts could take the
country at its word as soon as
possible.

Mur

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) "I'm very honored," she said.
"I have so many colleagues that President Bush's approval rating
in Kentucky has dropped to its
are so deserving."
Ashland
will
present lowest level since he took office,
McIntosh. Burgess, and the 22 and two out of three people surother winners with a cash award veyed believe the nation is seriand framed certificate during the ously off on the wrong track.
Frankfort ceremony and all the according to a Bluegrass Poll
educators will be treated to a published Saturday.
special luncheon the same day.
Fifty percent of those surJudging for the award was conveyed approved of Bush's job
ducted by a blue-ribbon panel of
veteran educators; many with performance, down 9 percentage
more than 20 years of education points from a February samexperience. Judging took place pling, according to the poll conin August in Lexington without ducted by The Courier-Journal
input from KDE or Ashland Inc. of Louisville.
The poll found that 48 perofficials.
Information provided on cent of Kentuckians disapprove
applications for •the award of Bush's performance in office,
included the nominee's teaching a statistical dead heat with the
philosophy, teaching experi- 50 percent who approve of it.
ences, involvement in the com- Two percent had no opinion.
munity, and letters of recomThe phone poll of 801
mendation from peers, students, Kentucky adults conducted
parents, administrators and oth- Sept. 7-13 has a margin of error
ers.
of plus or minus 3.5 percentage
Other than Michael Todd
points.
Anderson, a teacher at Benton
"I believe we're in a race to
Middle School, McIntosh and
Burgess are the only educators the bottom," said Jo Ann
in the Purchase area to receive Shumate, 47, a Louisville social
worker and a Democrat who was
the honor.
Also during the ceremony, among respondents who agreed
winners of the Kentucky to he interviewed.
Elementary School, Kentucky
Middle School, and Kentucky
High School "Teacher of the
Year" winners will compete for
the overall "Teacher of the
Year" award and will represent
the state in the National Teacher
of the Year competition. The
Kentucky Teacher Awards program combines the best elements of the Ashland Inc.
Teacher Achievement Award
and the state Teacher of the Year
program.

Colttier-ommz!!

BLUEGRASS POLL
"I don't think he's adequate
for the job."
But Danny Clements, 50, of
Liberty, a Republican, said Bush
deserves credit for strong leadership, especially on national
security.
"He's stopped the terrorism
problem in America. and we've
got them at bay instead of them
having us at bay." said
Clements, a repairman for a natural gas company who also
agreed to a follow-up interview.
Meanwhile, only 28 percent
of those polled said the country
was going in the right direction,
while 67 percent said the country was seriously off on the
wrong track.
In the February sampling, 58
percent said the nation was offtrack, while 36 percent said it
was going in the right direction.
The war in Iraq is a key factor in Bush's ratings: 56 percent
of those surveyed disapproved
of his handling of the conflict.
That marks the first time a

majority of Kentuckians felt that
way since the U.S. invasion.
Forty-three percent approved of
Bush's handling of Iraq.
But Bush received 53 percent
support from Kentuckians for
his management of the war on
terrorism, compared with 45
percent who disapprove.
The poll numbers reflect a
common phenomenon with second-term presidents, where public enthusiasm for a leader often
wanes, said Jon Dalager, chairman of the political science
department at Georgetown
College. A number of factors are
helping to push Bush's job support down, he said.
"There's the Vietnam effect
first people are for it, but as it
drags on people start opposing
it. That's wearing on him,"
Dalager said of the impact of the
war in Iraq.
"The price of gas has an economic effect on people, and they
start
looking
towards
Washington to solve that problem. And then there's the negative press coverage on (the
response to Hurricane) Katrina."
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Congressmen Ed Whitfield, center, talks with Camp W.O.W. co-manager Colleen
Anderson and volunteer Debbie Dowdy during a visit Saturday morning.

•Online ...
'No Appointment
Necessary
'Immediate
Treatment
For Minor
Illnesses and
Injuries
'Convenient Hours
tOpen 7 Days a Week

site receiving federal aid.
.. Camp W.O.W. volunteers
"Laymen who had some itav
e seen an influx in peowhat programs are out there. We experience in this area were able
ple wanting to help provide
are learning what's out there to put this together. Experts
for the New Orleans evacfrom the news." West told think this is one of the best
uees. In order to have a
Whitfield. "If they stay here, we camps in the state, in the
more efficient process, peawant them to be successful. We nation," Whitfield said after the ,,e interested in bringing
want to do the most we can with visit. "It provides lessons for the
loals should schedule to
the least amount of money, but, whole country as we anticipate
do so with Rachel Wicker at
we need help getting through emergencies like this in the
435-4160.
the red tape."
future."
Among the needs West said
Evacuee Della Joseph cele- because of the cooperation o
she's hoping to get with federal brated her 46th birthday Friday. people who cared.
"It takes the government. It
money are generators. a public She has a job at Wal-Mart,
address system and storage con- where she worked in New takes the people. It takes the
tainers for clothes and other Orleans. While she's still hop- church community," she said
belongings. Whitfield and ing to be reunited with some after briefly meeting with
Michael Pape, the congress- family members, she's rebuild- Whitfield. "It takes everyone to
make our nation great. And it
man's First District director, ing her life.
told West they'd find out more
Joseph said she and other takes God."
information about the disaster hurricane survivors are alive

From Front
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Member of Merit System task
force says results to be rigged

Hamming It Up
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - A rank-and-file jobs on the basis of aides made
ignorance.
to
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an
in
—
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know how it works."
our meetings, I'm led to believe tions, dozens of internal records unless you
he said. "And they were in the
there are preconceived notions show.
process of manipulating it. well
notes
of
series
a
records,
The
about what we should recomof breaking it,
mend," said Cherry, chairman of and e-mails seized by agents for past the point
them."
the House State Government Stumbo during the ongoing when we caught
Bowling Green
a
Hughes.
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"The
.
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He
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political
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political
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comment.
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District
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minds
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he
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cased at the Kentucky State Fair.
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Personnel Secretary Bob Wilson
for his role in the hiring scandal.
"No one's trying to remove
any of the political protections
that are there," Roberts said.
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Attorney General Greg Stumbo
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* Notice! *

Laid-off tire plant workers to
vote on severance agreement

*O\ NOW
OPEN

Come visit us at our
New Location!

Internet

509 N.8th Street

KOPPERUD REALTY
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Bill Kopperud
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Multiple
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Service

Al "For Real Service in Real Estate!"

Kath Kopperud
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1314 St. Rt. Hwy.94 West - $329,900

1321 Main St. - $398,000

Gorgeous Home on 2.8 Acres

Traditional Elegance

Southwest Villa Estates

409 N. 10th - $198,000

1550 Oxford - $179,900

702 Poplar - $139,500

1705 Holiday - $139,900

.
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812 N. 20th - $134,90

1809 Valley Dr. - $264,900
Southwest Villa Estates

Puryear, Tenn. - $164,900

Canterbury Subdivision

Immaculate Home - 3 Br., 3 Ra.

1712 Plainview - $126,900

1505 Johnson - $125,900

218 S. 13th St. - $79,000

1659 Ryan Ave. - $79.500

Acreage & Barns

10 Acres

.

1804 Concord - $274,900

Crossfield S/D, New Swimming Pool

25 Tidwell Cemetery Rd. - $235,000

1050 Hopkins Rd. - $245.000

- - illIPPIllhOPC 1411,

2110 Glenwood - $294,500
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keliaallighhadilliftd.101116e.'a;

903 Doran Rd. - $121,500

1716 Holiday Dr. - $119,900

753-1222
LOCAL FRIENDS

.111114111••••••111,.

Alp-so

Judy John,'
293-1238

-••••

Paul
227-6205

New Roof and Renovations

Come by...

Click...

Call...

Miry kw Masai
752-0757

1501 Kirkwood Dr. - $119,000

is

www.murraykyrealestate.com

Brenda Jones
293-5518

•••••••

••

Karol Kemp 1k1
293-3011

••••••-•••••
•v.•

711 Main St.
GLOBAL MARKETING

Betty Jeffcoat
759-1656

Rich Rollins
753-8421

Kireherls Caiebeer
293-1468

Earleene Woods
752-0077

Billie Wilson
975-0780

Lath Knot '411.Sktic
227-085i
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CAPITOL IDEAS
By Joe Biesk

States need policies
that allow for smoother
college transition
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) School systems across the
country aren't doing well
preparing students for the transition between high school and
college, a national study says.
That's because many states
don't have education policies
for elementary and high school
that coincide with their higher
education plans, the recent
study found.
"The vast majority of students in the United States _
with the assistance of their parents, guidance counselors,
teachers and others _ do try to
negotiate the divide between
high school and college," the
study found. "But they often
face unexpected hurdles, such
as graduating under one set of
expectations in high school and.
several months later, entering
into a whole new set of standards in college."
The study was released by
the National Center for Public
Policy and Higher Education,
the Stanford Institute for Higher
Education Research and the
Institute for Educational
Leadership.
It's increasingly essential for
students across the country to
equip themselves with more
than a high school education.
Yet many students are finding
themselves lacking the necessary tools to succeed in college,
the report found.
However, states can implement policies that would
smooth the transition between
high school and college.
according to the study.
For example, states' policy
makers could ensure high
school classes coincide better
with college courses. Needbased financial aid and student
preparation for college need to
he linked: accountability systems for elementary and high
school need to be connected to
higher education: and education
data should be better provided
to policy makers, it said.
"Every state needs to
increase the percentage of students who complete high school
and finish some form of postsecondary education, existing
governance structures and policies cannot meet this overwhelming need," according to
the report. "For most states,'
these structures and policies
must be revised in significant
, ways."
Jim Waters, policy and communications director for the
Bluegrass Institute, a Bowling
Green think tank, agreed.
"They're right. and I think
Kentucky should he at the top

of this list," Waters said.
As evidence, Waters pointed
to the number of college freshmen who need some type of
remediation at the start of their
collegiate careers to catch up.
In 2003. about 40 percent of
freshman at Kentucky's public
universities needed remediation
for at least one course, Waters
said.
"The average Kentucky high
school graduate is not well prepared," Waters said. "I wish we
could say it was better than
that, but it's not."
Too much attention is
focused on topics such as education funding and not enough
on classroom performance,
Waters said.
Currently, there is a disconnect between what students are
expected to learn in high school
and what colleges expect them
to know upon entejing, said
Kentucky Department of
Education spokeswoman Lisa
Gross. However, state education
officials are working to revamp
high school curriculum so more
students are ready for college.
Gross said.
"The department and the
board are going to be looking
very closely at high school education starting now and
revamping it looking at the
rigor of high school courses and
how relevant they are," Gross
said.
Kentucky recently has been
implementing various policies
that have officials in higher
education more concerned
about incoming freshman than
before, said Dianne, Bazell, an
assistant vice president for academic affairs at the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary
Education.
Among them, Kentucky has
recently established a "college
readiness standard" that tells
high school students the skills
they need upon entering college. Bazell said. For example,
a student interested in a mathrelated career would know the
approximate ACT score necessary and previous coursewott
he or she would need for college, she said.
Educators have also been
working with employers to
determine what skill sets they're
looking for. Bazell said. And,
Kentucky is doing more counseling and mentoring programs,
and conducting early voluntary
diagnostic tests to let students
know areas where they need to
improve, she said.
"We're doing a lot here."
Bazell said.
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Fletcher's Poor Timing
FRANKFORT - If timing is
everything in politics, Gov.
Ernie Fletcher doesn't have it.
His timing is awful.
Within
only days
last month of
a press interview by Dan
Druen, a key
figure in the
Merit
System
abuse scandal sweeping
Agree Or over
Not
Fletcher. in
By Todd Duvall which Druen
Syndicated
suggested he
might be
Columnist
willing to
cooperate
with prosecutors from Attorney
General Greg Stumbo's office,
Fletcher suddenly issued pardons for the nine current and
former officials, including
Druen, who had been indicted
by a special grand jury here
investigating allegations of
Merit System abuses. Druen
was the only official charged
with felonies.
And last Wednesday, within
hours of a prosecutor submitting to the court a transcript of
an interview between Drien
and Stumbo's chief prosecutor
in which Druen expressed the
belief that Fletcher knew about
the personnel initiatives that led
to the alleged Merit System
abuses. Fletcher called a press
conference to announce that he
was firing nine officials in his
administration for violating the
Merit System law.
On the basis of that Druen
transcript, the court authorized a
subpoena for records of
Fletcher's chief of staff right

down the hall from where
Fletcher announced the firings.
Is there any wonder close
aides to Fletcher are bailing out
"to pursue other career opportunities" or because of the physical and emotional strain on
them from the four-month-old
scandal?
And last week's Wednesday
Afternoon Massacre also raised
as many new questions as it
resolved others.
Why, for example, fire
Richard Murgatroyd, Fletcher's
deputy chief of staff with a
strong Republican base in
Northern Kentucky. but leave
acting Transportation Secretary
Bill Nighbert, who was indicted
and then pardoned like
Murgatroyd. in office?
Why fire the state highway
engineer, who wasn't indicted.
and not fire Deputy Secretary
Jim Adams, who was'?
Last week's housecleaning
also served to undermine everything Fletcher has said about
Stumbo's investigation from the
beginning. If the special grand
jury probe of Merit System
abuses was nothing but a political witchhunt over honest mistakes by innocent men with
honorable motives thus justifying the pardons. why fire them'?
Clearly, the court filings by
prosecutors of subpoenaed documents and records, including
e-mails, have shown the mistakes were far from innocent.
the motives were purely to use
the Merit System to reward jobs
to political supporters and to
penalize others for their political affiliation and to use state
offices and employees to bolster
Fletcher's re-election chances.
And just as the August pardons did not make the scandal

AP

go away for Fletcher, the
September firings won't either.
Stumbo's prosecutors made
that plain last week, even suggesting that the pardons will
help since those who received
the pardons have no grounds for
invokiog their Fifth Amendment
right against self-incrimination
if they are called back before
the grand jury to testify.
Attorneys for many a those
who were pardoned quickly
pointed out that Stumbo himself
suggested, in the wake of the
pardons. that evidence of federal law violations could be
turned over to federal prosecutors. The right against self- ,
incrimination certainly extends
to federal crimes as well as
state crimes.
The main question now is
whether the special grand jury

will receive sufficient evidence
- either from subpoenaed documents or testimony or both - to
file charges against the governor.
By not pardoning himself
along with the nine others and
anyone else who might have
been indicted. Fletcher effectively left himself the sole target
of Stumbo's investigation.
Only time will tell whether
that happens or the grand jury
concludes merely by issuing
what undoubtedly will be a
scathing report on Fletcher
administration personnel abuses.
Given Fletcher's terrible timing, it's liable to be both.
Todd Duvall is editorial page
editorfor The State Journal in
Frankfort.

9/11 Warnings Ignored
The recent publication of some oncecensored parts of the 9/1 1 Commission
report reveals that, in 1998. federal intelligence sources had shared their concern that
al Qaeda could be planning to use passenger airplanes as missiles on suicide raids
against prominent targets in the United
States. This is the first time we've heard
that that the possibility of such a suicide
mission was raised at the federal level during the Clinton years.
But the entire thrust of the administration's attitude toward air safety and security
was based on the happy assumption that no
terrorist would ever engage in a suicide
bombing using airplanes. Now the question
arises: Why did not the Clinton
Administration re-evaluate its air safety
measures in light of the 1998 warning?
After the crash of TWA flight 800 and
the bombing of the 1996 Atlanta Olympics,
both of which were thought at the time to
possibly he connected to international terrorists. President Clinton assigned Vice
President Al Gore to head a commission on
air safety to counter the possible terrorist
threat. With his usual technical thoroughness but cerebral obtuseness. Gore conducted a wide-ranging review of air-safety
measures and set up a system to predict
who would hijack a passenger airplane. The
system. called CAPPS (Civil Aviation
Passenger ProtectionSystem) was based in
an algorithm that evaluated risk factors to

spot hijackers.
And CAPPS worked brilliantly on 9/11
— picking out 11 of the 19 hijackers for
special scrutiny as possible terrorism.
But...
Gore's work was entirely based on the
belief that nobody would commit suicide
while hijacking a plane. So the only purpose of CAPPS was to assure that these
passengers boarded the airplane with their
checked baggage — since the feds assumed
that the checked bags couldn't have a bomb
in if the terrorist was on the plane himself.
As naive and shortsighted as this
assumption was — and as disastrous as it
turned out to be — until now we have only
been able to chalk it up to Al Gore's particular brand of myopia. But now we have
evidence that one year after his report was
issued, the White House received a warning
that a suicide mission was a distinct possibility.
Why did Gore or Clinton not spring into
action and undertake a review of the 1997
Commission report to adjust its conclusions
to take account of this new possibility?
This oversight led to the horrendous
lack of preparedness on 9/11.
To be sure, the intelligence finding was
cloaked in ambiguity with disclaimers that
suggested that al Qaeda would only use a
suicide attack as a last resort and indicated
that it did not feel such a tactic was likely.
But the finding spelled out in black and

white exactly what happened: Terrorists would
hijack passenger planes
in the United States and
use them to destroy
prominent public buildings.
Had Gore and Clinton
acted as they should
have, all kinds of changes
might have been made
Morris
that could have foreAdvisory
stalled 9/11. Boxcutters
By Dick Morris
and small knives could
Syndicated
have been barred from
Columnist
planes (after being specifically permitted in a
change in FAA rules early
in the Clinton years). Passengers identified
by the CAPPS system could be investigated
and barred from planes without special pat
downs and screening. The entire system
could have been refocused to take account
of the suicide option in a way that it never
was before 9/1 1.
The blame, of course, should fall not
only on a Clinton administration distracted
by impeachment and fighting for its political life, but also on the Bush Administration
— which is why the paragraph was initially
redacted from the published version of the
9/1 1 report.
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Obituaries
Vela Grace Clayton
Vela Grace Clayton, 89, Gilbert Street, Hazel, died Sunday. Sept.
18, 2005, at 2:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements.

Frank H. Lucas

she was the daughter of the late David Elbert Lassister and Effie
Holland Lassiter.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Jane Potts and husband.
Jamie, Kirksey, and Mrs. Cheryl Satterwhite and husband, Bobby.
Murray; three sons, Warren Stubblefield and wife, Virginia. Cadiz,
and Glen Stubblefield and wife, Brenda, and Eddie Stubblefield and
wife, Carolyn, all of New Concord; two sisters, Mrs. Lois
Raspberry, Hazel, and Mrs. Rachel Carucci, New York; four half sisters, Mrs. Mattie Ann Tripp, Mrs. Peggy Davis and Mrs. Linda
Houston, all of Murray, and Mrs. Leta Hash, Louisville; half brother, Joe Lassiter, Murray; 15 grandchildren ; 24 great-grandchldren.
one stepgrandchild; one great-great-grandchild.

Frank H. Lucas,77, Brunswick, Maine,formerly of Murray, died
Friday, Sept. 16, 2005, at Hawthorne House, Freeport, Maine.
Born March 7, 1928, he was the son of the late Leroy P. Lucas
and Anna M. Guetzka Lucas. Four sisters and two brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include two stepdaughters, Debbie Jones, Murray, and
Michelle Froumfelter and husband, Eric, Buchanan, Tenn.; three
stepsons, Christopher Clayton and wife, Tracy, Sedalia; Robert
Louise Hughes
Clayton and wife, Jodinna, Benton, and Dale Clayton, Hamlin; two Martha
for Martha Louise Hughes will be Tuesday at 11 a.m.
funeral
The
and
nieces, Diane Chiatello and husband, George, Thornton, Ill.,
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Mark
of
chapel
the
in
Lois Wilson, Peotone, Ill.; three nephews, Scott Verway and wife,
will
officiate.
F_arheart
Lore, Brunswick, Daniel Danner, DeMott, Ind., and Sam Verway
Pallbearers will be Bobby Hays and Bobby Cox. Burial will foland wife, Carol, Forest Lake, Calif.; 10 grandchildren.
low in the Murray City Cemetery.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the Murray City
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 9 to 11 a.m. Tuesday.
Cemetery. The Rev. Hal Barrow will officiate.
of sympathy may be made to Arthritis Foundation,
Expressions
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 9
Kentucky Chapter, 2908 Brownsboro Rd., Suite 100, Louisville, KY
a.m. Tuesday.
40206-306.
Miss Hughes, 86, Farmer Avenue, Murray, died Friday, Sept. 16,
2005, at 10:25 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Mrs. Mary M. Waters McCoil
A retired nurse, she had worked at the Houston-McDevitt Clinic
Mrs. Mary M. Waters McCoil, 87, West View Nursing Home,
with Doctors Hal Houston Sr. and C.C. Lowry, all in Murray
and
Murray, formerly of the Lynn Grove community, died Saturday,
She
was a member of Kirksey United Methodist Church.
Sept. 17, 2005, at 10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born June 20, 1919, in Kirksey, she was the daughter of the late
Before retiring, she worked for 20 years in the food service
Lee Hughes and Tellie Valarah Ezell Hughes. Also preceding
Alford
department of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was a memwere two brothers, Dr. Don Hughes and H.L. Hughes.
death
in
her
ber of Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove.
Survivors include two sisters, Lura Cox, Independence, Va., and
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Delmus Morris in
Hughes, Murray; one brother, Joe Hughes and wife, Lillian,
Sue
1940, her second husband, Hubert (Pete) McCoil in 1976, one son,
; seven nieces and nephews, Kaye Hughes, David
Hopkinsville
William Aaron Morris in 2004, and one sister, Burline Paschall.
Hughes, Eddie Cox, Bobby Cox, Carolyn Delp, Pam Yanzer and
Born March 25, 1918, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
Heather Hughes.
the late William Ado Waters and Carle Ulvie Richie Waters. '
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Pixie L. Nance and husJames Edward Grace
band, Phil, Carrollton, Ga., and Mrs. Melissa Anne Baker, Cadiz;
A graveside service for James Edward Grace was Sunday at 3
law,
daughter-inone
Murray;
one son, Gary McCoil and wife, Dian,
at the Dixon Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
p.m.
Janice Morris, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Martha Windsor and huseman & York Funeral Home was in charge of
Blalock-Col
band, Charles, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Betty Jo Crittendon and husband,
.
arrangements
Sonny. Tri-City, and Mrs. Sue Williams and husband, Elmo, Cuba:
Mr. Grace, 76, Murray, died Friday. Sept. 16, 2005, at 11:20 a.m.
ildren.
great-grandch
11 grandchildren; six
oway County Hospital.
Murray-Call
at
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the Salem
faith. Born Nov. 9, 1928, in Trigg County, he
Baptist
of
was
He
Cemetery, Lynn Grove. Bro. John Sheppard will officiate.
Ned Grave and Fannie Ann Hicks Grace Peal.
late
the
of
son
the
was
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 4 to 8
No immediate family survives, but he is survived by many
p.m. today (Monday).
friends at Fern Terrace where he lived for many years.

Mrs. Ethel Scott Fanis
Mrs. Ethel Scott Farris, 91, Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 17.
2005, at 9:50 a.m. at her home.
A homemaker, she was a member of Independence United
Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Samuel Scott, her
second husband, Owen (Red) Farris, one daughter, Dorothy Wyatt,
one son, Howard Scott, one grandson, Teddy Burkeen, four sisters,
Lorene Redden, Durine Collins, Pat McIntire and Eula June Stone;
two brothers, Harlan Collins and Johnny Collins. Born May 15,
1914, in. Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Will
Collins and Nellie McDaniel Collins.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Velvaleen Burkeen and
Ms. Barbara Ann Scott, and two sons, Donald Gerald Scott and wife,
Jennifer, andLarry Eugene Scott and wife, Evelyn, all of Murray;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Muriele (Cenia) Colllins, Michigan; 21 grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; 20 great-great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and the
Rev. Joey Adair will officiate.
Grandsons will be pallbearers. Burial will follow in the McDaniel
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or McDaniel
Cemetery, do Howard Coy, 204 Radio Rd., Almo, KY 42020.

Mrs. Lula Frances Lassiter Stubblefield

The funeral tor Mrs. Lula Frances Lassiter Stubblefield was
today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-coleman & York Funeral
Home. John Dale and Bob Haley officiated. Todd Walker led con-

Mrs. Lavona Nichols (Mudd) Key
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Mrs. Lavona Nichols(Mudd) Key, 100, Paris, Tenn., died Friday.
Sept. 16, 2005, at her home.
A 1922 graduate of Puryear High School, she received a teaching
certificate from Normal School in 1924 and taught school for four
years at Foundry Hill School and Thompson Grove School. A retired
LPN, she worked for 22 years at Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. She was the oldest member of Oak Grove Baptist
Church where she joined in 1911.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Elisha William Key,
two daughters, Betty Key in 1997 and Elvira Charlton in 1985, three
sisters, Effie Orr, Mime Taylor and L.D. Valentine, and three brothers, Irl, Doyle and Orville Nichols. She was the daughter of the late
LeRoy Nichols and Ethel Paschall Nichols.
Survivors include two granddaughters, Kathy Callicott Ray and
husband, Larry, Buchanan, Tenn., and Nikki Charlton Goode abnd
husband, Ronnie, Memphis, Tenn.; one grandson, Hal Kenneth 1
Charlton and wife, Barbara, Vero Beach, Fla.; three great-grandchildren, Lesley Ann Goode, Troy Goode, and Chris Ray and wife.
Wendy; special grandmother of Stan Bond family.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Oak Grove Baptist
.
Church. Jerry Drye and Martin Severns will officiate.
Charlton,
Kenneth
Hal
Ray,
Chris
Pallbearers will be Larry Ray,
Ronnie Goode, Stan Bond and Dan Valentine, active; Ted Callcott,
Hal Charlton, Edith and Nelson Whtie, Clara Jean and Gerald
Paschall. Martha Loosier, Jean Bailey, Jackie Boyd, Mavis Sanders,
Martha George, Wilhenia Martin and Sally Jones, honorary. Burial
will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., from
4 to 8 p.m. today(Monday)and at the church after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Oak Grove Baptist
Church, 5525 Jones Mill-Crossland Rd., Puryear, TN 38251.

gregational singing.
Grandsons served as active pallbearers and granddaughters,
grandsons-in-law and granddaughters-in-law served as honorary
pallbearers. Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Stubblefield, 90, Elm Street, Murray, died Friday. Sept. 17,
2005, at 8:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Preceding her in death were her husband, James Gradie
Stubblefield who died June 5, 1995; seven sisters, Reva Hatfield.
Lera Anderson, Elta Winchester. Lora Willis, Lata Garner, Cova
Clark and Dolly Lela Lassiter; three brothers, Elbert Lassiter,
George Robert Lassiter and W. D. Lassiter; three half sisters,
Delores McDougal, Rubene Beane and Virginia Kirks; and one half
brother, James Lassiter. Born Feb. 10, 1915, in Calloway County,
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COMMUNITY
Free trees
Lions Club Annual Radio Auction
will be, given
Ten free tires will be given
to each person from Kentucky
who joins The National Arbor
Day Foundation during September 2005. The free trees are
part of the nonprofit Foundation's Trees for America campaign.
The ten trees are the American Redbud, White Pine, Sugar
Maple, White Flowering Dogwood. Pin Oak. Red Maple,
Birch, Silver Maple, Red Oak,
and Colorado Blue Spruce.
"These trees were selected
to provide benefits every season of the year in Kentucky:
lovely spring flowers, cool summer shade;spectacular autumn
colors, and winter berries and
nesting sites for songbirds,"
John Rosenow,the Foundation's
president, said. "They will add
to the proud heritage of Kentucky's 34 Tree City USA communities. For almost three
decades Tree City USA has
supported community forestry
across Kentucky. and planting
these trees will make this treeplanting
tradition
even
stronger."
The trees will be shipped
postpaid at the right time for
planting between October 15
and December 10 with enclosed
planting instructions. The six
to twelve inch trees are guaranteed to grow or they will
be replaced free of charge.
To receive the free trees,
send a $IO membership contribution to ten trees. National Arbor Day Foundation. 100
Arbor Avenue, Nebrask.a City.
NE 68410, by September 30.
2005 or join online at arborday org.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
at Calloway Public Library
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the conununity room of
the Calloway Public Library.
Demonstrations and patterns of Christmas/holiday ornaments and decorations will
be the program. Members are asked to
bring items they have made; a sample,
copies of patterns and instructions as well
as materials to demonstrate.
Tables will be set up. Items can be table
lo's
decorations, tree ornaments or similar items.
Datebook Supplies are also welcome if you have them
By Jo Burkeen to donate.
The room will be available for the gorup
Community
at 5:30 p.m.
Editor
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Care Center closed until Oct. 3
Life House Care Center will be closed until Monday. Oct.
3. It will reopen on that date at its new building at 602 Poplar
St., Murray. Carmen Norvell, director, said "if any one has an
emergency to call 753-0700."

Murray Chapter of IMP to meet
Photo provided
Lions V.P. Rowina Wilburn and Chair Einar Jenstrom discuss the 39th Annual Radio
Auction scheduled for Monday, Oct. 31, Tuesday. Nov. 1 and Thursday. Nov. 3, 2005.
The funds received from this auction primarily support the local eye care conservation program as well as the Lions Kentucky Eye Foundation research in Lexington
and Louisville hospitals. The generous support of WNBS 1340 AM radio airwaves
and the businesses in Murray/Calloway is a major annual funding source for this
clubs projects. The first phase is 14 teams that will contact the local businesses to
once again request their support.

New Food Pyramid program repeated
Due to overwhelming re
quest. the Center for Health
& Wellness will repeat the program presented in August on
the New Food Guide Pyramid.
The United States government has recently updated the
Food Pyramid and reflects many
changes, including the need
and importance of exercise in
maintaing proper health. Rebec-

ca Wright, MS, RD. LD will
discuss the latest news on the
Food Pyramid.Participants will
learn what the colors mean on
the chart and what changes
will need to be made in their
lifestyles in regards to the new
pyramid.
Join Wright on Monday. September 26 from 4 p.m. to 4:30
pm at the Center for Heatlh

& Wellness classroom for this
information discussion on the
New Food Pyramid.
For more information on
this program or others at the
Center for Health & Wellness,
contact Allison
Lancaster.
Health Promotions Coordinator at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, at 270-762-1348.

•

Ladies of Murray Country Club

Murray Chapter of IAAP will have a nun computer seminar with Dr. Andy Batts as instructor at 5:15 p.m. in room
209 of business building at Murray State University. The session is free and open to interested area office professionals.
For information call Kay Hays at 762-2234.

Masonic lodge will meet
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

Nat

Band Boosters will meet
Calloway County Laker Band Booster Meeting will be Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the Calloway County High School band
room. Middle and high school parents and all interested persons are invited to attend.

Heritage Bank plans promotion
Heritage Bank Heart Walk Team will have a rebate night at
Mr. Gatti's from 5 to 8 p.m. on Tuesday. Customers are asked
to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. Donnie Hendrix will
present the program. Hostesses will be Bobbie Weatherly, Rebecca Landolt, Shirley Wall, Sally DuFord, Sondra Rice and Ruth
Eversmeyer.

Alumni and Associates to meet

Theatre,
.
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

th
inj

The ladies of Murray Coun- \pperson. Inus Orr, Ann Brown et, low gross: Betty Stewart.
Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools will meet
'IirY Club will play on Wednes9:10 - Patsy Green, Venela low net
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. New board members will be
day to complete the fall tour- Sexton, Norma Frank. Marilyn
Second flight: Venela Sex- elected and a fundraiser will be discussed. All members
and
nament due to inclement weath- Adkins.
ton, low gross; Patsy Green interested persons are urged to attend.
SCHEDULE GOOD TRU SEPT 22
er last Thursday. Those not
9:20 - Sheila Lipsey, Susan and Marilyn Adkins, tied for
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY
listed in the line-up nut wish- Johnson, Brenda Rowland, Eve- low net
ing to play should call Patsy lyn Jones
Third flight; Sheila Lipsey,
The Transporter 2
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
Chaney, hostess for the day.
Hole 10 - Patsy Chaney, low gross, Susan Johnson. low
p.m. at Murray High School. All officers, sports representaPG13 - 6:55 - 9:00
The line-up is as follows:
Beth Belote, Frances Hulse, net
8:30 - Barbara Gray, Jen- and Betty Shepperson
Low putts: Jennifer Crouse tives, parents and other interested persons are encouraged to
40 Year Old Virgin
attend.
nifer Crouse. Peggy ShoemakWinners of play last Wednes- and Sue Outland
R. 7:20 - 9:45
er, Betty Stewart
day were:
9-Holers: Betty Shepperson,
8:45 - Betty Jo Purdom. Ve
CHampionship flight: Betty first place, and Patsy Chaney.
The Man
Severns. Sue Outland. Linda Jo Purdom, low gross; Linda second: Frances Hulse, low
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
PG13- 7:25 - 9:20
Burgess
Burgess, low net
putts
offer glaucoma screens and blood pressure and pulse checks
9:00 - Freda Steely. Rainey
First flight: Peggy Shoemakon Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Dollar General,
Just Like Heaven
Puryear, Tenn., and from 1 to 3 p.m. at C-Mart, Hazel; on
PG13- 7:30 - 9:40
Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
Exorcism of Emily Rose
Wal-Mart in Murray.
The Ladies of the Oaks and Mary Alice Smith won play. Laura Parker and Melva
PG13- 7:05 - 9:30
Country Club held their golf second.
Hatcher will serve as hostplay on September 14.
On Wednesday beginning at esses.
Red Eye
Murray Singles (SOS)0 will meet Tuesday at 7 .m. in the
A scramble was held with 9:30 a.m. (Note time change)
All members are encouraged
P613 - 7:10 - 9:10
Mary Houston. Shirley Wade. golf will be played with pair- to play and attend the lunch- annex of Calloway Public Library. For information clal Mike
at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.
Doris Rose and Cynthia Dar- ings to be made at the tee. A eon and meeting.
Valiant
nall winning first. Della Miller. business meeting and potluck
G - 6:40
Jo Anne Auer. Bronda Parker will be held immediately after
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
The Brothers Grimm
Methodist Church. Please neter from the southside rear door
PG13 - 8:25
located near the playground. the only requirement is that there
Kenlake Ladies Golf League
The winners for the play ton, Martha Lewis and Pat be a problem of alcoholism or addiction
in a relative or friend.
: had 12 ladies to play golf at were Gloria Thies. first place, Twiny.
Program iniormaton Call 753-3314 :
the Benton Country Club on and four coming in with the
Others playing were Evelyn
Sept. 14.
iirne score for second place Blevin, Dotty Elliott. Mary
A benefit tournament will be held Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 at
were Sue Thetford. Ina Hor- Neale Barton and Mandy H.
the Kirksey ball park. The tournament will benefit the Haley
Phillips Girl Scout Gold Award. The entry fee is $100 per
team. To register, call Diana Phillips at 527-2072 during the
day or 489-2220 after 5 p.m. or Dana Sheridan at 767-0261
or 752-0452. The registration deadline is Sept. 26.
-Elizabeth Kenny

Tiger Booster Club will meet
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Health Express plans stops

Ladies of the Oaks

tr

Singles will meet Tuesday

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

Kenlake Ladies Golf

Tournament to be held

Discover what over 4 million women
already know. There's only one Curves.

He who angers you

conquers you.

Need Line lists special needs

Need Line of Murray and Calloway County has listed special needs to fill the sacks for the clients. Food needs are
spinach, dried beans, pasta, peanut butter, oatmeal or dry cereal, crackers, rice and instant mashed potatoes. Personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies needed are bath tissue, shampoo, dish
liquid and bleach. Cooler/freezer needs are eggs and bread.
Also large brown paper bags are needed. These may be taken
to the office from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
For information call 753-6333.

Hazel lodge to meet
Hazel W.O.W. Lodge 138 will meet at 6 p.m. Tuesday
at
Ryan's restaurant. All members are encouraged to attend.
Nu ask our mcmhers urve. Am ixvven
s ommottantsc wnght I.

40-minutc woclusut.
and the support vou need to do bark

Donations being taken for Orten
Tai

CW11,4,

Orten, 2002 graduate of Calloway County High School
and a senior art student at MSU, has recently been
diagnosed
with cancer. Orten is undergoing six months of
extensive
chemotherapy in Austin, Texas. A fund has been set up
for her
at BB&T to try and help with expenses. Anyone who
would
like to contribute may go to any BB&T Branch in the
country. For information contact Brenda Volp at 753-4153.
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Hurricane fundraiser scheduled
Persons may stop

by Papa John's Pizza and purchase
a window sign for $I which 100 percent of the
proceeds going
directly to the Red Cross to help the victims of
Hurricane Katrina. The signs say "Sweet Home Alabama", "I
Love the Big
Easy", "I Love Louisiana" and "I Love
Mississippi."
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Staying safe on the farm
height of the equipment is
When leasing a field in a
and in many cases, the
growing
be
combine or larger tractor,
service lines on the farms and
sure to turn on flashers and
becoming lower.
whenever possible move from
As service lines age, they
farm to farm with an escort
to sag because of age
tend
traveling a quarter of a mile in
and/or damage to poles and guy
front to alert oncoming traffic.
If the piece of equipment has wires. A good rule of thumb to
would
use when working around servmirrors keep them clean and
almost
ice lines is to maintain at least a
guarantee adjusted for the driver so that
10-foot margin of safety from
that every the driver can be aware of their
the lines. When in doubt, don't
surroundings at all times.
one of us
operate taller equipment includIf and when a line of traffic
can name
ing tractors and combines with
begins to build up behind you
at least
antennas, tractors with their
road
the
of
off
pull completely
one perfront buckets raised, and large,
and stop when possible to let
son that
fold-up cultivators under elecAgricultural we have
them pass. Taking a little extra
trical service lines on your
time and a few extra precaucome
Update
farmstead.
safe
travinsure
tions can help
By Todd Powell into conFarm safety is such a broad
Calloway County tact with
eling when moving from farm
Extension Agent in our
topic that it is hard to cover all
to farm this fall.
for Agriculture/ lives that
aspects that need to be covered.
Harvest season typically
Natural
I feel that former President
days
and
means many long
has lost a
Resources
Ronald Reagan summed it up
nights throughout the harvest
limb of
best in his 1985 proclamation
long
all
know,
we
As
season.
seriously
been
has
or
body
their
of National Farm Safety Week
working hours lead to fatigue
injured in a farm accident.
when he stated:
and stress. As fatigue and stress
This week, Sept.18-24, is
"From the beginning of our
injury
for
potential
in
the
sets
National Farm Safety and
history, agriculture has
nation's
comtwo
The
increases.
greatly
Safety
and
Farm
Health Week.
been one of the major elements
bined can potentially lead to a
Health Week is an annual proof the American success story.
deadly situation.
motion from the National
this country was founded,
Since
levstress
and
fatigue
the
As
Safety Council commemorating
90 percent of its
over
when
alertness
one's
typically
rise,
els
and
the hard work, diligence
labor force was on the farm, it
tends to decline which leads to
sacrifices of our nation's farmhas excelled at growing food
potential safety hazards. Often
ers and ranchers.
other agricultural products.
and
taking
operations
the daily
The 2005 event marks the
success was achieved long
This
season
harvest
the
during
place
a
62nd consecutive signing of
before we became a leader in
tend to become routine.
proclamation by a U.S.
Whenever possible try to take a industry, technology, science
President beginning with FDR
and commerce.
in 1944. This week, we all need short break or even switch up
"Today, technological
change
a
for
workers
other
with
a
to step back and take few
advances have made possible
of pace to break the monotony
minutes to reflect on some
productivity undreamed of in
areas around the farm and com- of the routine.
days when Cyrus
the
switching
before
However,
munity that some safety precaudesigned and built
McCormack
important
very
is
it
others
with
or
be
implemented
tions could
the first horse-drawn reaper.
to make sure that both workers
improved upon.
are trained and physically capa- The United States now supplies
Farm safety does not apply
food to millions of people
ble of operating the equipment
just to our community fanners.
around the world, and our pronecesthe
all
understand
and
communiIt involves the entire
ductive capabilities grow still
sary safety precautions that
ty. As I discussed a few weeJ9
greater every year.
doing
when
need to be followed
ago, every year in Kentucky
"But the farmer's life is still
job.
other's
more than 200 accidents involv- the
and dangerous. While
difficult
that
farm
the
on
area
One
and
vehiing farm machinery
that makes
technology
new
the
tends to be overlooked year to
cles occur on our public roads
has
possible
bounty
/such
elecof
year is the possibility
with six to seven thousand
it
safety,
in
advances
*brought
is
it
year
of
time
This
trocution.
the
in
deaths occurring annually
risks, and
own
its
carries
also
visual
a
do
to
important
very
these
of
Many
States.
United
requires knowledge and care in
inspection of all overhead
accidents lead to serious
its use. Incidents of accidental
power lines.
injuries or even fatalities.
death, injury and job-related illimplement
the
year
Every
With this in mind, lees all
nesses are still tragically
bigger
releasing
are
companies
slow
to
attempt
make an honest
numerous on the farms, in the
and better equipment that
down when traveling our rural
homes, and on the roads of
become
to
highways this upcoming harvest enables fanning
America. But with
rural
release
the
With
efficient.
more
season in attempts to prevent a
education about the
increased
the
generally
equipment
this
of
commutragic collision in our
nity.
With that said, there are
some thins that the farmers can
also do to help avoid these collisions.
CORN • SOYBEANS • WHITE CORN
When traveling on the road
with slow-moving equipment,
make sure that the slow-moving
vehicle emblems and extremity
'
• P‘r
markings are kept clean and
quotes!
price
for
Call
bright to help motorists notice
832-5347 • 527-528.3 • 205-0576
equipment.

As the hustle and bustle of
the fall harvest season is finally
into full swing in our community, one very important factor
that we all need to stop and
reflect on is farm safety.

Photo provided

to
Calloway County Farm Bureau recently asked County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
Week.
Safety
Farm
National
as
2005,
18-24,
September
declaring
on
sign a proclamati
comThis week is a time to focus on safe farming practices throughout the agricultural
Calloway
are
Elkins
Judge
with
Pictured
munity especially during this harvest season.
Health
County Farm Bureau Board members Marty Carraway, Safety and Rural
President.
County
Furches,
Tripp
and
Chairman,
need for farm safety, and with
ongoing improvements in production design, there is hope
that we can make real progress
in protecting America's farmers
and their families from accidents and injuries.
"...I urge all those Americans
engaged in agriculture or its
related services, and especially
those training inexperienced or
young workers, to establish and
follow safety procedures and
instill dedication and commit-

ment to safety and health care
in all those who can be influenced by their examples."
This week, take time and
step back and do a quick survey
of your farming operation and
look for areas that can be
improved upon to insure a safe
working environment for yourself, your family and your
employees.
For more information on
farm safety, please contact the
Calloway County Extension

Office.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all people regardless of race, color,
age, sex, religion, disability or
national origin. University of
Kentucky, Kentucky State
University, U.S. Department of
Agriculture and Kentucky counties cooperating.

iiPROFESSIONAL GROOMING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AT/

MURRAY Armin Hosprna & PET HOTEL
We are proud to welcome
SHERRY LEE to our staff,
Certified Groomer
'with 18 years experience.
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YOUR SPEED OF BANKING.
quickly Heritage Bank can accelerate your
PUSH OUR PEDAL TO THE METAL! And see how
can offer you every product and service of
speed of bantang. • At every turn, you'll see that Heritage Bank
and on-hold methods of out-of-town financial
the biggest banks around, but without the hassle, headaches
speed. • Take us for a test run today
institutions. Put the brakes on banking that doesn't keep you up to
HERITAGE BANK. BANKING AT THE SPEED OF LIFE!
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Meet Race Car Driver Evan Lents

e***

Thursday, September 22 • Noon to 3:00 pm.

WWW.BANIKWITHHERITAGE.COM
210 N 12ip• ST

• MuK.K.Ar KY 42071 • 753.7921

pitstop atour Murray Office. Get an autograph
Evan Lents of Lents Motorsports will be making a special
picture and enjoy some refreshments on us as

we say thank you to our friends and neighbors in.the community
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Visitors flee the Keys as Florida readies for Tropical Storm Rita
KEY WEST. Fla. (AP) Hotel workers secured pool
chairs and umbrellas. tourists
hoarded buses out of town and
lines of vehicles snaked out of
thc lower Florida Keys as
Tropical Storm Rita churned
toward the exposed island chain.
Rita. which strengthened
Sunday into a tropical storm.
had sustained winds of 60 mph
and wa.s forecast to be in the
Straits of Florida between the
Keys and northern Cuba on
Monday, possibly as a Category
1 hurricane with winds of at
least 74 mph, forecasters said.
The entire Keys was under a
hurricane warning. Rainfall
totals of6 to 15 inches were possible in the Keys,' with 3 to 5
inches possible across southern
Florida. Storm surges of 6 to 8
feet above normal tide levels
were predicted to batter the
Keys.
Officials issued evacuation
orders Sunday for visitors — but
not residents — from the Seven
Mile Bridge near Marathon to
Key West, including the Dry
Tortugas.
"We're happy to get out of
here before the storm comes,"
said Joan Taylor, 73, of Midland
Park. N.J.. who was planning to
fly out of Key West on Monday.
The stream of vehicles kaving the Keys on Sunday included RVs, cars towing boats and
thousands of motorcycle riders
who left an annual gathering a
day early. U.S. I. the lone highway in the Keys. was packed.
Gov. kb Bush declared a
state of emergency for Florida.
which gives the state authority
to oversee evacuations and activate the National Guard, among
other powers.
Despite the evacuation order,
however. some hotels and
restaurants in Key West
remained open. and few businesses were boarded up Sunday
night
In the Bahamas. which could
he struck by Rita first. few -on
`v1aaguana Island bothered to
hoard their windows or stock up
on emergency supplies as they
normally would for a hurricane.
said Larne! Brown, manager of
the Bas-cancr Beach Resort
"1 -don't expect that _Ruch
trouble; Bellvil vt*
R
ri
,c re fromutt
'Pat
&Mi "it.
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At 5 a.m EDT. Rita was

tered about 250 miles southeast
of Nas.sau. Bahamas, and about
490 miles east-southeast of Key
West. It was moving to the westnorthwest near 9 mph,according
to the National Hurricane
Center.
Long-range forecasts showed
the system moving into the Gulf
of Mexico late in the week as a
hurricane,
then
possibly
approaching Mexico or Texas.
But forecasters warned those
across the U.S. southern coast
that long-term predictions are
subject to large errors. That

means that areas ravaged by
Katrina should be watching the
storm.
Rita is the 17th named storm
of the Atlantic hurricane season.
That makes this season the
fourth busiest since record keeping began in 1851 —2! tropical
storms formed in 1933, 19
developed in 1995 and 1887 and
18 formed in 1969, according to
the hurricane center.
Four
hurricanes struck
Florida last year. killing dozens
of people and causing $19 billion in insured losses in Florida.

Hurricane Dennis brushed by
the Keys in July, flooding some
Key West streets, toppling trees
and knocking out power, before
the
slamming
Florida
Panhandle.
Hurricane Katrina hit South
Florida last month, killing 11
people.
Farther out in the Atlantic,
Hurncane Philippe formed late
Sunday well east of the Lesser
Antilles. At 5 a.m., Philippe had
maximum sustained winds near
75 mph, and was centered about
385 miles east of the Leeward

Islands anti was moving to the
north near 7 mph.

The hurricane season started
June 1 and ends Nov. 30.
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payment could lose value.
Whenever the Federal Reserve raises the
Prime Lending Rate, the value of your lump
sum payment can go down. And the Fed
has raised interest rates 10 months in a row.
But you can protect the value of your

a
HAU

65-

If you don't lock in now, your lump sum

7S'

I
AP

NAACP chief
blasts Katrina
response
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) The federal government would
have been faster in responding
Ii' an esacuce crisis after
flumeane Katrina if the victims
had not been mostly poor and
black, the chief operating officer
for the National Association for
the Ad% ancement of Colored
People said.said.
Rev. Nelson Rivers,
speaking Saturday evening at
the
Louis% ille
NAACP's
Freedom Fund Dinner, said the
disaster had helped highlight
issues of poverty and race in
kmcrica. and he noted that the
NAACP had raised SI.1 million
in relief funds for survivors.
Several thousand people
weathered the storm and spent
se% end days afterward inside the
stadium with link food or fresh
water. es en after the storm blew
holes in the roof.
Rivers
also
criticized
President Bush for invading
Iraq. The United States is wasting "time. lives and resources"
fighting a war in Iraq that "started on a lie and continues on a
lie." Rivers said. He noted that
weapons of mass destruction.
one of President Bush's main
justifications for the war, never
materialized.
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MURRAY STATE 27, INDIANA STATE 15

Murray
roars past
Lady Lyons

Nick At Ni

Lady Tigers make
second straight
trip to All 'A'
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
EDDYVILLE, Ky. —For the
second straight season the Murray High School girls' soccer
team is advancing to the All
'A' State Tournament.
For the second straight season, the Lady Tigers are doing
so compliments
of
Lyon County.
Murray
High defeated the Lady
Lyons 4-1
Sunday.
Lyon County is the
Rosa
same squad
the
Lady
Tigers defeated a year ago.
The win this year propels the
MHS to Frankfort, where they
will play Bass County at 3
p.m. Saturday at the Sower
Soccer Complex.
On Sunday, Lyon County
took a quick 1-0 lead when
Heather Newman scored the
Lady Lyons' first and only goal
In See TIGERS Page 2B
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times

Photo
Murray State tailback Nick Turner (22) is corralled by an Indiana State defender on this rushing attempt
during the first half of
Saturday's home opener at Roy Stewart Stadium. Turner earned OVC Specialist of the Week honors
after gaining 299 all-purpose
yards 'against the Sycamores. helping the Racers to their first victory of the season and their record ninth straight
home-opening
win.

Nick Turner shines in return as Racers cut down Sycamores
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The season premiere of
"The Nick Turner Show" was
delayed for one week. Nevertheless, it proved to be a
hit among fans and critics
alike.
The star — Murray State's
diminutive 6-foot, 190-pound
senior scatback — stole the
show in his first game back
from a suspension. He got
rave reviews with a kickoff
return for a touchdown, a
rushing score and a halfback
pass for another touchdown
as the Racers ended a threegame losing streak to Gateway Conference foe Indiana
State in a 27-15 decision in
front of 5,356 partisans Saturday night at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
In the process, the Racers
(1-1) earned their record ninth
straight victory in a home
opener, rebounding from an
opening-week loss at Division 1-A Mississippi State.
Director — i.e. head coach
— Joe Pannunzio was happy
with his star's performance,
but said there could just as
easily be a spin-off from his
supporting cast as the season
continues.
"Nick's a great player, and
he made a big difference for
us (Saturday). But we've got
a lot of great players on this
team," said Pannunzio. 'This
is going to be one of those
years where you have a lot
of guys who are going to
have big games."
Saturday
pilot
night's
episode, however, centered
around the adventures of the
electrifying Turner. The onetime Mississippi State player
ho missed the Sept. 3
season opener against his former team after being suspended by Pannunzio for his role
in a recent off-field incident

RACERS 27
Indian.) State 1S
Indiana St
Murray St

13
2 D 0— 15
7 13 7 0-27
First Quarter
Indiana St. — FG Hooper 23, 10:54
Indiana St. — Logan 6 pass from
Baggett (Hooper kick), 4.11
Murray St. — Turner 91 kick return
iRey kick), 3.51
Indiana St. — FG Hooper 40, 0033
Second Quarter
Indiana St. — Safety. 11.35
Murray St. — Marchman 71 pass from
Turner (Riley kick failed), 8:11
Murray St. — Turner run 5 (Riley kick),
1 57
Third Quarter
Murray St. — Cook 1 run (Riley kick),
4 14
A — 5.356
*MO

TEAM STATISTICS
ISU MSU
First downs
23
15
Rushes-yards
34-195 44-206
262
Passing
148
Comp-Aft-Int
33-58-1 8-16-2
Return Yards
102
142
Punts-Avg
7-38.9 6-24.7
Fumbles-Lost
1-0
1-0
Penalties-Yards
14-87 5-39
Time of Possession
31:13 28.47
AO%

--

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & limes Photo

Murray State head coach Joe Pannunzio talks with junior quarterback Ken
Topps during a timeout in the first half of Saturday's home opener at Roy
Stewart Stadium. After a celebrated season-opening performance at Mississippi State, Topps struggled in his second outing with just 77 yards passing
while throwing two interceptions
— gave the Racers a spark
when they most needed it.
Sycamores (0-3)
The
appeared to be in complete
control when quarterback
Blaine Baggett's 6-yard pass
found wide receiver Sam
Logan in the end zone for a
touchdown and a 10-0 Indiana State lead with just 4:11
remaining in the first quarter. But Turner changed all
that on the ensuing kickoff,
racing 91 yards to paydirt for
the score. Morgan Riley followed with the extra point to

pull Murray State to within
10-7.
"I told the referee I was
going to score," Turner said
with a grin. "I thought I was
telling a story, but I got a
good block that opened things
up for me and I just took it
down the field. I was pumped
up and ready to roll after
that."
"The momentum kind of
shifted after that kick return,"
said first-year Indiana State
head coach Lou West. "I think
our guys were a little over-

enthusiastic right there, and
that gave Nick a little crease.
That was kind of what started everything for them."
The kick return was a good
thing for the Racers, who needed Turner's energy after watching the Sycamores rebound
with a 40-yard field goal from
Kyle Hooper and a sack of
MSU quarterback Ken Topps
in the end zone that resulted
in a safety and a 15-7 ISU
lead.
That's when Turner struck
again. On a first-and-10 from

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING
Indiana St.. Forte 22149, Ba99ert 9-32 Sample 1-7,
Saone 2-7 Murray St. Turner 14-86,
Good 18-70, Topps 12-50
PASSING — Indiana St., Baggett 3358-1-262 Murray St. Topps 7- 15-277, Turner 1-1-0-71
RECEIVING — Indiana St. Logan 17151. Petrowski 4-25 Naves 4-18, Forte
3-32. Hutcherson 2-5, Baste 1-20,
Sample 1-6. Ludwig 1-5 Murray St..
Rummy 3-28, Marchman 2-92, Turner
2-23, Edam/ 1-5

the MSU 29, he took a pitch
from Topps and fired a laser
to a wide-open Marcel Marchman, who raced untouched into
the end zone for a 71 -yard
score at the 8:1I mark of the
second quarter, slicing the visitors' lead to 15-13.
The play lit a fire under
the Racer defense, which
stopped Indiana State on its
next two possessions — the
last of which ended at the
Sycamore 13.
II See RACERS Page 2B

AP Photo

Tennessee Titans linebacker Brad Kassell (55)
celebrates with Keith Bulluck (53) and Ken Amato
(58) after Kassell intercepted a pass and returned it
for a touchdown in the
fourth quarter against the
Baltimore Ravens on Sunday in Nashville.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Tennessee Titans linebacker
Keith Bulluck was so elated
over teammate Brad Kassell's
interception return for a touchdown that he grabbed the first
football he saw and punted it
into the stands.
Oops. That was the ball
Kassell wanted for his trophy
cabinet.
"If he has to buy it. I'll buy
it for him," Bulluck said of
the ball, which now belongs
to a fan.
Bulluck and the Titans were
in a giving mood Sunday after
proving they really can tackle
in beating the Baltimore Ravens
25-10 in their home opener.
Steve McNair threw a touchdown, Rob Bironas kicked field
goals of 39, 29 and 47 yards
and Rob Reynolds blocked a
punt in the end zone for a
safety as the NFL's youngest
team easily dismantled a supposedly
improved
Ravens
offense.
The rebuilding Titans (1-1)
had replaced five starters on
defense this offseason, but they
easily outplayed Baltimore's Pre
Bowl-stocked unit with si*
sacks and two turnovers, including Kassell's 21-yard intercep,
tion return in the fourth guar.:,
ter.
Kyle Vanden Bosch just
missed a safety on his third
sack of the game. but Reynolds
got it when he blocked Dasi4
Zastudil's punt and tackled Will
See TITANS Page 2B
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Paying too much for
Colts, Bucs doing it with defense
Insurance?

ci

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE ROUNDUP

ANDER
SPONSORED BY STUART ALEX

Home

By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
Call me today for a FREE quote.
(AP) - The Tampa Bay Buc978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY,KY
caneers are 2-0 thanks to their
KFlakiturrovicom
defense. No surprise there.
c-mail: stuart ,alciander kvfbins.com
The theme is the same for
the Indianapolis Colts, if you
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
can believe it.
Nations' Football League
Notional Football League
By The Associated Press
For the second straight week,
By The Associated Press
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ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky..
(AP)- After seeing the U.S. premiere of "Elizabethtown,"
Renee Shaw was pleased that it
didn't depict Kentuckians in a
negative light, even if the movie
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ran a little long for her taste.
"It had a lot of emotion and
realism that movies today sometimes lack," said Shaw, 32, a
producer
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Kentucky
Educational Television.
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The Oscarcast could do worse.
As a presenter, satirist Jon
Stewart showed why he (with
"The Daily Show") had already
been on the receiving end of two
Emmys earlier in the evening.
He introduced a pre-taped
rant where he blasted officials
for their slow response to
Hurricane Katrina, with his
remarks sloppily censored,
twisted and intercut with plugs
for CBS shows — all presumably to meet network and
Federal
Communications
Commission standards. It was
the comic high point of the
night.
Among the best acceptances
was. a._.flasfered S. Epethe
Meriterson's, winning for best
actress in a miniseries or movie.
She confessed that her prepared
remarks had been lost in her
decolletage, where she had
placed them for safekeeping.
"It's down there!" she insisted, peering into her cleavage.
Aptly. it was "Late Show"
host David Letterman whoi.
introduced a montage of clips of
late-night king Johnny Carson
(who died in January) after
delivering his own tender trib-
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AP

Ray Romano, of the comedy series "Everybody Loves
Raymond," is kissed by co-star Patricia Heaton as the
cast came on stage to make an award presentation during the 57th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards Sunday at
the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles.
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You know the value of planning and hard work
For every seed you plant now. you will be rewarded later
Throughout your life, you've planned and made smart decisions now
here's your reward.
You deserve State Auto's Prime of Life plan tor your home and autos.
Find out more about Prime of Life and ort-c), State A ftr-
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Then came honors for ABC's
Peter Jennings, CBS' Dan
Rather and NBC's Tom Brokaw
— the troika of longtime network anchormen who all left
their posts in the past year.
After a film collage of the
three newsmen through the
decades, Rather and Brokaw
received a rare standing ovation,
and both fondly remembered
Jennings, who died last month
of lung cancer.
"We had hoped that he would
be here so that v,e could have a
reunion tonight -- a celebration," said Brokau
it still comes as something
of a shock to say that word 'we'
in the absence brought by Peter's
passing," Rather added.
As with any awards show, the
major Emmys were mostly
handed out late in the three-hour
show. Best actor. Best actress.
Best series.
And, of course, Erruny Idol.
The viewers had voted, and
was it ever in doubt? Now, how
long before "Trump: The
Musical," with the Donald playing himself, hits the airwaves?

'Elizabethtown' premieres in its namesake
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By FRAZIER MOORE
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Watercooler talk about this year's
Emmys may focus less on trophy winners like "Everybody
Loves Raymond" and "Lost,"
and more on Donald Trump
decked out in farmer's overalls.
The so-called "Emmy Idol"
talent competition proved to be
the freshest part of an otherwise
pleasantly humdrum Enunycast.
For this playful sideshow,
Trump belted out the theme
from "Green Acres" tin overalls,
holding a pitchfork) alongside
Megan Mullally in her "Will &
Grace" persona Karen Walker,
squeaking out lyrics about
Trump Tower and "Give me
Park Avenue."
This and three other performances were in the running,
"American Idol" style, for viewer votes before the evening was
done.
The theme from "Fame,"
with "Veronica Mars" star
Kristen Bell showing her songand-dance stuff, didn't equal
Trump's act for camp value. Nor
did Gary Dourdan ("CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation"), whose
jaw seemed wired shut on
"Movin' on Up" from "The
Jeffersons" alongside R&B
artist Macy Gray.
But
William
Shatner
("Boston Legal") was happy to
ham it up teamed with opera's
Frederica von Stade on the
theme from his 1960s series
"Star Trek."
Aired live by CBS from Los
Angeles' Shrine Auditorium,
this Emmycast brought back
Ellen DeGeneres as host, four
years after she handled those
chores in the wake of 9/11. As
then, DeGeneres was mindful of
a recent tragedy rocking the
nation — this time, Hurricane
Katrina.
"I'm honored" to be back, she
said. "And be sure to look for
me next month when 1 host the
North Korean Pa:spites . Choice
Awards.".
DeGeneres was a comfortable, affable companion. Once
again, she demonstrated her gift
for mixing respect and silliness.
"Let's get our priorities
straight," she said in her opening
monologue, donning an earnest
face. "We an know what's
important in life." Beat.
"Winning an Oscar." Dreamy
smile. "Man. I'd love to host
THAT show."
Even with material that too
often fell flat, DeGeneres didn't.
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Emmys rewards'Raymond',
remembers Katrina, has a
few other surprises too
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Director Cameron Crowe
screened the movie in its namesake city on Saturday, the first
U.S. showing of the film. The
movie previously was screened
at the Venice Film Festival and
the Toronto Film Festival,
The Elizabethtown showing
was followed by a second
screening at the Showcase 16 in
Louisville and an invitationonly post-show party at The
Brown hotel downtown.
'The movie stars Orlando
Bloom, Kirsten Dunst, Susan
Sarandon and Savannah, Ga..
chef Paula Deen. Children and
adults held up signs along
Mulberry Street from Interstate
65 and alongside U.S. 31W to
Freeman Lake as the bus passed
through town.
"This is a personal movie that
I knew I had to come here to
make," Crowe told those in the
theater.
The 2-hour, 20-minute version of "Elizabethtown" seen
Saturday isn't the final cut,
which will be released nationally Oct. 14. Crowe said that he
wanted the people here to see a
"director's cut" that "is longer
and has more soul."
During the screening in
Elizabethtown, audience members cheered whenever they
spotted a local building or sign.
"But I had tears in my eyes
when he got off at our exit. It's
home, and it's awesome that
somebody wants to share that
with the world," said Kelly
O'Brien.
a
lifelong
Elizabethtown resident, referring to the film's main character,
played by Bloom.
Bloom-lovers came from all
over the country. Seven enthusiastic women from the Web site
ka-bloom.org traveled from
Maryland. California and elsewhere to ogle their idol.
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HAPPY 75T" BIRTHDAY
PHYLLIS LUSK!

E DIRECTORIfl
iBU
__ SINESS & SERVIC
E
Complete Formal Wear Headquarter,

Mediacom

Sept 20, 1930
Your Family

INSTALLER TECHNICIAN to install aerial or
underground drops for new customers, replace converter, switches, splitters, fittings and cable lines to
house. Conduct service calls to diagnose and repair
cable problems. Disconnect, reconnect and relocate
or add outlets as requested. Work signal leakage to
comply with CU standards. On call as scheduled,
may work as needed on special projects or help with
outages. Prepare daily and weekly logs of all service
transactions and installations. Check in completed
work in a timely manner to Dispatch department.
Comply with all NCTA standards in accordance with
company policy Must have electrical and mechanical aptitude. Prior expenence in the cable industry a
plus. Physical ability for heavy lifting, pole climbing.
and working at heights in all weather conditions.
Ability to use required mechanical equipment.
Licensed driver without major violations.

Help Wined

COOK
We, the family of H.L 'lack"
Cochran, would like to express our
thanks to so many relatives, friends,
doctors, and nurses. We were treated
with kindness and respect in every
circumstance. Visits, food, and flowers were in abundance. Our church

3

a

It

family, Dr. Wendell Ray and John
Dale, your prayers are our healing
source.

Our eyes shed tears over the absence
of our "Granddaddy Jack" but our
hearts are filled with joy knowing he
suffers no more.
Thank you again,
Dale, Lyndia, Chad, Missy,
Hanna, St Hunter Cochran
Ken, Trina, &I Kaitlin Cooper
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Work as needed NOT
full time, experience
preferred, good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person.

FERN TERRACE
LODGE
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
EOE
earn
DANCERS
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Budding. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM

Bare Brauty

Casernetics and
Skin (.'are are now
sold locally.
Call Paula at
753-2783

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

"Tome Join a Winning Team"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING
QUALIFIED AREA SUPERVISORS & RESTAURANT
GENERAL MANAGERS

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find, Here at
the Ledger & Times

Let us combine over forty years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to make a new
addition to our restaurant family.

Call 753-1916

Hiring full-time
Assistant Manager
$9/hr. Please bring

Promotion From Within
Medical 8 Dental Plan
401K

TeSUMC to
616 N. 112th St.

Monday-Thursday
2-5 p.m. No phone
calls please. Also
hinng day cooks.

NEW way Ic
weight. Learn how to
eat right for your body
(270)748-6277

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

Please send resumes to
KFC — Phillip Marshall
607 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa. AL 35404
IthffilkelfTlikfC.C&M
Phone:(205)553-8621 Fax:(205)553-6477
Other Positions Available
Apply in Person At Local Restaurant
We Have Restaurants In The Following States.
Alabama. Mississippi, Teddeedell & Kensisity
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FREE HELP IN CLAIM F1LNG FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

•
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Dallas Willoughby

Disposal

Pre-Arrangement Specialist

All Types of Refuse SerOce
1400485403

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.

PiI

Set up Pit--Thana Trust

170--- -1411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
'Terry IsaacsIKaren Isaacs, Owners

Call,eo Features
•

•
.

For Real Estate & Contents Auction. Call
Wayne - (270)753-5086
Roger - (270)703-6000
Diana -(270)527-293AL

•

For further information or to sign up ;onto°
William Robertson phone:
tx.:. cc;
(2701753-0444

-

PUBLIC
AUCTION

51.000 reward for any
information leading to
arrest & conviction of
robberies on Grove Ln
last Sunday night.
Contact the Sheriff's
Office

....

Business or Residential- 535.00 a month
Rates are all-inclusive — no extra taxes or fees
Your telephone number will not change

Equal Opportunity Employer

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part A; $110 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

C441.11"Pin
'
14 74" Sallee
AN°Ng"Theinnilihis.'

Qualified candidates may submit resume hy mail fax
or e-mail to:

Coordinator of Alumni Support
Services, Department of Alumni
Affairs, Murray State University. Full010
position to begin October 2006.
time
Lead
Legal
cations: Bachelor's degree
Notke
Qualifi
Notice
required. Must have excellent communication skills (written and verbal),
TIMBER FOR SALE
demonstrated ability to work in a fastpaced environment, and capability of
In response to the threat vf Southern
-directed work. Knowledge of and
self
and
mental
Environ
the
Pine Beetle,
ncy in a variety of software
proficie
y
Kentuck
Public Protection Cabinet,
s, including the Microsoft
program
Division of Forestry, offers for sale an
Office package (Word, Excel, Access,
estimated volume of 12,839 tons of pine
Publisher) and capability to oversee
savvtimber and pulpwood (including
required.
is
website
Alumni
347,497 Bf of S. Yellow Pine) on about
Applicants with experience in alumni
218 acres of the Pennyrile State Forest
affairs/development activities, public
located about 8 miles south of Dawson
Springs. This sale will be by sealed bid
relations, event management, and
on a lump sum basis. The sale areas
demonstrated organizational skills
will be shown at 10:00 AM Central
preference.
given
be
will
Time on Tuesday, October 4, 2005 and
ibilities: Coordinate the
Respons
the bids will be opened at 10:00 AM
activities of and provide assistance to
Central Time on Tuesday, October 11.
regional alumni association chapters
FULL-TIME customer
2005.
and alumni consistency groups; assist
representative
support
For bid packets or additional
with alumni reunions and recruit
needed. At least one
Jim Bryan,
information, contact:
alumni volunteers; coordinate alumni
year college required.
Managing Forester PSF, PO Box 465,
Computer skills a must.
involvement in student recruitment
Madisonville, KY, 42431, Phone (270)
Health/life ins, 18 paid
efforts; provide assistance and coordi797-3241 or(270)824-7527. This will
days off/yr, tuition
nate campus parent programs and
be the last pine sale in 2005.
Email
assistance.
oversee the Parent and Family
resumes to candice0
Connection program; work with
or
powerclaim.com
Residential Colleges in coordinating
Hawkins
to
mail
Leal
alumni events and programs; assist
Research, Inc., 406 N.
Neese
with the Annual Fund and Parent's
4th St., Murray, KY
42071
Annual Fund; and other duties
It I \1 OKI
Due to the following
assigned by the Associate Director of
non-payment of rent a
Application
Affairs.
Alumni
Accepting
er 23, 2005. To
Septemb
e:
Deadlin
applications for
Apply: Please send letter of interest,
n workers.
productio
resume, and the names, addresses,
will be held on
at
Apply
and telephone numbers of three proSat., Sept 24.9 a.m.
l references to: Search
fessiona
Lease,
Special.
People
THURS.
AAA Mini Storage
ee Chair, Murray State
Committ
min.
Lunch served in 7
1406-E N. 12th StDiuguid Drive
University, 100 Easley Alumni Center,
or I buy it (only while
Murray next to
last). 293-3816,
Murray, KY 42071.
Units # 72, 83, 88, they
94 East
Women and minorities are encouraged
Inc.
Dodge,
Cain's
110
90, 100,
apply. Murray State University is an
to
& Ill.
No phone
equal education and employment
calls, please.
opportunity, M/F D, AA employer.
FOUND: Male Black
Lab wicollar, no tags
near Canterbury
753-2660.

latt&F0111118
iise4r4757

Save 20% to 60% on Telephone Service

ESTIMATOR AND
MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL
construction
Local
company is seeking an
Estimator.
effective
Position is responsible
for quantity take-offs.
labor and material allocations. contract management, change order
management, scheduling, purchasing, billing,
cost control, and overall project management. Successful canhave
must
didate
excellent communication skills, office related
computing skills, and
organizational ability. A
minimum of 5 years
the
in
expenence
and
Mechanical
Electrical field s preferred. B.S. degree is
construction management or related field is
Send
preferred .
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-0, Murray, KY
42071.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

AMON&1ifilk
1 4 Maas IR
.
Merin IT 42871
(Masan

Mediacom has an excellent benefit package.

Mediacom
Attn: Karen Bast
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
Fax:(270) 527-2126
No Phone Calls Please
E-mail: kbast@mediacorocc colt,

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines

Cable Television Job Opportunities
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HOME HEALTH NURSE

Adecco

Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Registered Nurse for our Itome Health Agency.
The position is full time. Prefer Candidate with
prior home health experience.
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package & a career ladder program.
Interested candidates should send resume or
apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
PO. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

Human Resources Manager
Jakel, Incorporated is a manufacturer of Draft
Inducer and C-Frame electric motor products,
suppfying major furnace and other consumer
appliance Original Equipment Manufacturers.
We are currently seeking a resutts-onented individual to join our team at our Murray, KY location
in the position Human Resources Manager.
Experience in a wide range of human resource
functions is a must, as is a high proficiency in HR
process and policy design and implementation.
We are looking for someone with evidence of
strong success in recruiting and safety/health
management.
Primary duties include, but are not limited to:
• Implement HR initiatives such as benefits
administration, HR policy and procedure. compensation reviews, performance reviews, new
employee orientation, etc.
• Recruit and hire new employees.
• Monitor and fulfill federal, state, and other regulatory compliance requirements.
Requirements:
• Bachelor's degree combined with at least 2-5
years combination of HR generalist and management expenence in a fast-paced office environment at a growing company. HR certification
is a plus.
• Ability to be hands-on and perform all levels of
HR tasks - from proposing policies to implel
menting them.
Jakel. Incorporated is an equal opportunity
employer and we offer competitive salary and
benefit packages, including 401(K). major medical, dental, and life insurance.
If you are interested in this position: Please
send your resume with salary requirements to
fhart@jakelinc.com or mail to Jakel Inc.. Attn:
H/R Manager, 700 N 4th St., Murray. KY,
42071. M/FN/D-E0E

Pleb Wanted
LBL Golden Pond
Gift Shop Clerk: Mus
be self • motIvated have
hospitality
Outstanding
Communication
and
skills some computer
knowledge and be flexible to work 3-4 days
per week, every other
weekend and horiday. 9
am to 5 pm. Great for
retiree, $6 25I1-iour. Call
800-455-5897 Sorry,

walk-in inquiries cannot
be accepted.

NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply In person at SOflIC, 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
phone calls, please
PAPA

John's

THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE
Vorrearly accepting applications for
Afternoon Shift Administrative Assistant Must be
proficient on the computer, have excellent phone
skills, and be able to work independently
Management Positions Must be proficient on the
computer. hase excellent customer service skills, and
must have previous experience in the transportation
Please call 800-403-9970 to make an appointment.
You may also fax your resume to 270-575-3618.
For immediate consideration, complete an application
online'
I. Type bupJ/eanp.adecco.com into your Internet
Explorer Browser
2. Search by zip/postal code 42001
3. Select Office Number 0178
4. Please attach your resume to your application
online
After completing the application, please call Adecco.
EOE
M/F/DAT

Attention Nurses
LPN for Medical — Surgical
Full-time Position
RN for Medical — Surgical
Full-time Position
RN for ER — PRN position
KY License required
Applications available at
www.ParkwAvRetionalHospital.com
Or from the receptionist at the front
of hospital
Monday-Friday from 8:00 AM-4:30 PM
Send completed application to:

Parkway Regional Hospital
Attn: Human Resources
2000 Holiday Lane
Fulton, KY 42041
Fax 270-472-2438
An Equal Opportunity Employer
060
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PART-TIME
HELP
at
Serval!

$15.22 to $21.62/hr,
now hiring. For application and free government job into, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours.
24
8042,
Employment service.

Apply in person
1604 ST RT 121N
Professional
appearance
required!
PIZZA Hut now hang
for management. 401k,
vacation, insurance,
flexible hours. Apply in
1113
at
person
Murray
Chestnut,
EEOC

now

accepting applications
for shift leaders and
drivers
delivery
Applications can be
picked up at Papa
John's. Murray. No
phone calls please.

TAKING applications
cook
display
for
check
Background
friendly, quality minded Apply 2-4 Mon
Thurs at Ryan's 801
Wal-Mart Dr.. Murray,
KY 42071

POSTAL JOBS

Bull Pen
Spirir5
'
Steaks (kr
now accepting
applications
for experienced
servers.
Apply in person

Between 2prn-5pm
Mon-Fri
110 South 5th
Street.
RN- needed for physician's office oncology
ex9enence preferred
Please submit resume
1040-S,
P.O. Box
Murray. KY 42071.

Any. September 19, 20115
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David's Cleaning
Services

&Nolen

n

om Offered

JUNIQ'Flubbish
APPUANCE &
LIKE new boat liri
Removal, clean out
ed
furnish
BR
2
and
1
Box spnrogs: full, $50.4
6,000 pound capacity
ELECTRICAL REPAIR attics, garages, yard
759RE
n
apes Colema
cu ft. retngerator $50
23 toot $3,000 080
CHAD B. HUGHES waste, etc. Low rates
4118
All above like new
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
(270)454-1082
(270)489-2583
rocker.
Upholstered
1 Bedroom, low utili22 YEARN EXPERIENCE
2000 14 ft Duracraft
-Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
refer98
90
&
t&M LAWN
227-51
226-03
ties, deposit
$15
(270)
boat, new 30-H Honda
•Bnck All External Cleaning
MOWING
4924191
no
(270)
after
67
762-09
KITCHEN table, 4 ences required.
SERVICE:
$4,500
-Acid Cleaning Available
month
a
$235
pets
your lawn hi
brown,
Want
chairs
leather
*Now Have
5
.Parking Lots & Driveways
Water
Hot
Use
REPAIR
•We
APPLIANCE
look its best?
753-3949.
$125 Couch & love
PARTS
Satisfaction
SERVICE 8
Climate Control
David Borders
1 OR 2br apts near
seat cream with blue
Guaranteed
Services 011wed
(270) 293-8726 OR
Murray
downtown
threads $250 Cali
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939
753-1816
Call
759-5534
starting at $200/mo
753-5446
Of
Lamb's
Buren
Van
6
436-28
Chuck
753-4109
LIVING room couch
Mower Repair Free
ASPHALT
LEE'S Carpet
1, 2, 3 apts 753-1252
w/2 chairs end tables,
pick-up/delivery
SEALCOATING
Cleaning
06
753-06
new,
or
like
table
coffee
-Commercial
-since 197V
436-5141 A-AFFORDfirelk I Odder,
on
Oak
conditi
great
1,2, & 38R apts avail-Residential
-Carpets *Upholstery
ABLE Hauling Clean
63 acres farmland with
38R, 2BA house in
Dinette table 6-chairs, able. Please call 753s gutters,
Free Estimates
ements
garage
'Emergency Water
improv
NANNY Expenenced
out
minor
Cove
PROJECT MANAGER
Pirates
hall tree w/mirror 435- 8221.
TRAVIS
Removal •Quick
child care protess/ona
Excellent development junk & tree WOO(
construction
Local
54-6382
(270)3
no answer
it
4377
SEALCOAllNG
Drying
1BR apt available, all
seeks loving family
property or commercial 492-8688 ROOF
company is seeking an
stone
e
white
messag
28A.
leave
38R,
appliances furnished
Free Estimates
(270) 753-2279
Four year, private, infarming. Kire.sey area
Protect
New
S.
effective
REPAIR
in
fenced
with
very nice
PRICED TO SELL: Mur-Cal Realty 753'Got Dirt?'
experience
home
BACKHOE
(731)336-8120
Manager Position is
Roots all types 29
yard Camelot subdiviloveseat, 3 4444
couch
753-6827
infant/ preschool CPR
ING
Call
TRUCK
nce
expene
responsible for contract
Sale
years
For
sion (270)293-4602, Real Estate
tables. and misc. 227HILL.
certified Excellent refROY
1BR, 1 bath studio,
management. change
Carters
MASTER Plumber.
By Owner
(270)435-4602
1750
erences If you're lookmanagement
$335 month. 753-7559
Septic system. gravel,
order
Almost retired, drains
Rental Property
767-0533 MOWING
2BR, $250 per
HAZEL.
and
love
of
lots
for
ing
rock
white
scheduling, purchas
mulching,
1BR, all appliances
cleared, plumbing fix421 South 8th Street
trimming,
month rent plus deposit
individual care for your
436-2113
mg minor estimating
or
repaired
tures
Oaks Apts . starting at
4 Units, 3 1 BR, 1 2 or
painting, odd jobs.
26
492-85
lease
and
731children contact
work billing, budget
Dozer work 8 Track
(270)978Free
installed
$250 Coleman RE
3-BR
g
cleanin
232-8557 or 731-707comparison, and overhoe
Holland 477
NEW
759-4118
0133
`Become a landlord with
Estimates. 978-1115
Rental
all protect manage- 0195
Trash
WAY
Hayliner, John Deere 3 1BR-4BR apartments
CALLO
no down payment
Tree
JOE Lamb's
A-1
canful
ment Success
761-3740,
point hitch rake. New
Seller will finance 20'0
Trimming, Service.
Ask about move in free
Service.
have
must
A&F Warehousing
didate
Holland 65 haybaler.
293-4045
down payment with
days Coleman RE
etc Tractor
.
ess
removal
grrilusin
Near MSU $20-50
excellent communica$3,500 for all 489Your good credit, and
759-4118
bushhogging, CONCRETE finishing.
Opportunity
work,
753-7668
tion skills, office related
2808
seller will pay
clean up, Driveways, sidewalks,
junk
apt.
Bath
hauling,
2
2 BR,
computing skills, and
closing costs Asking
AVON join now to
cleaning. 436- etc. 752-0500. 759dryer, water
gutter
&
washer
G&C
A
ability
organizational
$105.000 1-800-294$10 1-877-420-6567
Firsopood
3229
2867
furnished, close to
STORAGE and
minimum of 5 years
6442
753old.
year
1
MSU,
ANE
PROP
A-1 Stump Removal
experience as a Protect
EARN income PT/FT
FIREWOOD $40 a nck
2225 day, 759-1509
437-3044
a
119 E. Main
at
Manager
Around your schedule
Tree
delivered
TWO story bnck apartnight
(270) 753-6266
‘splisaslt l'as int!
s
CARPETIFLOOR COVERING
busines
Department of Energy
ased
Home-B
5
removal 527-8368
with
building
ment
•10111.11
Cell:(270) 293-4183
Cambridge
,
2BR Apt
11111111111iin4t
site is required B S
Handyman
www DRWHomeBiz co
AAA
years
nt
30
Over
Excelle
two-BR units.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
oath rg.
Seal
area 293-6968
plumbing,
degree in construction
al,
m (270)748-6277
Electric
nce
experie
.
income-producer
Striping. hatilirm.
management or related
ry, decks,
Sales & Installation
2BR duplex, C/H/A.
MURRAY Store and
5125.000. 270-753- carpent
i-keurrsitie
tiles
held is required Mail
floor
&
67
has
753-80
ceramic
ly
present
Lock
• 753-7728
4109, 270-227-1545
Computers
‘, TH111111 itior.r‘i‘i,
COMPLETELY set up
30
.
resume to P0 Box
remodel
New.
753etc.
2BR, central gas heat, units available.
• 753-1531/2 acre. $12,500 7531040-0, Murray, KY
experience.
years
2905 or 753-7536
central air $275 and
MDM COMPUTERS
E012
42071
dependable.
,
Prompt
,
carnew
with
E
some
ian
PRECIS
up
A+ Certified Technic
estimates
Free
pet Coleman RE 759PREMIER
QA/OC MANAGER
CONTRACTORS
Spyware removal
114
any
KY Lake Barkley. 200 (270)753-9210
construction
MINISTORAGE
4118
Local
New construction
759.3556
‘I. •I /MI I•
Ill
ft pebble beach! View
time.
company looking for an
*Inside climate control
and remodels.
2 bath all appli4BR,
and
,27b,
water
16x80
of
1995
miles
QA/QC
storage
effective
Concrete, replacement
ances central HA
car
!
new
bath,
sunsets
2
ular
room.
spectac
-Security alarmed
Manager Position is
rates
windows, decks, shinReduced
pet and linoleum Cal
Great building site for
-Safe & clean
responsible for develNTRY
RE 759-4118
CARPE
gle and metal roofing
n
ALL
Colema
49
MAN
Only
ANTIQUE S/OLD stuff
227-57
227-5753 or
DNJ HANDY
lakefront living.
s.
sell boxes!
opment, implementa•We
addition
more. 1-270-293ling,
and
Remode
View
Cal
all
ST
or
1
FORRE
We buy
We do all the odd jobs
$74,900. Call owner
1996 Crimson Deluxe
tion. and enforcement
-We rent U-Hauls.
1899
porches, decks, sun
ents 1213 N
Apartm
time
Larry at 753-1A1.3
have
8
don't
24-432
you
(270)9
bath
2
16x80 3BR
753-9600.
of quality requirements
1-270-871-0195
rooms, roofing, vinyl
accepting
now
.
St
16th
for.
condition.
nt
Position will focus on
siding, mobile home
BUYING junk cars. excelle
WALTERS
applications for: lbr
Ask about our gutter
delivered, set-up and
llomes For Sete
121fi
[
maintenance
proper
repair, sagging floors.
$330/month.
trucks, tractors and
CONTRACTING
Rent
at
For
Prop.
starting
al
Commeric
guard specials.
0
$19,90
of
nned.
ment
underpi
manage
and
termite & water dammetal boats 436-5235
Builder,
2br townhouses. basic
38
293-54
3BR
Ave
9-2525
and
Farmer
ls
(27048
1703
quality of materia
age. Larry Nimmo
Rooting.Decks. Siding
rent $360/ month Call
12th Street
South
707
DR
ICIAN
LR,
ELECTR
1.5 bath.
or
construction activities
CASH paid for
(270)753-9372
1996 Fleetwood 48x52
Leave
2.
753-259
753-1970
Center 700,
South
el/
/Remod
New Const
kitchen, 1 car garage
by proper planning and
good. used guns
(270)753-0353
Color blue, $10,000
Message
1,000, 1,200 sq ft
Lic and ins
on
(gas)
trouble
H/A
and
or
central
implementation
Benson Sporting
5
762-0967 after
in
LARGE 3BR, 38A, Available
ANDRUS Excavating
w/ 30 yrs. exp Call
large lot near MSU
control of all operaGoods. 519 S 121h,
Phone
September.
1999 14x56', 2 bedgarage. 1549-8
double
-Certified septic
753-7091
canful
Call 753-8349
Success
tions
Murray
06
753-1252, 753-06
rooms, 1 bath, shingle
Mockingbird Dr $725 a
Installation
FREE for removal
didate must have a
APPROXIMATELY
roof, vinyl siding, new
FUTRELL'S Tree
month. 293-9970
to
COMMERCIAL or retail
attached
•Custom dozer
room
minimum of 5 years
on
home
feet
2,150 sq
appliances
Service
deck,
home,
e service
backho
mobile
LARGE duplex 28R 2 750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
USED carpeting, elecexperience in 0A/OC
17
acre lot 293-79
removal.
$15.000
Trimming,
included,
restrooms, one
C/G/H,
•Ponds
10'4x15'4". has storm
bath, garage, $600
at a Department of tnc baseboard heaters,
or 498-8702
Estates)
stump grinding, fireplenty of parking, near
*Driveways
door w/ screen, 9 winB.S.
436-5685
site
refrigerators. air condi- (Coach
Energy
4897
(270)759-242
wood Insured
FOR sale or rent
ensured
judicial building 759dows, ceiling fan, elecdegree is desired. tioners stoves, and
UVE Oak Apts.
2839
w/option to buy. My
3772 752-0201 (after
753-9503, 978-0343
trical outlet. 436-5412
2005 3 BEDROOM, 2
Send resume to P.O. doors. 753-4109
Newly Remodeled
beautiful 3.200 sq.tt.
hours) Ask for Nelson
BATH SINGLEWIDE:
Box 10404., Murray.
1BR $29000
home can be yours
GE
Shroat
WANT to buy: Junk Car
Alarm system
KY 42071.
2BR $340.00
$179,900 Rent $1,000
only
g
existin
and Trucks. Call (270) appliances.
in
SPACE
0
$425.0
38R
advisors 474-2540 Of 293-6199
SAFETY
mo Henry 270-227731-584$29.999e1
business for rent/lease
$100 deposit special
52500 month, manager Six days a week
7913
complifor
terms
9429
nts
Great
for qualified applica
trainee's $3000 month
mentary business such
HOUSES and mobile
Office hours 8-2
2006 CLOSE OUTS
Company will tram Call
11111kids,
photography studio.
as
homes for sale and for
Mon-Fn
and
ides
1Singlew
M-F 9am-lpm only
floral design, or coffee
rent in 6 west Kentucky
Call today for appointDoublewides - Buy
For Sale
800-578-8799
corner Located in high
counties. Call 270-339ment
save
and
today
k(Iiiii,
SAFETY OFFICER
traffic business distnct
76'X16" enclosed trail
8824 or 270-339-8823
753-8221
$1.000's WE OWN
construction
Local
Send description of
er. 2 months old
apartTHE BANK - Call today
m
POSSE
IATE
bedroo
IMMED
ONE
company looking for an
your business, terms
Wired, shelves, work
•
charming
at 731442-6438
ment in
SION' 3 bedroom, 1
effective Safety Officer
preferred, and space
table side door, ramp
of Murray
bath All appliances
Victorian country setDOUBATH
2
BED,
3
Position is responsible
requirements to P0
door $4,800 080
d
$79.900
ting Newly remodeled
include
packLand
WIDE
BLE
Philip Klepper, M.D.
for implementation and
Box 1040-U Murray. 759-2097
Ryan Vanover leave
Large deck & great
ages available! Low
enforcement of site
KY 42071.
message, 753-1114
dryer,
- Hearing Anis Washer/
view
t,
paymen
down
NEW home just 2 miles
safety
and
health
VERY large warehouse
• Nn Referrals Required -refrigerator, stove Very
ng
financi
Over
me
Aweso
Murray.
of
south
prom
CINDERELLA
requirements. develop
on approximately 3
quiet Only $395 per
731-054-9429
1,800 sq. ft living with
dresses 1 size 4 yelment of detailed health
Cott
acres Office space, 2
with all oblates
month
300 sq ft bonus room.
low. 1 size 8 blue $150 38R mobile home and
and safety plans, and
ed
equipp
304K
bathrooms
including trash
paid
al
3 bed 2 bath cathedr
each 270-492-8614
daily interaction with
lot. $16,500 753-6012
with gas heat, air
pick-up 5 miles from
with loft overceilings
worktorce, supervision,
douhookup, steel hoist
Franklin
'97
Murray in Lynn Grove
FREE
looking living room
customers
and
beam, great lighting.
blewide. good condiarea Deposit and ref4
to
up
system
e
Satellit
(270)293-7775
te
Successtul candida
ad
overhe
large
extra
52
270753-24
tion
erences required
rooms tree DVR or HD
must have a minimum
UNDER $40,000 Must • We Also Offer •Latest Fick-Up-In-Town — Some Day Shipping •
doors, excellent locaLAND -HOME 492-8211
•
upgrade Call now to
of 3 years expenence
seat 3 bedroom, 3 bath, •
Call 753-2905 or
tion
For Packages Received By 6 p.m. • In-Store Packing
speAPTS
our
are
get
RED OAKS
Packages
see how you can
as Safety Officer at a
Approx 1,960 sq ft on •
95
293-85
,
Faxing
ting:
or
,
FHA
Lamina
Special
cialty
"Color & B&W Copies
your first month free
Department of Energy
acres
2
approx
•
$100 Deposit
HBO
380
Conventional Let us
get
Also
'mailbox Rental 'Freight Services
site B S in occupahome on perModular
•
1Call
$280
me
work,
From
1BR
the
Showti
Stipples
&
do
x
Pits
Cinema
tional safety or related
•
manent foundation w/
RENTAL SPECIAL
2BR From $325
800-533-3568 or 731field is required CSP is free for 3 months
brick underpinning and
••
moats
Ihrs•
&
yea
one
lot
a
mutat
hit
Today!
Call
a
12
Collie
644-00
Beasley Antenn
ABCA Border
desired Send resume
concrete front porch
or
68
01
753-86
puppies for sale Wel
to. P.O. Box 1040-I, Satellite 759-09
NO money needed
located approx 10 mi
ot 121h St Nee to lcahon aet)
on
877-455-0901
Murray, KY 42071
FHA land packages SMALL IBR, no pets, cared for, parents
from Murray, within 2
•
p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-4 pm
o.m.-7
M-F
s.
Female
es
premis
80
753-59
water paid
available now. Limited
mi of lake access and •
•
SAFETY OFFICER
103
762-9
d
$200
Operate
males
&
funds Don't miss out
2BR. $250,
commercial dock Ph • CCObi owned •
SPACIOUS
•••••••••••••
•
•
•
construction
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Local
•
•
•
OOO
OOOO
5
(270)251-292
Call 1-800-533-3568 or
LARGE grill w/2 burn270-753-6118 day. or °
1 58A townhorne. 131
company looking for an
DOG Obedience
731-644-0012
ers. has propane and
270-978-0880 if nn
Megan Dr., very clean,
effective Safety Officer
Master Trainer
dishcover. $125 436-5412
answer.
REPOS, washer/dryer,
REPOS,
Position is responsible
436-2858
washer, microwave No
for implementation and
REPOS. Doubles, sinNFL FANS
Retriever/
pets $475 monthly
GOLDEN
gles Land home. Call
enforcement of site
Purchase the NFL
752-3321. 227-5563
Bluetick Hound mix
safety
33-5368
and
1-800-5
health
Sunday Ticket & get
Very friendly, playful, 2001 Kawasaki Ninja
requirements developVERY nice 1BR. 1
over 140 channels. 7 SHARP, REPO DOUneutered. all shots. ZX12R 10,000 miles.
all
i-VA,
ment of detailed health
central
Bath,
HBO. 12 Starz, 9 BLEWIDE: Fireplace.
$50 270-767-9532
and safety plans. and
appliances with W/D
today!'
Call
$5,500 Call after 5PM
porch
front
3
&
me.
Showti
daily interaction with
Great location 1 year
753-1856
Free for 4 731-684-9429
x
Cinema
%Rs
!NMI
le.
St
worldorce, supervision
lease. 1 month deposit
Beasley
DOUmonths
AND
E
SINGL
customers
and
No pets 753-2905
Emoll Ifys_pcdocIofOchofterr not • 270-226-9577
Way Vehicles
Antenna & Satellite
BLEWIDES - Bring
Watieew 141fp://www.ftwf-pcdoctof com
Construction site safety
2BR,
large
only.
nice
appt.
By
VERY
1 or 877-455all
That's
759-090
your deed
Warsaw Lew: 270-759-0019 • Fax 270-159-0009
experience is desired
Quiet
Kidwell
7
duplex
Kristi
neer,
Cell 270-226-91577
bath
2
Mountai
2003
Used
0901
you need - New
Successful candidate
All
486 St. Rt. 12IS, Murray
neighborhood
passenger. still undo
today
Call
Repo's
and
must haw experience
(2701293-6187
appliances No pets
warranty, leather heal
NORDICTRACK
at 731-642-6447.
as a Safety Officer on
$495 436-5927
seats, moon-roof, 6
exerciser. likel
The
ed
Elliptica
TAKE YOUR PICK construction protects
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
changer CD player
new $300 761-2829
VERY roomy, 2br.
Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Heavy/Highway
Need 5 Bedrooms and
2-0037
731-35
435-4377 4354132
2 bath. garage. C/H/A. trained
3 Baths or how about 4
Construction experiPlan is an individual retirement annuity designed
-5151
IRA
731-642
SIMPLE
n's
year
Woodme
SHOP Equipment
1
2 All appliances,
and
ence is preferred, Miller 210 welder aluBedrooms
owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
business
small
for
ly
especial
,
lease, 1 month depose
The Place to
MSHA experience a
Baths? Both priced in
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
minum welding equip
05
753-29
pets
no
the $50's Call 731plus B S in occupaMurray •
Start
Engine hoists, Chop
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retire2005 Grand Prix GTP.
38 today',
tional safety or related
saws, car washer- 2 642-64
ment benefits to your employees.
Ledger 8 Times
4 door, loaded w/ sunFor
Rot
field is required
WE have 97% financmonths old 227-3759
y.
Warrant
roof
Send
is
desired
CSP
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Shelia Crouse
(270)753-1916
ing on land home pack$17,400. 293-6301
resume to P0 Box
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
1 BR 8 miles North
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
STRAW for sale $2 a
ages and we can help
No
Murray, KY 42071
1040-K Murray. KY
2002 Dodge Intrepid.
HOME OFFICE OMARA.NEIIIASKA
bale 489-2436 if no
on the other 3% 100% $350 plus deposit
270-753-4741
42071
pets 753-8582
72,000 miles. $8.000.
answer leave mesloans Call 1-800-533cell 270-293-7197
(270)759-1838
sage
2 BR house, CH&A.
3568
appliances furnished.
'83 Olds '98 Uhk,
WHITE satin wedding
storage shed, near uni32,xxx, must see!
na
Katri
s
Ryan
capped
iv/
dress
versity, $375 month,
762-0967 after
CLEANING houses is
$4,500
sleeves. size 16. $200
Relief
deposit required. 12
Cal
my
business
5
LARGE 28R, $275
270-753-6909
Call
month lease, no pets.
Linda H 759-9553
Yard/Bake Sale
753-6012
after 5PAI
references 492-8736
and
before
Sept. 24
clean
WILL
NICE 2BR No pets
28R older farmhouse 8
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
after renters. sale of
7 a.m.
753-9066
mess south of Murray.
2004 Dodge dually
home. remodeling. new
• Base told "m" by others? Giro as a call or cam by our office!
Accepting
References required.
diesel. White/grey inteconstruction kit, bath.
• We hass pf00115110 that allow as to say "yes"
1
436-604
donations.
etc
rior, like new. $27,900
windows.
to your has. perchese or refinance.
28R/ IBA in Panorama
USED
Experienced • Valens
731-336-3661. 731 Help us help
Cal or muss by Way fer your free pre-approvall
•
well & seplot.
acre
fur34
rent
WI
Shores.
642-5671
436-5914
others!
APPLIANCES
tic North of town 753nished Of unfurnished
200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
2002 3 car hauler,
ng
Parki
Ward-Elkins
NEED your home or
Ryans
5303
ces
Lease 8 referen
-3661,
731-336
$7,000
e
business cleaned? Cal
squar
on the
Lot
required. 489-22E16 or
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
LOTS for rent 753731-842-5871
Teresa 489-2957 or
759-4218
753.1713
9866
227-8380
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Read the classifieds
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• CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOVINH.GUARAHTEED! •
IDasox

THE UPS STORE

PC DOCTOR • MURRAY
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Murray Ledger & Times

Mother's defense of thieving
son is tearing family apart

The health benefits
of feistiness

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Tuesday, Sept. 20, 2005:

for

***** You hear surprising
news. On some level, you might
feel as if your budget is taxed.
Be ready to put a halt to activities that are making your checking account an empty pit.

brother. She's only allowing him
You find solutions through menDEAR DR. GOTT: Let me that's admirable. Feisty peoto continue his anti-social tal processing, gathering inforpreface my remarks by telling ple seem to live longer. Keep
behavior.
mation and digging up experts.
you I was born Sept. 27, 1922. making your doctor shake his
Let's hope the state steps in Others often come to you for
head. His neck probably needs
You can do the math.
Tonight: Find your pals.
and prevents your brother from
it the exercise. Keep going, stop
If
help. Despite your popularity, LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
continuing his criminal activi- on some level you could feel a *** Of late, you have had an
weren't for smoking, and God bless.
ties -- for a while. However, bit down. You are closing off a attitude change. You are more
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
a deteriorateven then, don't expect him to 28-year cycle in two years. Be senous or a bit down. Be aware
ed disc in 39-year-old female in good
change until the consequences honest with yourself about what of the impact of your personality
my lower health. I exercise three to four
of his actions become so severe doesn't work in your life. You on different situations. Someone
I times a week by playing tenspine
Tonight:
that he feels he must. Why
or
walking
be out nis, fitness
could
might want to make some could be quite reactive.
should he? Until now, his moth- adjustments. Travel, education Take charge and handle a
cart- rollerblading. Lately, my knees
doing
er has tossed him a featherbed and foreigners are highlighted. responsibility.
I often feel weak when I walk
wheels.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
gave up on every time he should have land25 up or down stairs, and I am
am
Your mind expands past its **** You might not be sure
years ed on his fanny. It's called present patterns of thinking.
that I'm headed for
Dear Abby Dick
what motivates someone close
Dr. Gott pounds worried problems
ago. He has ENABLING.
as I age. Is
if
greater
suit,
than
strong
a
be
heavier
unpreMoney could
to you who might be quite
almost
I was at 25. there anything I can do to
are careful. You could get a dictable. Know when to give this
you
By Abigail
By
DEAR ABBY: A few weeks pay raise. If you are single, person space. It might be helpful
destroyed
would
Van Buren
Dr. Peter Gott I can't walk strengthen my knees, and
the family ago, I e-mailed a message to an
in the to detach and imagine what its
miles and you recommend wearing a brace
appear
might
romance
farm by not showing up for old friend. I received a reply form of someone quite different. like to be this person. Tonight: miles, but thanks to modern on my knees as I see some
you normally
meetings and spending money from his son, who was handling
Be open. If' you are attached, Do something
medicine I walk without pain. women do on the tennis court?
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Due to a death in the
family of Jo Burkeen
the Looking Back column will not be published until sometime
next week.

ARE YOU KIDDiNG? THIS IS
WHAT THEV WEAR ON THE BEACH!

•Q 9 5
•K 9 4
•8 5 3
4J 4

•A K 4
V Q J 86 2
•A Q 7 4
+8

SOUTH
•7 3
VA
•K 9 6
+A Q 10 96 2
The bidding:
North
West
South
East
Pass
Dble
2•
I•
Pass
Pass
Opening lead - - eight of diamonds.
The canape method of bidding
has many advantages, but — as with
any style of bidding — it also has
disadvantages.
In canape, it is customary to bid a
shorter suit before a longer suit when
holding a two-suited hand. When the
second suit is named later, the
opener's partner thus learns which is
the longer of the two suits.
However, things sometimes go
awry when the canape user runs into
an uncharted situation. Consider this

two
problem for Walter Avarelli, who
lacked the values for two notrump,
could not afford to bid two diamonds
with such weak trump support, and
had too much high-card strength to
risk a pass.
Faced with this dilemma,
Avarelli chose to compromise with a
double. Belladonna had no good reason to pull the double, so he passed
This did not turn out well when
Rossignol, after the opening diamond lead, had no trouble taking
eight tricks for a score of 180 points_
At the other table, with a
Venezuelan pair East-West, the bidding went:
North
West
South
East
Pass,
2
2+
I 11,
4,
No canape, no doable,

no problems. East got to four hearts and
made the contract easily, losing a
heart, a diamond and a club to give
the Venezuelan team a total gain of
600 points on the deal.
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Katrina evacuees making homes right here
By RYAN LENZ
Associated Press Writer
They came with bleary eyes and
dashed hopes, New Orleans residents
packed shoulder-to-shoulder in four
school buses that promised to take them
lar from the havoc of Hurricane Katrina
and the hellish conditions of the city's
emergency shelters.
About 120 people rode through the
night and found themselves the following morning at a summer camp in the
woods of western Kentucky. The shelter wasn't much — mesh-window
bunkhouses and communal baths. But it
was enough for those who lost everything to build a home together.
The shelter in Murray, about 10
miles north of the Tennessee border, has
grown through donations from an austere outdoor camp with bunkhouses that
sleep 20 to a commune-like compound
with computers, job and health services. even home-cooked meals served hot
and fresh daily.
-"This is like paradise _ its like living
in paradise," said Donald Christophe, a
68-year-old retired taxi driver who
bounced his 6-week-old granddaughter
Kennidi in his arms beneath towering
pine trees near a bunkhouse where his
wife took an afternoon nap.
But more than a temporary shelter,
Hurricane Katrina evacuees at the camp
are finding a place to begin anew. Some
have found jobs. 28 children have
enrolled in the community's schools,
two babies have been born and two
weddings arc planned in the coming
weeks.
The camp that opened in the offseason for Gulf Coast residents who were
cast across the country after Hurricane
Katrina has become a destination for
those hopeful amid their suffering that
they can start again, said Mark
Anderson. who oversees the camp.
"We are our brother's keeper. And if
we can't help out, then it's pretty bad,"
he said. "I've always believed I should
help anybody, anytime, because it
tomes home sometimes."
When buses left the city's convention center nearly a week after the
storm swept through, many didn't know
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where they were going, just that they
were getting out, Anderson said. The
first group arrived to the western
Kentucky shelter during the early
morning hours of Sept. 4.
At most, 138 people from New
Orleans have sought refuge at the
camp. The number changes weekly as
people locate family members by telephone or the Internet and leave,
Anderson said.
While the camp can handle a flow of
1,000 children each summer, the conditions are not as hospitable for grown
adults. Mats where children slept have
been replaced by thick mattresses.
Windows and insulation also have been
donated so people can stay into the winter if they must.
The shelter has given many time to
consider what to do next, where to go
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MSU exploringoutsourcing food services
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Upon learning Murray State's
administration is exploring the possibility of outsourcing its food service
department, the university's Staff
Congress decided to draft a resolution
opposing any decisions to contract outside companies to provide any existing
services.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson said administrators are
only exploring the outsourcing option.
The consideration was prompted with
Food Service Director Bill Benriter's
decision to retire at the end of the year
after more than 17 years at MSU.
"With his retirement, it was an
opportunity to see what options there
are for contracting out services,"
Robertson said. "It's not that we are displeased by any means with what we're
doing. Student satisfaction is high.

ft's not that we are displeased by any means with
what we're doing. Student satisfaction is high. Food
service runs with a profit. Our expectations are high. We
just have to ask ourselves could a contract service do
any better?

di

19

— Don Robertson
MSU Vice President of Student Affairs
Food service runs with a profit. Our
expectations are high. We just have to
ask ourselves could a contract service
do any better?"
Staff Congress President Lisa Willis
said since the group's meeting
Wednesday, she has received several emails from staff members she doesn't
know personally, all of whom
expressed a similiar sentiment of "if it's

not broke, don't fix it."
-Everybody who comes onto campus really enjoys the food service,"
Willis said. "Plus the personal contact
is so valuable. If you have people who
are more company loyal than university
loyal, that might be gone. If they contract food service, what's next?"
Robertson said in contracting out a
service, the person most at risk is the

director. In this case, that's not an issue. tion is the director," Robertson said.
He said the administration would aim to "We've been fortunate to have someone
keep the current 85 employees, most of who is very professional and student
whom are full-time workers, in place. oriented."
But it's not just the director.
An additional 200-plus students work
"We have a lot of very loyal employfor food services part time.
"So they hire them, but employees ees here," Robertson said of the food
may not like the new management," at- service staff. "They have lots of contact
large Staff Congress representative with students. Their relationships with
Orville Herndon said of changing the students are very critical to retention
department's organization.
and student satisfaction. Some students
At MSU, the food service depart- see them as surrogate parents. They
ment oversees operations of Winslow know when they are having good or bad
Dining Hall and adjacent Fast Track, days.The exploratory process is just that.
the Curris Center's Thoroughbred
Room, Thoroughbrewed Cafes in two No decisions have been made.
residential colleges, Health Horse Cafe Administrators have been gathering
in the Student Recreation and Wellness information from food service
Center, StarBooks Cafe in Waterfield providers and other universities. Both
Library and other campus establish- Robertson and Benriter said outsourcments. The staff also is responsible for ing food services is becoming more
catering functions on and off campus.
"The key to any food service opera- •See Page 2A

438th serving at LSU,
could return Thursday
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray's 438th Military
Police Company has taken over
security and law enforcement
duties at Louisiana State
University in Baton Rouge giving the university's campus
police a much-needed rest from
their tasks following Hurricane
Katrina.
Sgt. Rob Elder, a spokesman
• tbr the unit who was mve of the
2.0-p1us prieuipers who - were
ordered to the storm-ravaged
Gulf Coast a few weeks ago, has
returned and said the soldiers
were almost immediately tasked
with the assignment.
"We were in New Orleans for
about a day and a half and were
pretty much placed on hold. We
ran one mission into New
Orleans that night. The next day
we were ordered to go up to
Baton Rogue to take over for the
university police." he said,

pointing out that the unit was
one of the first to arrive in the
area. "Basically what we did
was take over the role of the
LSU campus police who have
been doing so much without a
day off."
Elder said Baton Rouge was
not hit as hard by Hurricane
Katrina as much as most of
southern Louisiana; however the
area has seen a tremendous
influx of evacuees seeking medical treatment, food and shelter.
Elder said the Kentucky
Army National Guard unit was
also assigned to assist with a
field hospital and triage center
that has been set up at the campus' Pete Maravich Assembly
Center.
"They were getting a lot of
patients from New Orleans and
everywhere else that had medical, psychological and a lot of
other problems," Elder said.
Louisiana Gov. Kathleen
Blanco has given members of

the unit police powers to detain
and arrest, according to Elder.
Capt. Rosa Maynard, commanding officer of the 438th and
commander of all National
Guard troops on campus, said
she and 46 troops initially flew
into New Orleans with the U.S.
Air Force, according to a news
story in The Daily Reveille,
LSU's campus newpaper. They
were assigned to support relief
operations -et the university'
along with guardsmen from
Nebraska,
Connecticut,
Wyoming, Minnesota and the
U.S. Virgin Islands.
Sgt. Aaron Luker, cornmander of the unit at the National
Guard Armory in Murray. said
the 438th has a projected return
date of Thursday. "But that's a
projected date," he said. "First it
was the 21st and then it was the
22nd. Now I'm hearing it could
be the 23rd or later, so it's likely .
to change."

Despite controversies,
Fletcher to seek re-election
TOM BERRY/Ledger
& Times photo

homeof
group
A
schooled students from
across Calloway County
were treated to an airshow Monday by Frank
Thill (top photo, standing
in background and controlling remote control
airplane), Paul Morris and
John Paul (center an
standing right at left) of
the Murray R.C. Modelers
at Kyle-Oakley Field. The
students were allowed to
work the controls of one
of the remote control aircraft. They were also
allowed to watch one of
the airport's Cessna aircraft take off and land
during the event. Johnny
Parker, manager of the
airport, said the group is
Just one of many that visit
annually to learn more
about Murray's airport
operations.

By BRETT
BARROUOUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Two days after losing a battle to
oust the state Republican Party
chairman, Gov. Ernie Fletcher
said he still plans to seek reelection in 2007.
Fletcher said Monday he's
not bothered by the GOP's deci- sion over the weekend to keep
, Darrell Brock as state chairman.
The governor said he made a
that
and
recommendation
Republican Party leaders chose
to go a different route.
"I stand behind that recommendation," Fletcher said. "I
don't take it personally."
Jessica Ditto, a state GOP
spokeswoman, declined to comment on Fletcher's remarks, and
Brock did not return a call for
comment.
Fletcher, speaking at a news
Louisville
in
conference
announcing an education initiative. said he's actively planning
to run for a second term and that
the decision about Brock does

The Couner-JoumalAP

Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher faces reporters in downtown Louisville, Ky., Monday. Two days after losing a battle to oust the state Republican Party chairman, Gov.
Ernie Fletcher said he still plans to seek re-election in
2007. Fletcher said he's not bothered by the GOP's decision over the weekend to keep Darrell Brock as state
chairman. The governor said he made a recommendation
and that Republican Party leaders chose to go a different
route.
not mean he's lost the support of fundraiser here in Louisville. We
the state Republican Party.
"I had a very successful

II See Page 2A
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American death toll passes 1,900
BAGHDAD,Iraq (AP)- The
U.S. military said Tuesday that
four U.S. soldiers died in two
roadside bombings near the
insurgent stronghold of Ramadi
and a fifth died in a blast north
of Baghdad. pushing the toll of
American forces killed in Iraq
past 1,900.
Also Tuesday. a suicide
bomber killed four other
Amencans _ a diplomatic security agent and three private security agents _ in the northern city
of Mosul, a U.S. official said on
condition of anonymity because
he was not authorized to release
the information.
Four of the soldiers were
killed in two separate bomb
attacks Monday during combat
operations in Rama& a volatile
city 70 miles west of Baghdad,
the military said. The victims

were U.S. Army soldiers
attached to the 2nd Marine
Division.Marine
Expeditionary Force.
The fifth soldier, from the
18th Military Police Brigade,
was killed Tuesday by a roadside bomb 75 miles north of the
capital, the military said.
As of Tuesday, 1.904 members of the U.S. military have
died since the beginning of the
Iraq war in March 2003. according to an Associated Press count.
At least 1,483 died as a result of
hostile action, according to the
military's numbers. The figures
include five military civilians.
Ramadi, a city of about
350,000, has been the scene of
intense but sporadic fighting
since the insurgency gained
strength and began its offensive
against U.S. forces during the

New Billy Lauffer
school dedication
is set for Nov. 15

Hazel Day
committee
meeting is
Thursday
HAZEL. Ky. — A meeting of the Hazel Celebration
Committee is scheduled for
5 p.m. on Thursday at Hazel
City Hall.
Members of the committee are meeting to finalize
Warming for the event set for
Friday. 'Sept. 30 and
Saturday, Oct. 1.

Town Crier
NOTICE
Planning
Murray
•
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. today at city hall. The
agenda includes final plats for
two subdivisions and discussion about possible changes
to the sign and subdivision
regulations.
•Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
7 tonight at the Weaks
Community Center. On the
agenda is a second hearing
and public hearing on the
county's proposed tax rate for
the 2005-2006 fiscal year,
possible acceptance of new
roadways into the county
maintenance system. and
reconsideration of county
paving bids
III Murray Board of Zoning
Adiustments will meet at 4:30
p m Wednesday at city hall.
The agenda includes two variance requests. a conditional
use permit request and an
interpretation about exposed
lighting and tubing on building
wall
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Sept 26 at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Items included
on the agenda are Bobby
Murray
Police
Martin,
Department, Louis Boldt and
reports from the director and
committees
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The official opening and dedication of the new Billy Lane
Lauffer Middle School in
Tucson. Arizona is set for
Tuesday. Nov. IS.
John Benavidez, vice-principal of the newly-opened school,
told the Murray Ledger & Times
that the event is causing a lot of
excitement.
"I'm really excited about our
ceremony," he said. "The local
interest in our school and the'
ceremony is growing."
Benavidez said he has contacted the Arizona governor's
office, the office of Sen. John
McCain. and several local, state
and federal representatives
inviting them to the dedication.
He is also seeking permission
for a fly-over by the Arizona
National Guard.
Also planned is appearances
by members of the Arizona
Veterans of Foreign Wars, officials at the Davis-Monthan Air
Force Base, the Air National
Guard, and the Army National
Guard.
"Additionally, I've been contacting the four living medal of
honor winners that reside in
Arizona." Benavidez said.
Anyone living in MurrayCalloway County that may be
interested in attending the ceremony is asked to contact
Rena% idez by phone at 1-520545-4906, by fax at 1-520- 5454916, or by mail at John
Benavidez,5485 East Littletown
Road, Tucson, AZ. 85706.

Forecast
Tonight will have partly
cloudy skies with lows in the
mid 60s. Wednesday will be
mostly sunny with highs around
90.
Wednesday night will be
mostly clear with lows in the
mid 60s.

summer of 2003.
The Euphrates River city is
the capital of Anbar Province, a
huge region that stretches east
from Baghdad to the Saudi.
Jordanian and Syrian borders.
Many cities, towns and villages
along the river are insurgent
strongholds. where Saddam
Hussein loyalists have teamed
with infiltrating foreign fighters
of al-Qaida in Iraq to battle the
Americans and U.S.-trained
Iraqi army and police.
There have been reports of
fighting in the region since
Thursday, when al-Qaida in Iraq
said in an Internet posting that
its forces and the Americans had
engaged in heavy, combat.
In recent weeks, rebel bombs
have been responsible for 70
percent to 80 percent of
American soldiers killed or
wounded, according to U.S. military spokesman Lt. Col. Steven
Boylan.
Since the start of the war,
about 32 percent of Amencan
military deaths have been from
improvised explosives, suicide
bombs or other such blasts —
compared with about 48 percent
in firefights and other combat.
About 19 percent died in accidents.
The Sunni-dominated insurgency has conducted a rampage
of violent attacks since a suicide
bomber blew himself up amid
laborers gathered for day work
in Baghdad, killing 112 people,
mostly Shiites. Thirteen more
bombings in the next 10 hours
produced a staggering toll of
167 dead, the bloodiest day in
the capital since the invasion.
Al-Qaida in Iraq claimed
responsibility, and its leader,
Jordanian-born terrorist Abu
M usab al-Zarqawi declared war
on the country's Shiite majority.
A spokesman for Iraq's prime
minister, meanwhile, described
as "very unfortunate" an incident in the southern city of
Basra in which British armored
vehicles broke down the wall of
a jail to try to free two British
soldiers who were later found in
the custody of local militiamen

PeliceSherifislis

Americans killed
Four U.S. soldiers were killed in
two separate roadside bombings
near Rarriadi, Monday, pushing
the toll of American forces killed
in Iraq past 1,900.

AP

SOURCE ESRI

elsewhere in the city.
"My understanding is, first, it
happened very quickly. Second,
there is lack of discipline in the
whole area regarding this matter," said Haydar al-Abadi, a
spokesman for Prime Minister
Ibrahim al-Jaafari. "It is (a) very
unfortunate development that
the British forces should try to
release their soldiers the way it
happened."
British authorities said their
soldiers were being held illegally and that their captors had
refused an order from the Iraqi
Interior Minister for their
release. The commander of the
operation to free them sought to
minimize the extent of destruction at the jail.
"Minor damage was caused
to the prison compound wall and
to the house in which our two
soldiers were held." said Brig.
John Lorimer. commander of the
12th Mechanized Brigade.
Photos from the jail Tuesday
showed a concrete wall broken
through. several cars crushed _
apparently by armored vehicles
and prefabricated structures
demolished.
Mohammed al-Waili, the
governor of Basra province,
condemned the British for raiding the prison, an act he called
"barbaric, savage and irresponsible."

III Food ...
From Front
popular on campuses, especially
if the director retires or moves
on,
"We'd only want to change if
it will improve our services,"
Robertson said. "We are in a
nice position with that because
it's not like we are having any
problems. It's the trend, but that
doesn't mean it's what we
should do."
Staff Congress is hoping to
influence what the administration does. Herndon. a former
Staff Congress president, made
a motion to draft the resolution.
"It seemed the best thing to
do because there seems there is
going to be some movement on
the part of the administration."
Herndon said. "It's my experi-

ence that it's better to react
before a decision is made rather
than shoot it down later."
Herndon said his biggest concerns were having a contract cut
into current employees' situations and the domino-effect of
outsourcing being a viable
option.
"Once you go into an outsourcing business, where do you
stop going down the outsourcing
hill?" said Herndon, who works
as the publication systems manager in the journalism and mass
communications department. "If
they contract food services,
what gets contracted next? Do
you contract out the electrical or
cleaning work? Take it back to
me. do you contract out computer support services?"
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SPECIAL SAVINGS
New 2005 Tundra Reg. Cab 4x2

Drive a car?

Stork ;55467217

Ask your Shelter Insurance* agent if
ou qualifty for our newest discounts.

OPTION #2

OPTIQN # 1
PURCHASE
MSRP
18.900
Sale
Factory Rebate 2.000
-200•
Commercial

Total

FINANCE
MSRP
Sale

161700**

Murray Police Department
• Murray State Police reported a theft in the city limits at 2:20 a.m.
Tuesday
Murray State University Police Department
•An alcohol complaint was reported at 12:20 a.m. Friday at Hart
College An intoxicated subject was causing a disturbance in the
hallway. The residence director on call was notified. The subject
was gone when an officer arrived.
•A theft was reported in the 1000 block of College Courts at 11 .35
a.m. Friday. The matter is under investigation.
• David W. Winn, of Murray, was arrested after a traffic stop at
11:20 p.m. Saturday at 16th Street and Ky. 121 for secondoffense driving under the influence, first-offense driving on a suspended license and first-degree fleeing and evading with aggravating circumstances.
• A bicycle was reported stolen from a bike rack at Hester College
at 1:10 p.m. Sunday. The theft is under investigation.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Gas was reported stolen from Quail Creek Drive at 10:17 a.m.
Monday. A theft by unlawful taking less than $300 case was
opened.
• A deputy responded to a motorist assist on Faxon Road 6 miles
off Ky. 94 East at 11:40 p.m. Saturday. The incident was actually
an injury accident. The owner of the vehicle left prior to the officer's arrival. The owner later showed up at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital emergency room complaining of injuhes sustained in an accident on Faxon Road.
• A motorcycle was reported stolen from Old Salem Road at 1:03
p.m. Sunday. A theft by unlawful taking more than $300 case was
opened.
• A suspicious circumstance was reported at 7:20 p.m. Sunday at
a Hub Erwin Road residence. The caller shot a dove and found a
note attached to its leg. It read: "I'm being held in a well on Rowe
School Road. Please help me." Henry County (Tenn.) deputies
were notified.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

Cameras caught London
bombers on practice run
Police
LONDON (AP)
released closed-circuit TV
footage Tuesday showing three
of the four July 7 suicide
bombers on what detectives
believe was a reconnaissance
trip less than two weeks before
they attacked London's masstransit system.
Scotland Yard also said the
bombers made their explosives
from peroxide and carried them
in coolers — its first confirmation of ingredients revealed by
New York City detectives who
observed the London investigation.
British investigators said they
found two unexploded bombs
made from peroxide-based
HMTP,or hexamethylene triperoxide diamine peroxide. and
encased in nails in a car the suspected attackers left at the Luton
train station north of the capital.
They did not immediately
specify how they knew the
bombs that exploded aboard
three London subways and a bus
were made from peroxide-based
explosives, which degrade at
room temperature and must be
kept cool until used.
The bombs had been "effectively made" and that whoever
made them had "done some
good research and had been well
trained," said Peter Clarke, head
of London's Metropolitan Police

1111 Fletcher ...
From Front
raised about $150,000," Fletcher
said.
Fletcher said last week Brock
should resign at the same time
he fired nine members of his
administration for their role in
his administration's personnel
decisions. Party leaders met in
private for about 30 minutes on
Saturday but did not ask Brock
to leave.
Attorney General Greg
Stumbo has been investigating
Fletcher's administration for
alleged Merit System personnel
violations.
Nine current or former members of Fletcher's staff were
charged with misdemeanors
stemming from the investigation, and the governor subsequently pardoned them, along
with anyone else who might be
charge — except for himself.
Four of the people Fletcher fired
were among those pardoned.
The investigation has cost
Fletcher among the populace.
Currently. 54 percent of
Kentuckians disapprove of

Fletcher's job performance,
compared with 38 percent who
approve, according to The
Courier-Journal's Bluegrass
Poll released Saturday.
Fletcher acknowledged that
the controversies surrounding
his administration have weakened him politically. But he said
he intends to keep governing
and listed a string of issues facing Kentucky, from drugs to
Medicaid funding.
"I see that it's going to be
more challenging, but I do
believe we can move forward,"
Fletcher said.
Louisville businessman Bill
Stone. a longtime Republican
activist, attacked Fletcher's critics and dismissed the low poll
numbers. Stone said after the
news conference the governor
has weathered a public beating
over what "amounts to parking
tickets."
"I think it would be hard for
Abraham Lincoln to stand up to
that attack," Stone said. "He's
politically live. He's a conviction-driven politician."
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anti-terrorist branch.
Andy Oppenheimer, an
explosives expert with Jane's
Information Group, said HMTP
was one of a group of explosives
made from common, easily
available items such as hydrogen peroxide, or hair bleach.
"It's another kind of explosive that could be made in somebody's premises," he said.
"There are quite a lot of these
peroxide-based explosives and
they are quite popular with terrorist groups and in crime
because they are relatively easy
to obtain."
However, he added, "they are
not easy to put together _ they
can be very unstable. People
often blow themselves up in the
process of making it."
He said peroxide-based
bombs could be quite powerful,
although not nearly as strong as
plastic explosives.
Scotland Yard's first public
confirmation of the bombs'
ingredients came after the New
York Police Department said the
bombs had been made from
department
A
HMDT.
spokesman later acknowledged
that London officials had not
authorized the briefing, based on
information from New York
detectives who had gone to
London to monitor the investigation.
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Rita strengthens
into hurricane

Herald News/AP

David Samuel, a New Orleans native, looks down on vacant streets from the balcony of
the building where he is staying on the corner of Royal and St. Ann Streets in the French
Quarter of New Orleans, Monday With Tropical Storm Rita bearing down of on the Gulf,
the city is now preparing a second evacuation and abandoning plans to re-open.

New Orleans abandons plans to
re-open with new storm on the way
NEW ORLEANS , AP)
Under pressure from President
Bush and other top federal officials, the mayor suspended the
reopening of large portions of
the city Monday and instead
ordered nearly everyone out
because of the risk of a new
round of flooding from a tropical storm on the way.
"If we are off. I'd rather err on
the side of conservatism to make
sure we have everyone out,'
Mayor Ray Nagin said.
The announcement came
after repeated warnings from top
federal officidls — and the president himself — that New
Orleans was not safe enough to
reopen. Among other things,
federal officials warned that
Tropical Storm Rita could
breach the city's temporarily
patched-up levees and swamp
the city all over again.
The official death toll from
Hurricane Katrina reached 973
across the Gulf Coast, with the
number in Louisiana alone rising by 90 to 736.

The mayor reversed course
even as residents began trickling
back to the first neighborhood
opened as part of his plan, the
less damaged Algiers section.
Nagin wanted to reopen some
of the city's signature neighborhoods over the coming week to
reassure the people of New
Orleans that "there was a city to
come back to."
But "now we have conditions
that have changed. We have
another hurricane that is
approaching us," Nagin said. He
warned that the city's pumping
system was not yet running at
full capacity and that the levees
were still in a "very weak posilion."
The mayor ordered residents
who circumvented checkpoints
and slipped back into stillclosed parts of the city, including the French Quarter, to leave
immediately.
Nagin also urged everyone
already settled back into Algiers
to be ready to evacuate a.s early
as Wednesday. The city request-

Rita building strength
Tropical Storm Rita threatened to
arnve Tuesday and drop up to 15
inches of rain on some parts of the
low-lying Ronda Keys.
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ed 200 buses to help if necessary.

Kentuckians try to curb driving
Tom
said
darned,"
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- As
Courivr-3ourtu1
Staudenheimer, who drives a
the price of gasoline continued
fuel-efficient Mazda Protege on
to rise this year. many
his 120-mile daily commute.
Kentuckians tried to curb how
much they drove, according to a said they put plans to buy a larg- "I'll hitch it. If I run out. I will
coast the rest of the way."
new poll.
er car, truck or SUV on hold.
According to the Courier"I am not paying $2.49. I'll be
Journal's Bluegrass Poll, 64 percent of the public said they had
Does Your Contriutar- Need A
reduced how much they drove
within the past six months,
SERVICES OFFERED
while 56 percent said they had
FM SICK
cut back on expenses to save
•Genersi Maintersext
*Haut t ails
money for gas.
4'oniponent t pgrades *Home Setsiorks Installed & Set Up
Remoill
'Software Upgrades
"You can't do much when
•Cteitian Built Computer.
•Repair
you have to pay so much for
I CA110141'
System & Network l'oestilting
•Speed Increases
gas," said Jane Sibert, 59, a
PC DOCTOR • MURRAY
retired nurse who cut back on
Member at"
Email tho_pcc1octotlicharter n484 • 270 226-9577
her driving to save money.
Chamber of
Wobs4te Http 1/wont, tho-pcdoctor com
RIB CE1
.1/nen r .4
Businoss Un• 270-759-0019 • Fax 270-759-0089
"It just makes you have to
COM 270-226-9577
jun
stay home, basically," said
Sibert, of Manchester. "We usually go out to eat maybe once or
The
twice a week. We haven't even
Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
big
been doing that. It makes a
difference," Siben said.
Ys'ocxlmens SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
Meanwhile, the poll also
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
showed that 68 percent of
prices
gas
thought
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retirerespondents
ment benefits to your employees.
were a "very big problem" for
the economy. Gas prices in the
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Shelia Crouse
.state averaged $2.80 a gallon,
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Murray. KY 42071
which was $1 higher than last
HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA
270-753-4741
year.
www.woodmen.com
cell 270-293-7197
Charity Young, of Louisville.
said the rising prices are "outrageous."
"Nowadays, you don't even
have extra spending money to
go out and enjoy yourself, to gb
out and enjoy a movie or bowling or anything like that," said
the 21-year-old Young.
The survey was conducted
Sept. 7-13. polled 801 adults
and had a margin of error of plus
or minus 3.5 percentage points.
According to the poll. drivers
from low-income households
were more likely to diminish
their driving time than those
from more affluent homes.
For those polled who had
incomes under $15,000 a year.
74 percent significantly reduced
their driving time. For people in
households with incomes of
(Corner of 8th & Arcadia)
$50,000 or more, 56 percent
the
behind
time
their
curbed
Ask about our commercial
On-display in our
wheel.
or residential phone. sound
The poll also measured
HUGE new showroom:
and security systern.l.
whether Kentuckians considered
•Sony Big Screens
buying a more fuel-efficient
•Sony Video Equipment
Over 100 years of
vehicle to offset the price of ris•Home Theater Systems
combined experience'
ing gasoline.
SALES I SERVICE I INSTALLATION
•Surround Sound/Outdoor
The survey showed that 41
percent of those polled consid* MURRAY ELECTRONICS, INC.*
ered buying a more fuel-effi(270) 753-7567
cient vehicle, while 30 percent

BLUEGRASS POLL

KEY WEST, Fla.(AP) - Rita
strengthened into a hurricane on
Tuesday as it lashed the Florida
Keys with heavy rain and strong
wind, threatening the island
chain with a storm surge of up to
7 feet and sparking fears the
storm could eventually bring
new misery to the Gulf Coast.
Rita became a Category 1
hurricane with sustained top
wind of 75 mph during the
morning, said meteorologist
Michelle Mainelli at the
National Hurricane Center in
Miami. She said the wind speed
was confirmed by data collected
by a reconnaissance plane sent
into the storm.
Thousands of residents and
tourists had fled the Keys in
advance of Rita, which forecasters said could dump up to 15
inches of rain on parts of the
low-lying island chain.
Rita promised to gain more
strength as it crossed the warm
Gulf of Mexico for a weekend
landfall, most likely in Texas
although Louisiana could end up
in the path of what could
become a major hurricane.
"Right now, we expect that
Rita will remain a Category 1
hurricane as it affects the Keys,"
said Chris Sisko, also a meteorologist at the hurricane center.
"Further out, we do anticipate
further strengthening up to
Category 3, or major hurricane
status." Category 3 storms have
maximum sustained wind of 130
mph.
Officials of Galveston, Texas
— nearly 900 miles from Key
West — were already calling for
evacuation.
a
voluntary
Louisiana Gov. Kathleen Blanco
urged everyone in the southwest
part of the state to prepare to
evacuate.
Hurricane warnings were
posted for the Keys and MiamiDade County. Residents and visitors were ordered to clear out of
the Keys, and voluntary evacuation orders were posted for some
134,000 Miami-Dade residents
of coastal areas such as Miami
Beach.
At 9:15 am, EDT,.A,itaOyfts
centered about 100 miles eastsoutheast of Key West. It was
moving between west and westnorthwest at nearly 15 mph.
according to the hurricane center.

AP

This NOAA satellite image taken Tuesday at 02:45 EDT
shows clouds associated with Tropical Storm Rita spinning just southeast of Florida. The storm is expected to
move west-northwest into the Gulf of Mexico over the
next few days. Clouds associated with Hurricane Philippe
can be seen in the lower right-hand corner of the image.
A dense area of clouds over the Ohio Valley and into the
Northeast is associated with intense thunderstorms and
showers.
Broward and Miami-Dade counties, where more than 13,000
customers were without power.
Most schools and government
offices were closed.
New Orleans Mayor Ray
Nagin suspended his plan
Monday to start bringing residents back to the city after forecasters warned that Rita could
follow Hurricane Katrina's
course into the gulf and rupture
his city's already weakened levees.
"The levee systems are very
wet, they're somewhat weakened, and any type of storm
surge would cause flooding both
in our parish and in other parishes. So we're not taking any
chances," Nagin said Tuesday
on NBC's "Today."
In the Bahamas, Nassau
International Airport reopened
Tuesday after the storm moved
on to Florida, and schools
reopened on every island of the
chain except South Andros.
where some damage was reported.
The strongest parts of Rita
did not hit the Bahamas islands,
where the wind peaked at just 40
Wind and rain also were to 55 mph, the Bahamas
being felt north of the Keys in Weather Service said.

low-lying Keys.
Key West resident Linda
McAlarney moved to temporary
quarters at a local hotel and
walked her dog, Onyx,just after
daybreak Tuesday during a lull
in the storm. Few others were
out amid Key West's boarded-up
shops and bars.
"I think evacuating is the
right thing to do, and I probably
should have done that,"
McAlamey said.
Elsewhere in the Keys, sea
water splashed across U.S. I. the
highway linking the islands, and
wind hurled debris across roads.
Roads were nearly deserted in
Marathon, about 45 miles northeast of Key West, and virtually
all businesses were closed,
except for the Stuffed Pig diner,
where workers promised to keep
serving food regardless of the
weather.
"We've stayed open lots of
times with no power. We've got
a gas stove so it gets awful hot in
here but we can still serve up
food," said Julie Gervasio, who
has worked at the restaurant for
five years.

Not everyone had fled the

Take Steps For Better Heart Health

Ask the PC DOCTOR

SIMPLE
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The Heart Walk
When it comes to heart disease and stroke, talking the talk is essential. You and your
family and friends need to know your risk factors and the warning signs.

Saturday, October 29, 2005
Walking the walk is important, too — the Heart Walk. This is a key fund-raiser for
the American Heart Association.. and a major fun-raiser for those who come out to
participate. And anybody, any age, can come out and participate.
Money raised goes to the American Heart Association, which funds scientific research
into heart disease and stroke, advocacy and education.
Registration is at 8:30 a.m., the Walk starts at 9:00 a.m.
The Heart Walk is at the Regional Special Events Center (RSEC) at Murray State.
Come for the facts. Come for the fun. Come to take some important steps in the fight
against heart disease and stroke.
Visit www.heartwalk.kintera.orgicallowaycountyky or call (270) 436-5327.
Presented nationally by:
American Heart
Association4
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Keeping the
stories alive

.-

Tom and Posy Lough are
going to talk about the most
memorable expehences of their
lives, including his participation
in the 1968 Olympics and her
appearance on the tv show,
Focus on the Family. '
Sherry Newsome Purdom is
interviewing her 97-year-old
grandmother about her memories of growing up in Gob, Ky.
Sarah Strange is recruiting
people from
Hickman; she
wants them
to tell about
the first black
church in the
region that
was organized in 1867
by a group (it
newly freed Main Street
slaves.
By Constance
If — like
Alexander
most Of us — Ledger & Times
there are stoColumnist
ries you have
been vowing
to capture hut
somehow never got around to.
you have an opportunity to
redeem yourself. Tom and Posy.
Sherry and her grandma. and
friends of Sarah Strange are
doing that between September
29 and October 10, when a
unique national project.
StoryCorps, will be in residence
on the Courthouse Square in
Murray.
Hosted locally by WKMSFM. the National Public Radio
member station. StoryCorps is a
mobile oral history project that
assists pairs of people with
recording 40-minute interviews.
At the end of the interview, participants receive a CD recording and are asked permission
for another copy to be placed in
the Library of Congress.
StoryCorps is the beginning
of the largest oral history collection undertaken since the
Great Depression. and Murray
is the only stop in Kentucky.
Sherry Purdom -- whose
recent novel Aunt Jessie's
Magic Ketchup is based on stories from her grandmother's life
sees StoryCorps as another
way to make sure family lore is
not forgotten.
"Al 97. it'..s a gift for us that
my grandmother remembers,"
Sherry muses. "Her memory is
still sharp and she still lives by
herself. She has kept journals
since she was 40. She's just a
remarkable person."
According to Tom Lough.
who competed in the combination modern pentathlon in
Mexico City. "Everyone has a
story. but unless someone
records it, it's like it never happened."
Posy Lough says amen to
that. "When you're young." she

recalls, -you don't always pay
attention. You think, 'Oh, that
same story again,' but everybody's story is significant. You
don't realize that until you are a
little older yourself."
A history buff most of her
life, Sarah Strange believes it is
important to document the
accomplishments of African
Americans from the region.
Though she isn't going to be
interviewer or interviewee
while StoryCorps is here. Sarah
has gotten Charlotte Allen, the
unofficial archivist of black history in Fulton County, to participate. Ms. Allen and others
associated with African
American history are traveling
to Murray for interviews
through StoryCorps.
So far, hundreds of hours
have been recorded. Some, like
Richard Pecorella's memories
of his fiancee who was killed
on September II, 2001, are sad.
Others capture moments of
great happiness or quiet satisfaction.
One amusing anecdote is
from a woman who heaved a
huge rock through her philandering husband's car window
when it was parked outside his
lover's house. Years later, after
their divorce, he contacted her
that he had some of her belongings, and she was welcome to
retrieve them. The reunion was
brief. Her ex-spouse handed her
a heavy box that remained
sealed until she got home.
When she opened it, there
was nothing in it but that rock.
"He had saved it all those
years," she chuckled.
If you are interested in participating in StoryCorps, you
can call 800-850-4406 or go
online to storycorps.net.
Interviews are pre-scheduled
weekdays and weekends
between September 29 and
October 10. The only day the
booth is closed is Tuesday,
October 4. Participants are
asked to make a $10 donation
to offset the cost of the project.
The process itself costs
StoryCorps about S150 for each
interview.
StoryCorps plans to collect
over 300,000 conversations
with everyday Americans for
the Library of Congress over a
10-year span.
The Website - http://storycorps.net -- contains sound
clips from other interviews, registration forms and information
to help you prepare for your
session.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercorn.
Contact the columnist directly
az constancealexanderOcharternet.

Media misleads with
Katrina message
It was a perfect moment for
the media to use President
Bush's speech from New
Orleans against him.
ABC correspondent Dean
Reynolds corralled about 10
evacuees and put them in chairs
in the parking lot of Houston's
Astrodome where they watched
the president's nationally televised address. Afterward, they
were asked to comment.
All of the evacuees were
black and apparently poor.
Given the template of news
coverage - a majority of blacks
are said to believe aid was slow
in coming because white people
like George Bush don't like
them - one might have expected
a unanimously negative verdict
to the president's address.
The verdict was unanimous.
but it was unanimously positive.
One by one, the evacuees
replied to Reynolds' questions.
"What did you think of what
the president said tonight?" he
asked one woman.
She replied, "I think the
speech was wonderful."
Did she find anything hard to
believe?
"No. I didn't," she answered.
Reynolds put his microphone
in front of another evacuee.
Surely the previous one must
have been a fluke. What did the
next person think of the president's promises?

"I really
believe what
he said. I
believe. I
got faith,"
she said.
A slight
note of desperation
seemed to
creep into
Cal's
Thoughts Reynolds'
voice.
By Cal Thomas
Quickly, the
Syndicated
microphone
Columnist
went to
another
evacuee.
Reynolds tried another tactic.
Would the woman like to
criticize the slow response of
the federal government(meaning the Bush Administration) to
the carnage left in Katrina's
wake? The woman blamed state
and local officials for their slow
response, not the president.
A question to all: Wasn't
there anything that anyone
could object to in the speech?
Apparently not.
Back to you Ted Koppel.
This delicious moment,
which came after the other
broadcast networks had quickly
returned to regularly scheduled
programs, speaks volumes
about the media coverage of
Katrina and the edited messages
they have tried to shove down
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the public's throat.
Those messages are: White
Republicans hate blacks; big
business and big Republican
government are evil and won't
help blacks: Democrats are
good and are the only ones who
care for black people.
Reynolds' interviews were
live, so no one could edit the
content. Viewers saw and heard
for themselves what at least
these black people felt and
believed. The ABC guest booker must have had his or her own
assumptions about how such an
interview would go. Surely the
assemblage of black evacuees
would mean unfettered criticism
of President Bush.
A
Who's racist now?
Houston's predominately
Southern Baptist, but also,
diverse religious community
has united to help the hurricane
victims. Members of the mostly-white and prosperous Second
Baptist Church — whose pastor, Dr. Ed Young, was asked by
Houston's mayor to head the
faith-based assistance effort —
defied stereotypes about rich,
white evangelical Christians.
They applied the teaching of
their Master by getting down
and dirty with the poor. The
Houston Chronicle also carried
ads from people in many states
offering help to people in need
of a place to stay and assistance

in finding a job.
Politicians, race-baiters and
the media have an interest in
keeping the racial pot boiling.
For the media, it provides conflict (and ratings) so that race
hustlers can blather on about a
pre-voting rights, pre-open
housing America.
For the politicians, mostly
Democrats, it affords them the
opportunity to stir the class
warfare pot and claim that only
by stoting.tor Deunoonits will
blacks who are poor ever
escape poverty.
• But the political and humanitarian realities are quite different from these templates.
True compassion is not
demonstrated by government,
but individuals. The fundamental cause of poverty is not race,
otherwise how to explain the
vast and growing black middle
and upper classes? A child may
be born into poverty, but if he
makes decisions to stay in
school and study. not produce
children outside marriage,
refrain from taking or selling
drugs and committing other
crimes, there is a strong likelihood he will escape poverty.,
These are the messages the
government and media should
be sending instead of relying on
the race-class liberal Democrat
templates through which it filters most contemporary issues.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Farris, 91, Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 17, 2005. at 9:50
ed.
at her home.
a.m.
arrangeof
lines-Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge
Ms. Rhondah Paschall, 39, Highland Road, Murray, died
A homemaker, she was a member of Independence United
ments.
Monday, Sept. 19, 2005, at 8 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical
Mr. Lucas, 77, Brunswick, Maine, formerly of Murray, died Methodist Church.
Center, Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her first husband. Samuel Scott, her
Sept. 16, 2005. at Hawthorne House, Freeport, Maine.
Friday,
Her father, Bobby Paschall, preceded her in death. She was of
husband, Owen (Red) Farris, one daughter, Dorothy Wyatt,
second
Born March 7, 1928, he was the son of the late Leroy P. Luzaa
Baptist faith and was born Sept. 29, 1965.
brothers also pre- one son. Howard Scott, one grandson, Teddy Burkeen. four sisters,
two
and
sisters
Four
Lucas.
Guetzka
M.
Anna
and
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Pam Jones, her stepfather.
Lorene Redden,[)urine Collins, rat McIntire and Eula June Stone;
Wayne Jones, her grandmother, Mrs. Velma Paschall, three stepsis- ceded him in death.
and two brothers, Harlan Collins and Johnny Collins. Born May IS.
Murray,
Jones,
Debbie
stepdaughters,
two
include
Survivors
ters, Mrs. Tammy Elkins and husband, Jimmy, Mrs. Teresa Joyce
Buchanan, Tenn.; three 1914, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Will
and husband, Charles, and Mrs. Betty Tucker and husband. Joe, one Michelle Froumfelter and husband, Eric,
Tracy, Sedalia; Robert Collins and Nellie McDaniel Collins.
wife,
and
Clayton
Christopher
stepsons,
brother, Allen Paschall, two stepbrothers, Keith Jones and wife.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Velvaleen Burkeen and
Clayton, Hamlin; two
Dale
and
Benton,
Jodinna.
wife,
and
Clayton
Cameron, and Kenneth Jones, all of Murray; several uncles, aunts.
George, Thornton, Ill., and Ms. Barbara Ann Scott, and two sons, Donald Gerald Scott and wife,
husband,
and
Chiatello
Diane
nieces,
nieces and nephews.
Lois Wilson, Peotone, Ill.; ttuee nephews, Scott Verway and wife, Jennifer, and Larry Eugene Scott and wife. Evelyn, all of Murray;
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Lore, Brunswick, Daniel Danner, DeMott, Ind., and Sam Verway sister in-law, Mrs. Muncie (Cenia) Collins. Michigan; 21 grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; 20 great-great-grandchildren: several
and wife, Carol, Forest Lake, Calif.: 10 grandchildren.
Mrs. Florence Louise Allan
nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Florence Louise Allan, 85, Utterback Road, Murray, died
McColl
Waters
Mary
M.
Mrs.
Monday, Sept. 19, 2005, at 12:06 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
A graveside service for Mrs. Mary M. Waters McCoil was today Mrs. Lavona Nichols (Mudd) Key
Murray.
The funeral for Mrs. Lavona Nichols (Mudd) Key was today
at 10 a.m. at the Salem Cemetery, Lynn Grove. Bro. John
(Tuesday)
A retired nurse, she had worked at the Rancho Los Amigos
(Tuesday) at 11 a.m. at Oak Grove Baptist Church. Jerry Drye and
officiated.
Sheppard
Hospital in Southern California and was a member of The Christ
Pallbearers were Bryan McColl, Nicky Moms,Jason Hite, Justin Martin Severns officiated.
Family Worship Center, Puryear, Tenn.
Pallbearers were Larry Ray. Chris Ray, Hal Kenneth Charltor,
Born July 13, 1920, in Julesburg. Colo., she was the daughter of Hite, Phil Nance and Randy Windsor.
Ronnie Goode, Stan Bond and Dan Valentine. active; Ted Callicott,
of arrangements.
charge
in
was
Home
Funeral
Churchill
J.H.
the late William A. Krutz and Mary Porrath Krutz.
Mrs. McCoil,87, West View Nursing Home, Murray, formerly of Hal Charlton, Edith and Nelson White, Clara Jean and Geraal
Survivors include one son, James (C.J.) Allan IV and wife.
Lynn Grove community, died Saturday, Sept. 17, 2005, at 10 Paschall, Martha Loosier, Jean Bailey, Jackie Boyd, Mavis Sande-s.
the
Robin, Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Marie Shipley and Mrs.
Martha George, Wilheminia Martin and Sally Jones, honorary.
County Hospital.
Ruth Pergerine Miller, both of Albany, Ore.; one brother, Wilber p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Burial was in the Oak Grove Cemetery.
service
food
the
in
years
20
for
worked
she
retiring,
Before
Krutz, Hood River, Ore.; five grandchildren, James Edward Allan V.
Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris, Tenn.. was in charge of arrangemema
was
She
Hospital.
County
Murray-Calloway
Julie LaVonne Allan, Jeanette Yvonne Allan, Joy Kay Walsh and department of
ments.
Grove.
Lynn
Church,
Baptist
Salem
of
ber
Jzena Leeann Allan; three great-grandchildren, Amanda, Robert and
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Oak Grove Baptist
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Delmus Morris in
Michael Evans.
(Pete) McCoil in 1976, one son, Church, 5525 Jones Mill-Crossland Rd., Puryear, TN 38251.
Hubert
husband,
second
tier
1940,
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Key, 100, Paris, Tenn., died Friday. Sept. 16, 2005, at her
William Aaron Morris in 2004, and one sister, Burline Paschall.
Born March 25, 1918, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of home.
Mrs. Vela Grace Clayton
A 1922 graduate of Puryear High School, she received a teaching
late William Ado Waters and Carte Ulvie Richie Waters.
the
2
at
be
will
Wednesday
The funeral for Mrs. Vela Grace Clayton
Pixie L. Nance and hus- certificate from Normal School in 1924 and taught school for four
Mrs.
daughters,
two
include
Survivors
p.m. at Bethlehem Church of Christ where she was a member. Jim
retired
band, Phil, ('arrollton, Ga., and Mrs. Melissa Anne Baker, Cadiz; years at Foundry Hill School and Thompson Grove School. A
McKeel and Ewing Stubblefield will officiate. Burial will follow in
McCoil and wife, Dian, Murray; one daughter-in-law. LPN, she worked for 22 years at Henry County General Hospital,
Gary
son,
one
the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Grove Baptist
Janice Morris, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Martha Windsor and hus- Paris. Tenn. She was the oldest member of Oak
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel from 5
Charles, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Betty Jo Crittendon and husband. Church where she joined in 1911.
band,
to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Preceding her in death were her husband. Elisha William Key,
Sonny. Tri-City, and Mrs. Sue Williams and husband, Elmo, Cuba;
Mrs. Clayton, 89, Gilbert Street, Hazel, died Sunday, Sept. 18,
Morris, Murray: 11 grandchildren; two daughters. Betty Key in 1997 and Elvira Charlton in 1985, three
Janice
Mrs.
daughter-in-law,
one
2005. at 2:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
sisters, Elfie Orr, Mittie Taylor and C.D. Valentine, and three brothsix great-grandchildren.
Her husband, Virgil Clayton, one sister, Myrtle Ray, and one
ers. In., Doyle and Orville Nichols. Born March 27, 1905, in
brother. Jimmy Lamb, all preceded her in death. Born March 30,
Puryear, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late LeRoy Nichols and
Mrs. Ethel Scott Farvis
1916, she was the daughter of the late Dennis Lamb and Ora Lee
The funeral for Mrs. Ethel Scott Farris will be today (Tuesday) at . Ethel Paschall Nichols.
Houston Lamb.
Surviyors include two granddaughters, Kathy Callicott Ray and
2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Betty Thompson and husAdair will officiate. Cheryl husband, Larry, Buchanan, Tenn., and Nikki Charlton Goode and
Joey
Rev.
the
and
Lewis
Kendrick
Rev.
band, Charles, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Joyce Balentine and hushusband, Ronnie, Memphis, Tenn.; one grandson, Hal Kenneth
Milner will be soloist.
band, William. Humbolt, Tenn..; one son, L.V. (Pete) Clayton Jr.,
Burial will follow in the McDaniel Charlton and wife. Barbara, Vero Beach, Fla.; three great-grandchilpallbearers.
be
will
Grandsons
Jackson, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Louise Ray, Hazel; eight grandchildren, Lesley Ann Goode, Troy Goode, and Chris Ray and wife.
Cemetery.
dren; 10 great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
Wendy: special grandmother of Stan Bond family.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Murray-Calloway
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Frank H. Lucas
County Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or McDaniel
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
at
(Tuesday)
today
was
Lucas
H.
A graveside service for Frank
Rd., Almo, KY 42020.
Radio
204
Coy,
Howard
c/o
Cemetery,
11 a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Hal Barrow officiatprices as of 9 a.m.
STOCK MARKET REPORT

Ms. Rhondah Paschall

North Korea changes demands on nuclear power
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) North Korea insisted Tuesday it
won't dismantle its nuclear
weapons program until the U.S.
gives it civilian midair reactors,
casting doubt km a disarmament
agreement reached a day earlier
during international talks.
Washington reiterated its
rejection of the reactor demand
and joined China in urging
North Korea to stick to the
agreement announced Monday
in which it pledged to abandon
all its nuclear programs in
exchange for economic aid and
security assurances.
North Korea's new demands
underlined its unpredictable
nature and deflated some optimism from the Beijing agreement, the first since negotiations
began in August 2003 among
the two Koreas, the United
States, China, Japan and Russia.
"The U.S. should not even
dream of the issue of (North
Korea's) dismantlement of its
nuclear deterrent before providing (light-water reactors), a
physical guarantee for confidence-building." the North's
Foreign Ministry said in a statement carried by the official
Korean Central News Agency.

U.S. officials dismissed the "at an appropriate time." The
North, however, chose to immedemand.
"This is not the agreement diately press the issue, essentialthat they signed, and we'll give ly introducing a major condition
them some time to reflect on the on its pledge to disarm.
Japan swiftly joined the
agreement they signed," State
Department spokesman Sean United States in rejecting the
McCormack said in New York demand.
"The Japanese side has conon Monday.
The announcement Monday tinuously said that North
that North Korea would disman- Korea's demand is unacceptForeign
Japanese
tle existing weapons and stop able,"
building new ones, culminating Minister Nobutaka Machimura
two years of bargaining, con- said.
China, North Korea's closest
tained no deadlines and few
details. The six parties in the ally in the talks, urged
talks agreed to meet again in Pyongyang to join the other
November, when the difficult negotiating partners in implequestions of verification and menting the commitments in "a
timetables would be on the serious manner."
South Korea remained optitable.
The North had demanded mistic, with its point man on
since the latest round of six- North Korea relations saying the
party talks began last week in country's latest statement isn't
the Chinese capital that it be likely to derail the Beijing
given a light-water reactor _ a agreement.
type less easily diverted for
weapons use _ in exchange for
officials
U.S.
disarming.
opposed the idea, maintaining
North Korea could not be trusted with any nuclear program.
The issue was sidestepped
Monday, with participants saying they would discuss it later _

"It's possible that the parties
differ over this, but we and other
participating countries are going
to discuss it in bilateral or multilateral .contacts before .the fifth
round of talks resume in early
Unification
November,"
Minister Chung Dong-young
said on MBC radio.
South Korean President Roh
Moo-hyun predicted that "the
United States and North Korea
will likely engage in a tug-ofwar," but added that prospects
for resolving the nuclear issue
are brighter after Monday's
agreement.
Other countries at the Beijing
talks made clear that the reactor
could only be discussed after the
Nonthe
rejoins
North
Proliferation Treaty and accepts
the
from
inspections
International Atomic Energy
Agency — which North Korea
pledged to do Monday.
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PrimeLife plans boat trip
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by today. The cost is
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Mississippi Queen. Deposits
de cabin or $1,896 for an
$2,097 per person for a double outsi
Primelife travel coorger,
Lober
yn
inside cabin. Contact Ethel
dinator, at 767-2190.
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Roberts, Calloway County Sheriff;
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Call
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and Supervisor
County Bar Association. The
at Law and member of the Calloway
t
at MCCH; and Warren Hopkins, Attorney
Judicial Building as part of the Hear
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Coun
oway
hase the AED for the Call
County Bar Association decided to purc
Safe Community Project.

School SiteCurriculum Comm
y at 3:30
esda
Wedn
meet
will
il
based Decision Making Counc
tive.
senta
repre
t
paren
a
of
ation
p.m. for nomin

ses AED
Calloway County Bar Association purcha
y project
for Judicial Building as part of communit
The Calloway County Bar
Association recently purchased
an automated external defibrillator(AED)for the Calloway
County Judicial Building as
part of the Heart Safe Community Project at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The Calloway County Bar
Association, on the recommendation by Leslie Furches and
Steve Sanders. decided to purchase the AED for use at the
Judicial
Calloway County
shaw
Brad
y
Samm
ing.
Build
coordinated the effort on behalf
of the Calloway County Bar
Association.

"A while back we had a
situation where one of our sheriff's deputies. Dan Galloway,
had a heart attack and really
needed a defibrillator," said
Greg Taylor, attorney and president of the Calloway County
Bar Association. "That situation with Dan really heightened our awareness of how
important a defibrillator can
be. When Steve Sanders brought
the idea of purchasing the AED
to the members of the bar
association, everyone agreed
that having a defibrillator at
the judicial building was a
great idea. The Calloway Coun-

ty Bar Association to have
played a part in getting the
AED installed in the judicial
building and we hope that its
presence there will save lives
in the future."
The Heart Safe Community Project is a program which
provides life-saving equipment
used for re-establishing heart
rhythms in cardiac arrest victims to key locations in Calloway County including churches, schools, health clubs, golf
courses, business and industry,
or wherever people live, work,
and play. The Heart Safe
Community Project. which
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began in May 2002, has purchased approximately 40 AEDs
for use in the county, providing appropriate training of vol-
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New
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tonight at 6:30 p.m.
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or maintain an AED.
All
ssed.
elected and a fundraiser will be discu
If you are interested in being interested persons are urged to attend.
trained or contributing to the
Heart Safe Community Project,
Wednesday at 5:30
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet
contact Jerry Gorrell, Director
sports representaers,
offic
All
l.
Schoo
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of Ambulance Service at 270- p.m. at Murr
encouraged to
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tives, parents and other inter
762-1750.
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Alumni and Associates to meet

Tiger Booster Club will meet

Groves Presents Program

BirthAnnouncement
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Health Express pla
ay-Calloway County
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Health Express of Murr
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r General,
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at
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from
y
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3
to
Puryear, Tenn., and from 1
to 3 p.m. at
12:30
and
a.m.
11:30
to
8:30
from
Thursday
Wal-Man in Murray.

Mary Grace
Hampton
Laura and Dwaine Hampton of 9021 Salford Ct..
Huntersville. N.C., are the parents of a daughter. Mary Grace
Hampton. horn on Monday.
May 23, 2005. at Carolinas
Medical Center, Charlotte, N.C.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
4 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Laura Cella. A brother is
Parker Tate Hampton. 3.
Grandparents are Becky
Hampton of Murray. Ron
Hampton of Louisville, and
Doris and Ron Cella of Murray.
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Your free gift

ESTEE
LAUDER

GIFT TIME
CHOOSE YOUR SHADES

Estee
The look of the season yours with any
Worth 65 00,
Lauder purchase of 24 50 or more
a choice of
this incredible collection includes
shades for
New Tender Blush
ck (full-sizei
Pure Cake Long Lasting Lipsti
PluS

wiM

Mascara
MagnaScopic Maximum Volume
Creme
Future Perfect Anti-Wrinkle Radiance
15
SPF
Deluxe Powder Brush
Deluxe 1-4ernngbone Tote
Coordinating Brush Case

4

eOuifilles
Oiler good OOP suppios
lo•cuelornor pleas.

Mod

MAXIMIZE YOUR GIFT
er to a free expert
Stop by the Estee Lauder Count
personalized
consultation -- team how to wear the
skincare and
shades in your gift. discover the latest
makeup must-haves and more

414 Plaice
• 753-5678
305-C S. 12' St. • Murray
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Music is
well said to
be the
speech of
angels.
-Thomas Carlyle
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GOODY,
how thAt looks 4re4f or you!

STOREWIDE SAVINGS WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY ONLY
9.99
SAVE 75%
EACH PIECE

SAVE 82%
GOODCLOTHEW

NEW YORK CITY
DESIGN CO.
2-plece dressing
for misses)s-xi)
reg. 39.99

luxelon cardigan
sweaters
tor misses (s-*I)
reg 34 ye

petites, sale 9.99
plus, sale 12.99

SAVE 83-85%
NEW YORK CITY
DESIGN CO.
SUSAN LAWRENCE
JIB
• canes
• skseveless tops
for misses Is-xl)
reg. 29.99-34.99

luxelon
sleeveless mock
sale 9.99

petites,
sale $5

CALL OR CLICK

17.99
REQUIREMENTS
BRIGGS
moleskin related
separates
for messes(s-id, 8-18)
reg. 39.99-$44
petits* & plus,

14.88
SAVE 50-57%

SAVE 48-71%
GOODCLOTHES"
skirts for messes
)s-I. 6-18)
reg 24 99-44 99

fashion jeans
for torpors
(29-4D)
reg. 29.99-34.99

SALE 12.99-32.49
ENTIRE STOCK
SAG HARBOR
related separates
for misses (s-xl, 8-18)
neg. 628-865
petite, & plus,
sale 50% off
CALL OR CUCK
071041,5398

5048, 5125.
0
6047

SAVE 55-59%
YOUR CHOICE

50%
off

SAVE 70-75%
boys' sass
for boys (4-20)
reg. S20-S24

petite',
sale 12.99
CALL Of CLICK
• SS 2

sale 50% off
CALL OR CLICK
sees, Sass

10.88
SAVE 66-70%
DUCK HEAD
JEANS CO'
boys reduced
jeans
for boys (4-20)
reg. 632-536

5
$
SAVE 74%
CUSNIE PILLOWS
reg. 19.99

SAVE 60-64%
STRING THEORY
DUCK HEAD°
OLD COLLEGE INN'
short sleeve poios
for young men
(m-xt) reg. 24.99-528

SAVE 72-77%

SAVE 85%

short sleeve
woven shirts
for young men (m-xl)
reg. 24.99-630

DUCK HEAD
JEANS CO."
5-podost bask Isms
for men(3o-40
reg. 538
CALL OR CUCK

SAVE 49-79%
NSW
ORANGE
COUNTY
CHOPPERS
al APPAREL
reduced tees
for men & young
men (m-lcd)
discontinued
$1046
reg. 9.99-24.99

SAVE 86-73%
MUNSINGWEAR
short sleeve poles
for men (m-locs
reg S24-S30

Wednesday & Thursday, September 21-22, 2005
Any pair of athletic
shoes for men,
women & kids.*
II 11111111111.1111111111111111111111111111
900 (For use in-store and onkne

Wednesday & Thursday, September 21-22, 2005

when you take an

extra 50% off

new .00 markdown clearance in our
misses', petites' & women's plus size depal ti

ieilLS

entire stocks not included unless indicated
•www.goodysonline.com 1111 Make shopping simple with a Goociy's &toad
To locate the Goody's near you, Call TOLL FREE:(1-888-468-6432
SAVE 10% ON YOUR FIRST PURCHASE
RIM
when you open & use a Goody's Credit Card*

1111

'Subject to credit approval.
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Eleven local students named Green Scholars
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Eleven students from Calloway
County have been named
Senator Jeff Green Scholars,
meaning they had a 4.0 grade
point average all four years of
high school and scored at least a
28 composite on the ACT.
As Senator Jeff Green scholars, they are eligible for $2,500 a
year in Kentucky Educational
(KEES)
Excellence Scholarship.

awards, meaning they can get
$10.000 toward their college
expenses.
The title honors the late State
Senator Jeff Green of Mayfield,
who served in the General
Assembly from 1992 to 1997.
Local students who earned
this prestigious designation are:
Calloway County High
School: Elise Brittain. Tia
Myers and Caroline Radice, all

KEES, write to KHEAA, P.O.
Box 798, Frankfort, KY 406020798; call (800) 928-8926,;
7394;
e-mail
extension
visit
kees@kheaa.com; or
www.kheaa.com.

• Beautiful Fall Wreaths & Arrangements
• Fall-Scented Candles •"Toland" Flags...Best Prices in the Area!
• Fall Decor • "Tag" Dinnerware,Table Linen & Home Decor
• Fall Designer Paper Goods
• Huge Selection of Concrete Statuary & Gazing Balls
-s

MUMS AFtE I-IEFLE!
"The Area's Most Unique Shopper

RED BARN
Hwy.94 West • 435-4770
Open: Monday - Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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Pnoto provided
Roger Reichmuth and Pete Lancaster with the Murray
Rotary Club presented dictionaries to each fourth grader
at North Elementary recently.

Look For Education
News In
The Ledger & Times
.••••••••••••••
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sea

merged on the 'Western *KY
Chapter II
Hello, Woody Readers! Parkway going, uh. west. That
Here I am on my first stop is a Jong highway. Chloe and
of The Woody Tour. I feel I looked at all the signs we
like a rock star saying that. saw along the way: White
I imagine I have my own Mills. Leitchfield, Caney:ville,
band where I play guitar and .Hartford. Wait! Why aren't
sing and Chloe is my back- there towns named after aniup singer. We open every mals or dogs? Where is the
show with WHO LET THE town of Cliff-ord. Lassie or
DOGS OUT? and the crowd Snoopy? Hey. we just saw
goes wild! Then we stand out- Beaver Dam. That's more like
side our Doghouse Dressing it!
STOP' THE
"WHOA!
Room while our fans hound
/rk WOODY BUS!!! What did
a,b
us for PAWgraphs! OK,
that sign just say, Dad? It
to dog earth!
he had a horse with the word
•I could tell you wh
Woody Bus has stopped, but 'Spirit' on it." Daddy said
isn't it more fun to guess? it was "Kentucky, Unbridled
Chloe and I love games, so Spirit." I asked him what
here are some clues.'Are you "unbridled spirit" was and
where Chloe and I could get
ready?
William Clark of Lewis and some. He said it was how
Clark founded this city in 1827. Kentuckians feel about their
It is located where two rivers state. Kentucky is the best
come together - the Ohio and state in the whole U.S. and
Tennessee. Known as Quilt people who live in Kentucky
City. USA, people from all over have great opportunities in
the world come here to look life. He said we couldn't buy
at all of the beautiful, hand- that kind of spirit, but we
could get it by being proud
made quilts.
One more clue - Several Kentuckians. learning about
well-known people come from our state and telling others
this city: Irvin Cobb (an author how great Kentucky really
from the early 1900s who wrote is.
As Chloe and I talked
more than 60 books). Stephen
Curtis Chapman (a Christian about the spirit of people
singer who has sold millions like entertainer Loretta Lynn,
of records and won many jockey Pat Day and the late
Grammy and Dove Awards) historian Thomas Clark, we
and sniff, sniff. me - Woody finally saw the sign that said.
- a wiener dog who is now "Paducah. Next 5 Exits." We
on tour! That's right. We are clapped our paws and jumped
here in my birthplace of Pad- for joy. No more "Are we
ucah, Kentucky. It's great to there yet? Are we there yet'"
We were finally here!
be home!
Our first stop was Granny's
We left our doghouse in
Shepherdsville yesterday morn- house for a howl of dumplings.
ing. We crawled in The Woody Then we all went to one of
Bus, buckled our seatbelts. my favorite places in Paductuned into a good radio sta- ah, Noble Park. Before playtion and checked the mileage ing. we wanted to see the
- 42,000 miles. We were ready statue of Chief Paduke. We
to begin our journey. Since could spend hours swinging,
I'm from Paducah and that's sliding and feeding the ducks.
where Granny and Cousins Where did all the ducks come
Caroline and Patrick live, there from? Chloe and 1 ran out of
was no need for a map. I bread. We tried to share our
knew exactly where we were dog food, but Daddy said ducks
going. I could drive...well; don't eat dog vinles. We saw
walk...that trip with my eyes the most beautiful pictures all
closed. First we traveled Inter- along the floodwall of the
state 65 going south. Then we Ohio River. Mommy said the
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GIFT SNOPPE

FALL SERIES READING
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All the Great Things
You Love
at Really Great Prices!!!

to share ideas and experiences HP Scanjet 4.600 compact scanabout using technology to ner and 2 Biometric password
managers. Special drawings
improve teaching.
The Forum is open to MSU include an HP Digital Camera.
faculty and staff, as well as any three new Smanboards. and a
other educators in the area who Cisco Wireless Access Point and
installation drawing for deans
wish to participate.
CTLT has received corporate and department chairs.
For more information, consponsorship from Gateway, as
well as support from the MSU tact the Center for Teaching,
Provost and department of infor- Learning & Technology at 270mation systems, to provide door 762-2535, or visit http://racerprizes for MSU faculty atten- net.murraystate.edu/forum05.
There is no charge, and pre-regdees.
Among items being given istration is not required, howevaway are a Gateway M275 er it is requested that you RSVP
Tablet PC notebook computer. for the luncheon to diane.wagnRCA DVD recorder with VCR. er@murraystate.edu.

Calloway County Preschool students raised the U.S.
flag in front of their school this morning. All the students at the preschool then said the Pledge of
Allegiance.

BY
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Teaching and Technology Forum
planned at MSU this week
Murray State University will
host its 8th annual Teaching and
Technology Forum Thursday
and Friday. The event, sponsored by the university's Center
for Teaching. Learning &
Technology, will be held on the
third floor of the Fine Arts
Building at the Performing Arts
Hall on campus.
This year's forum, themed
Finding Common Ground:
Making Connections Across
Campus, will focus on the many
changes students and teachers
are facing with technology and
teaching. It provides an opportunity for members of the faculty

Kentucky Lottery.
Students can access their
KEES account information on
www.kheaa.com by setting up a
Zip Access account.
For more information about

can be used at out-of-state
schools if the major the student
is studying isn't available in
Kentucky. In addition, students
don't have to apply for a KEES
askant, which is funded by the

of Murray; Andrew Clark of
Hardin; and Kelly Taylor of
Hazel.
High School:
Murray
Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten, Seth
Darnell. Isabel Duane-Gray.
Heather Ferguson. Mackenzie
Hoffman and Breanna Volp, all
of Murray.
KEES awards can be used at
most colleges and universities in
Kentucky. In some cases, they

• • .•
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pictures were called murals.
They were so colorful. I couldn't find any wiener dogs in
the pictures. Who painted those
murals by the way? We were
so excited about the murals
that we almost missed the Delta

acter." We love his books. He
was a Kentucky author, you
know? In fact, many great
authors, like Mr. Stuart, are
from Kentucky. Wendell Berry
and Bobbie Ann Mason, just
to name two well-known liv-

Pe
an
a

to
2"

Queen sitting in the Ohio River. ing authors.
Chloe and I have our jamChloe and I wondered if there
were actual pirates on that boat. mies on and Mommy is ready
There could be lots of pirates to read. I know we have lots
in Kentucky since our state of sights to see over the next
has more miles of running few weeks, but how could it
water than any other state get any better than Paducah?
except Alaska. Chloe and I In fact. I decided this town
can't imagine dog paddling might just be the best place
over that much water!!! (I in Kentucky. We'll see...
In the meantime, work and
read that on one of my favorite
sites, dream like a Big Dog!
Web
to
Thanks
LG&E
www.travel.ky.gov/facts.)
The food, murals and a Energy/KU/LG&E and KPA
visit to the Quilt Museum for making this project poswere so interesting, and sible. For online questions and
exhausting. So here I am, back learning activities go to
at Granny's ready for bed. www.kypress.com.
SOO
Mommy stopped by the
Thanks to our sponsors who
McCracken County Library
and checked out Jesse Stu- make this possible.
art's "A Penny's Worth of Char-
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Racers enter key road stretch, starting in Normal, Ill.
By SCOTT NANNEY
Spoils Editor
Joe Pannunzio realizes that last
Saturday's home opener against Indiana State didn't produce his team's
best performance. But it was good
enough for a win, which the Racers
desperately needed heading into a key
road trip.
The sixth-year Murray State head
coach said Monday that Saturday's
matchup with another Gateway Conference school, Illinois State, would

"I kind of compare it to playing
begin an important stretch of games
golf. We're kind of entering our
for the Racers.
"(Indiana State) was a game we 'Amen Corner,— he added. "There
had to win. It was a key for us just are three big holes coming up that
to get some momentum going," noted we need to get par on. But that's
Pannunzio, whose squad will take on awfully difficult to do."
Recent history suggests that the Rakthe Redbirds at 6:30 p.m. on Saturday in Normal, Ill., before opening ers (I-i) would perhaps be fortunate
Ohio Valley Conference play on Oct. to come out of the upcoming twoI at Tennessee Tech. Those contests game road swing with a split. Panwill be followed by a home matchup nunzio's record at Roy Stewart Stawith two-time defending league cham- dium is a stellar 19-7 after Saturday's 27-15 triumph over the
pion Jacksonville State on Oct. 8.

UN MIS TY OF LOUISVILLE FOOTBALL

Sycamores. However, his team's have 6 triumph over Eastern Illinois -- a
struggled away from home, posting team picked to finish fourth in the
OVC's preseason poll. The Racers were
just a 10-22 record.
Murray lost in its first-ever trip picked third. The Redbirds opened
to Illinois State on Sept. 21, 2002, the season with a closer-than-expectfalling to the Redbirds 24-23. Pan- ed 32-21 loss at Division I-A Iowa
nunzio is also winless in two tries State, which routed No. 8 Iowa 23at Tennessee Tech, suffering a 15-12 3 the following week and is currentdefeat in 2001 before losing to the ly ranked No. 22 in one national
poll.
Golden Eagles 49-24 in 2003.
"Illinois State is a very good footIllinois State (2-1), led by former
MSU head coach Denver Johnson, ball team," Pannunzio said. -Their
enters Saturday's matchup off a 27•See PANNUNZIO Page 28

NEW YORK 27, NEW ORLEANS 10

Going Far From Home
eeingp
ee
De
Cardinals show
depth at wide receiver
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — terback Brian Brohm.
"It was good to see him
Louisville has reached the point
where the loss of a key receiv- break out and go," Petrino said
er doesn't hurt _ it just cre- Monday. "He's had scrimmages
where he's had three touchates opportunities for others.
Senior Broderick Clark, who downs and has looked just
caught 63 passes in his first about that same way."
Urrutia was one of seven
three seasons, is out three to
four weeks after spraining his Cardinals who caught passes
knee early in the Cardinals' in Saturday's win. Clark's
63-27 win over Oregon State absence also gave Harry Douglas a chance to shine. The
on Saturday.
With Clark injured, redshirt speedy sophomore caught three
freshman Mario Urrutia played passes, including a 34-yard TD
more, and the Cardinals offense from Brohm six minutes into
didn't Miss a beat. The 6-foot- the second half.
"When you're out there doing
6 Urrutia caught seven passes,
two for touchdowns, and his it and it's fun like that, you
175 receiving yards were the think about all the hard pracmost by a Cardinal in four tices," Douglas said. "The hard
seasons.

practices May net be fuo;. bat.-

"I knew my chance was during the game, when you're
coming," Urrutia said. "I just winning big, it's a lot of fun."
The ninth-ranked Cardinals
had to wait it out."
Louisville coach Bobby (2-0) play at South Florida (2Petrino said he was going to 1) this week, and Petrino said
--call some plays for Urrutia he'd like to involve even more
anyway. Instead, he discovered players in the attack, starting
a new featured target for quar- •See CARDS Page 2B

AP Photo

bring down .New Orleans'
New York Giants safety Brent Alexander, left, and linebacker Reggie Tobor
the Saints' home openin
Giants
the
Deuce McAllister in the third quarter of the Saints' 27-10 loss to
N.J.
er Monday at Giants Stadium in East Rutherford,

Giants
At home in name only, sloppy Saints stumble against
SAINTS painted
had
zone
end

AP Photo

Louisville coach Bobby Petrino yells his sentiments
to an official during the second half of his team's 6327 lopsided win over Oregon State Saturday In Louisville.

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) —
In the cramped visitors' locker room,
the "home" team tried to find room to
get dressed and then get out of the stadium. It wasn't easy.
Nothing is easy for the New Orleans
Saints these days, and never will that
be more magnified than in Monday night's
27-10 loss to the New York Giants.
At Giants Stadium.
"It felt like an away game," Saints
receiver Joe Horn said. "The crowd,
obviously, was cheering for their home
team.
"That's irrelevant. We lost a football
game I felt we should have won."

While the Saints need to get used
to being nomads after the damage Hurricane Katrina did to their city and stadium, at least they won't be repeating
the bizarre circumstances of this game.
Efforts to make this resemble something akin to home appeared minimal
at Giants Stadium, where _ surprisingly, considering the local team's popularity _ about 10,000 seats went unoccupied. Those in the crowd: of 68,031
generally were dressed in Giants blue
and, except for mild applause when the
entire Saints came onto the field before
the coin toss, they rooted for the Jersey guys.

One
in white and a few Saints banners were
scattered along the blue bunting on the
a
than
Other
level.
lower
http://www.saintshurricanefund.org sign
on the message board, everything about
the night said New Jersey, not New
Orleans.
"They can give you friendly gestures, pat you on the back and rub
your head all they want to." defensive
end Darren Howard said. "When it
comes down to it, there are 50-60 thousand New York Giants fans in the stadium. It was clearly not a home game."
Clearly.

WASHINGTON 14, DALLAS 13

Reeling Wildcats
for
rally
kins
Reds
entering SEC play,
Dallas
over
win
rare
rs
Gato
with
ing
start
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
At 1-2, after a tepid performance in a loss at Indiana and
with numerous key players out
with injuries, Kentucky's football team could use some good
news.
But it would only seem to
get tougher for the Wildcats,
because what figures to be the
most difficult part of their schedule is yet to come _ Southeastern Conference play, starting Saturday at home against No.
5 Florida (3-0). Kentucky has
not won its SEC opener since
1987, hasn't beaten Florida since
1986 and hasn't beaten a top10 team since 1977.
After a promising secondhalf performance in the season
opener, a 31-24 loss to
Louisville, Kentucky has been
on the decline. The Wildcats
trailed with five minutes left
before beating NCAA Division
I-AA Idaho State 41-29 and
were dominated by Indiana, losing 38-14 to a team they'd defeated in nine of the past 10 seas.
"All I can do is try to get

my team ready to play this
week," Kentucky coach Rich
Brooks said Monday. "The fans
need to understand that a lot
of the good players we started
the season with are not on our
team right now, and we're going
with more inexperienced players. We're doing everything we
can in our power to make it
right."
Brooks said most of the
Wildcats' current problems are
a direct result of injuries, a situation he said has reached "epic
proportions."
Kentucky is dangerously thin
at both wide receiver, with only
one of its top four players
healthy, and along the defensive line, where the Wildcats
have lost a starter for the season, have yet to have another
potential starter take the field
and have three other players
playing with injuries.
The Wildcats lost a safety
to a season-ending injury for
the second time in as many
games when sophomore Dallas
Greer suffered a broken fibula
against Indiana.

IRVING, Texas (AP) - The
Washington Redskins picked
a good time for their first
touchdown of the season.
They picked an even better time for the second.
Mark Brunell hit Santana
Moss in stride for TD passes of 39 and 70 yards in the
final 3:46 on Monday night,
and the Redskins won on the
road against the Dallas Cowboys for the first time in 10
years, beating their longtime
NFC East rivals 14-13.
"People have been talking
about the Redskins not scoring," said Moss, who finished
with five catches for 159
yards.
The Redskins, who won
their season opener over
Chicago with three field goals,
hadn't crossed the Cowboys
27 _ and only got that far
on the first drive. Faced with
fourth-and-15. Brunell threw
a spiral that Moss ran under
in the end zone for the first
touchdown.
Dallas then managed a
quick first down, but Washington used its final two time-

04441.41-4,46,4#'4404114441,644,4114

outs and a holding penalty
against Flozell Adams erased
another first-down play before
the Cowboys punted. The Redskins got the ball back at
their own 20, and on the second play, Brunel! found Moss
streaking past the Cowboys'
secondary again for another
TD with 2:35 left.
"I saw Moss blaze down
the seam." Cowboys safety
Roy Williams said. "I wasn't
able to take the right position."
The Redskins (2-0) ended
a four-game losing skid to Dallas and won for just the second time in 16 meetings. This
was the first time Joe Gibbs
beat Dallas coach Bill Parcells in their last nine games.
"It was one of the greatest moments in sports for
me," said Gibbs, who has
won three Super Bowls and
two NASCAR championships.
Brunell, who in the second week already replaced
Patrick Ramsey as Gibbs'
starter, finished 20-of-34 for
291 yards and was sacked
five tithes

AP Photo

Washington wide receiver Santana Moss (89) pulls
In a touchdown pass in front of Dallas Cowboys
cornerback Aaaron Glenn (26) in the fourth quarter in Irving, Texas Monday. Moss caught two touchdown passes in the final four minutes as the Redskins beat Dallas 14-13.
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Laker soccer cracks Top 25 poll
Calloway boys' soccer
back in poll for first
time since 1999
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Ulcers recently
earned its first Top 25 state soccer ranking since 1999. placing No. 21 in the
latest Kentucky High School Soccer Asst'-

The top teems In the Kentucky
Aseocieted Press high school football polls, with firet-plac• votes.
records, total points and previous
rankings
1A
Rank-School
1 Bard:stow
2 Danville
3 Beectiwood
4 Newport CC
5 Mayfieid
6 Pikeville
7 Lea Christian
8 Hazard
9 Lou Holy Cross
10 Somerset

clan°n 13°11
The Lakers (8-2) won their eighth
straight match last week with a 4-3 triumph over Second District rival Mayfield
to help earn the ranking.
Lexington Catholic tops the poll with
an 8-3-1 record. Louisville DuPont Manual (10-1), Lexington Paul Dunbar (9-1),
Bishop Brossart (7-1-1) and Bowling Green
(9-1-1) round out the top five.
Behind Calloway County in the poll
is Boyle County ( I I-I )at No. 22, Lafayette

ti; 0©021ED

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

(4-5-1) Western Hills (9-2-1) and Tates
Creek (4-4-2).

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

The Lakers were scheduled to take on
crosstown rival Murray High today at
5:30 p.m. at the Jim Nix Soccer Com-

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355

plex. CCHS will travel to St. Mary on
Thursday before ending the regular season with matches at Lone Oak, at Cald-

KFBoturray.com
stuart_oletandor

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

well County, at home against Hickman
County and at Murray High.

Swim-A-Thom

FPV Red TP Pea
(10) 5-0 144 2
(1)4.1 139 3
(4) 2-2 132 1
(1)4-i 112 4
--3-2765
--4-1698
• 4-1 666
- 5-0 32 10
- 3-2 31 7
4-1 23

Others receiving votes: 11. Franidort
12 12. Campoeilevele 9 13. Lynn Camp
8 13, Parntsville 8 15. Crittenden Co 7
16, McLean Co 5 17, Metcalfe Co. 3.
17. Bellevue 3
2A
Rank-School
1 Fort Campbell
2 Owen•boro Ceti
3 Belfry
4 Russell
5 Tngg Co
6 Leslie Co
7 Lou DeSalits
8 Mercer Co
9 Lou Western
10 Fleming Co

FPV Red TP Pvs
(18) 4-0 160 1
-4-1 134 2
3-1 121 4
-3-198 5
-3-295 3
-5-076 7
• 3-1 498
-4-0469
-2-2316
3-1 18 10

Others receiving votes: 10. Glasgow
18 12 Washington Co 6 13. Lou
Shawnee 5 13. Todd Co. Central 5. 15,
Newport 4 15 Heath 4 15, LaRue Co.
4 18, Lou Chnstian Academy 3 18,
Magoffin Co 3
3A
FPV Red TP Pvs
Rank-Schoo4
(7)4.1 140 3
1 Bowing Green
15) 4-1 139 I
2 Coy Catholic
13) 3-1 132 2
3 Lax Catholic
• 4-1 115 4
4 Boyle Co
5 Highlands
- 3-2 89 5
6 Bullitt East
(I) 5-0 68 6
-2-254 7
7 Hopkinsinffe
-2-239 8
8 Bell Co
-4130 9
9 Bold Co
5-0 14
to Madison Southern
Others receiving votes: 11 South
Oldham 12 11. Johnson Central 12 13,
Frankiin Co 11 14. Paul Blazer 10. 15.
Frankiin-Simpson 6 16. Pulaski SW 4
17, Warren East 3.
4A
Rank-School
1 Lou St Xavier
2 Lou Male
3 Lou Tnnity
4 Lee Henry Clay
5 Henderson Co
6 Warren Central
7 Lou Manual
8 John Hardin
9 Madison Central
10 Christian Co

FPV Real TP Pvs
115i 4-0 159 I
4-0 139 2
3-1 117 3
(1) 5-0 108 4
-5-088 5
- 4-1 70 6
- 3-2 47 7
-4-03510
3-1 30 8
• 3-1 25 9

Others receiving voters: 11, Marshall
Co 13 12. Lao Paul Dunbar 12 13,
George Rogers Clark 8 14 Shelby Co
7 15. Greenwood 6 16. Ryie 5 17. Lou
PAP 4 18 Lou Butler 3 18. Bullat
Central 3
Daily News, Bowling Gra. Advocate.
The NewsMessenger. Danville
Enterprise, Ekzabothrown The Slate
Journal, Frankfort Times Glasgow
Deily Enterphse, Harlan, The Gleaner,
Kentucky New Era,
Henderson
Hoplunsyllie. Ledger & Times, Murray.
Messenger InquirerChvonsOoro The
Paducah Sun Paducah
417Palectuan News- Express. Piker,*
Th. Winchester Sun Winchester
WLKY

The Murray Youth Swim team held Its annual Swirn-A-Thon fund-ralser last
weekend at the Murray-Calloway County Health & Wellness Center. MYST swimmers solicited monetary pledges from the local community for each lap of the
pool it swam in a two-hour period. MYST team members combined to swim a
total of 45,150 yards, or 26.65 miles.

Not worrying, but not winning:

Red Sox, White Sox not
concerned after losses
By The Associated Press
(AP) - The Boston Red
Sox know this is not the time
to panic. But it's also not the
time to struggle _ a lesson the
Chicago White Sox still don't
seem to grasp.
Both teams had their division leads reduced Monday
night. with Chicago moving
closer to a huge collapse after
a loss to hard-charging Cleveland.
Boston's lead over New York
in the AL East is down to a
half-game after its 8-7 loss to
the Tampa Bay Devil Rays.
It's the closest the Yankees.
who beat Baltimore 3-2 on
Monday. have been since July
40,, _when they were one game
beYnd.
"We're fine," Boston first
baseman Kevin Millar said.
"One thing we don't do is
panic. One thing we don't do
is get negative. We believe in

JOHN OEMIL

ioNlk/ DEERE
40'MING RUAIS

10 A MAC

each other ... pick each other
up. That's all you can do."
The Red Sox made postseason history last year when
they overcame a 3-0 deficit to
beat the Yankees in the American League championship
series, so they aren't going to
be fazed by a close race.
Nobody would have expected the White Sox to be in one
a month ago.
Chicago had a 15-game lead
in the AL Central after a victory on Aug. I, but that lead
is down to 2 1/2 games over
Cleveland. The Indians won
for the 13th time in 14 games
with Monday's 7-5 victory over
the White Sox in the opener
of a three-game series.
The White Sox have lost
eight of II.
"1 will be concerned if we
are one game behind," Chicago manager Ozzie Guillen said
"You get nervous when you
don't do anything about it. ..
We just have to keep fightng."
In other AL games. it was:
New York 3. Baltimore 2; Seattle 7. Toronto 5; Oakland 7.
Minnesota 6; and Kansas City
10, Detroit 4.

AND NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENTS UNTIL APRIL 20061
DURING JOHN DEERE'S LAST CALL FOR FALL

CCMS moves
To 4-0 on seaso
Last Tuesday at Jack
e Stadium, Calloway
, t
Ios
, Middle School's
football team
.
, - ' NfiTYVI'd riihilicals.
move to 4-0 on th
The Lakers were'led by
impressive defense. whi ,
tweed five turnovers in 4
'...TyteU Willis led the puck
when he intercepted a pass
ttook it 40 yards for 3
, er score. Logan Burks
d the cause by forging
' fumble and recovering two.
nter Seay later intercepted
, Mayfield pass. The final
novet came when the Laker
, tense forced a safety.
Willis led the Lakers off
.sively with 76 yards
*Pio touchdowns, two
conversions, and a 20-y
field goal. Jarred Harrison
ifible to scramble for a 16yard touchdown early in dad
second half. Nick Calh
and Kyle Crittenden had blocks
on the play to free Harrison.
Jordan Burkeen and Hun
Seay hooked up on a 37-y
scoring strike to end the
ers' offensive output.
The Lakers were schedu,
Ithost Graves County tom
their final regular-sea
me game of the season.
ubleheader was slated
, rt with the seventh g
&Iffiest at 5.30 pm
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Motional Football League
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct PP PA
200 1 000 69 29
N V Giants
200 1 000 23 20
Washington
1 1 0 500 41 38
Dallas
11 0 500 52 17
Philadelphia
South
W L T Pet PF PA
2 0 0 1 000 43 16
Tampa Bay
1 1 0 500 33 47
New OrHans
1 1 0 500 3231
Atlanta
11 0 500 47 40
Carolina
North
W L T Pet PP PA
1 1 0 500 45 15
Chicago
1 1 0 500 23 41
Detroit
0 2 0 000 27 43
Green Bay
0 2 0 000 21 61
Minnesota
West
W L T Pct PP PA
1 1 0 500 31 67
San Francisco
1 1 0 500 35 44
Seattle
1 1 0 500 42 40
St Louis
0 20 000 31 59
Anions

Sundey's Games
Chicago 38 Detroit 6
Tennessee 25, Baltimore 10
Pittsburgh 27, Houston 7
Tampa Bay 19, Buffalo 3
Indianapolis 10, Jacksonville 3
Cinannati 37, Minnesota 8
Carolina 27. New England 17
Philadelphia 42, San Francisco 3
Seattle 21, Atlanta 18
St Louis 17, Arizona 12
NY. Jets 17. Mktmo 7
Cleveland 26, Green Bay 24
Denver 20. San Diego 17
Kansas City 23, Oakland 17
Monday's Game
N Y Giants 27,Nevr Orleans 10
Washington14, Dealla. 13

Sunday, Sept. 25
Carolina at Miami Noon
Atlanta at Buffalo, Noon
Cincinnati at Chicago. Noon
Cleveland at Indianapolis. Noon
Tennessee at St. Louis, Noon
Jacksonville at N.Y Jets, Noon
Tampa Bay at Green Bay, Noon
Oak/and at Philadelphia, Noon
New Orleans at Minnesota. Noon
Anzona at Seattle. 3 p m
Dallas at San Francisco, 3:05 p.m
New England at Pittsburgh. 3:15 p.m
N V Giants at San Diego, 7:30 p.m
BYES; Baltimore, Detroit, Houston,
Washington
Monday, Sept. 26
Kansas City at Denver. 8 p m

caught a pass.
From Page 1B
How the ball gets diswith senior Robert Haskins,
The 5-6 Haskins was kicked tributed is ultimately up to
off the team for disciplinary Brohm, who's completed
reasons in 2004, then rein- more than 75 percent of his
stated over the summer.
passes through Louisville's
"I have no hesitation get- first two games. He went
ting him in at all," Petrino 18-of-22 for 368 yards
said. "He's been around here, against Oregon State, the secand two years ago he had ond-highest percentage in
a great year for us. He can school history.
make plays spry.fast, knows
"We envision playing that
all The routes, ctin play diftype of game every week,"
ferent positions."
Petrino might even con- Brohm said. "That's our
sider calling plays for red- offense out there that we
shirt freshman Elijah Daniel ran. I think we executed
and true freshman Scott very well in that game, and
Long, neither of whom has we feel very good about it."

•Pannunzio

Don't Let This Hoppen To You
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AGAIN!
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Notional Football Lapin
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct PP PA
1 1 0 500 2434
NY Jets
1 1 0 500 25 26
Buffalo
1 1 0.50047 47
New England
11 0 500 41 27
Miami
South
W L T Pct PP PA
2 0 0 1 000 34 10
Indianapolis
1 1 0 500 32 44
Tennessee
1 1 0 500 29 24
Jacksonville
020 000 14 49
Houston
North
W L T Pet PP PA
2 0 0 1 000 64 21
Cinannat
2 00 1.000 61 14
Pittsburgh
11 0.500 39 51
Cleveland
0 2 0 000 17 49
Baltimore
Weal
W L T Pct PP PA
200 1 000 5024
Kansas City
1 1 0 500 3051
Denver
0 2 0 000 37 53
Oakland
0 2 0 000 41 48
San Diego
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From Page 1B
running back is good, they
have a wide receiver who makes
a lot of plays and their quarterback is a playmaker. I know
Denver well, and he's a very
good football coach. ... We
will definitely have our work
cut out for us."
The most immediate concern for Pannunzio, however,
is the health of his team specifically the availability of
defensive tackles Fabian Bean
and Barry Thomas, who both
missed Saturday's game with
injuries. Bean was nursing an
elbow injury, while Thomas
was out with a bad ankle.
The loss of those two players forced defensive coordinator Dennis Therrell to switch
from the Racers' normal 4-3
scheme - four linemen and
three linebackers - to a 3-4
alignment - three down linemen and four linebackers. The
switch was designed to mask
the lasses of Bean' and Thomas
and accentuate a talented MSU
linebacking corps.
With those two players
unavailable, the Racers' pass
rush struggled to put pressure
on Indiana State quarterback
Blayne Baggett, who had 190
yards and one touchdown toss
on 21-of-3Ipassing at the halftime break. Baggett's favorite
target, receiver Sam Logan. had
133 yards and one score on
13 catches in the first half on
his way to an ISU schoolrecord 151 yards on 17 receptions.
The Racers were finally able
to shut the Sycamore attack
down in the second half, holding them scoreless after trailing by scores of 10-0 and 157.
"We need to get those guys
back because they can be tough
against the run." said Pannunzio of Bean and 'Thomas. "Denver's an old offensive lineman,
so you know he wants to line
up and run the ball down your
throat. So that will be a big
challenge for us.
"Even if we get those guys

• • •

back, we may still have to use
(the 3-4) in order to keep them
fresh. We just don't have a lot
of depth there right now."
Offensively, the Racers got
a big boost from the return of
electrifying tailback Nick Turner, who missed the Mississippi State game because of a
suspension for an off-the-field
incident. The 6-foot, 190pounder made up for lost time,
though, earning OVC Specialist of the Week honors after
racking up 299 all-purpose
yards.
The one-time Bulldog provided the offensive highlight
of the evening - a 91-yard
kickoff return for a touchdown
that ignited a Racer comeback.
Turner also had a 71-yard halfback pass to transfer wideout
Maurice Marchman for another score and capped his evening
with a 5-yard touchdown run
right before the intermission.
Otherwise, the performance
of the MSU offense was largely hit-and-miss. New quarterback Ken Topps, who showed
flashes of his potential at Mississippi State, took a step backward against Indiana State, completing just 7-of-15 pass
attempts for only 77 yards
while throwing two interceptions. He also slipped a couple of times on the Stewart
Stadium turf - one of which
resulted in a safety for the
Sycamores.
"The best thing that came
out of this game was that we
didn't play our 'A' game. but
we still found a way to win."
said Pannunzio. "There are
nights when you just have to
grind it out, and that's what
we had to do."

Lindy Salter
Won MayIowa'prey

TV, radio
MIRA
7 p.m.
ESPN2- RAMIS, Game 3 Connecticut
at Sacramento
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TIMBER FOR SALE
In response to the threat of Southern
Pine Beetle, the Environmental and
Public Protection Cabinet, Kentucky
Division of Forestry, offers for sale an
estimated volume of 12,839 tons of pine
sawtimber and pulpwood (including
347,497 Bf of S. Yellow Pine) on about
218 acres of the Pennyrile State Forest
located about 8 miles south of Dawson
Springs. This sale will be by sealed bid
on a lump sum basis. The sale areas
will be shown at 10:00 AM Central
Time on Tuesday, October 4, 2005 and
the bids will be opened at 10:00 AM
Central Time on Tuesday, October 11,
2005.
For bid packets or additional
Jim Bryan,
information, contact:
Managing Forester PSF, PO Box 465,
Madisonville, KY, 42431, Phone (270)
797-3241 or(270) 824-7527. This will
be the last pine sale in 2005.

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray will receive sealed
bids for Bituminous Asphalt Paving.
Bids are to be delivered to the City
Clerk's Office by 2:00 p.m. on Friday,
October 7, 2005. Specifications are available at the City Clerk's Office located at
104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071.

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO MINE
NON-COAL MINERAL
Pursuant to Application Number 018-9609
In accordance with K.ItS 356.055,
notice is hereby given the Ahart Hauling
of 415 Charley Miller Road, Almo,
Kentucky 42020 intends to apply for a
non-coal surface mining permit gravel
affecting 30 acres located 1 mile southwest of Dexter in Calloway County.
(2) The proposed operation is approximately 0.10 miles southeast from
Hopkins Road junction with Jackson
Road and located 0.10 miles south of
Wades Creek. The Latitude is 36 degrees
44 minutes 25 seconds North. The
Longitude is 88 degrees 19 minutes 09
seconds West.
13) The proposed operation is located on
Dexter U.S.G.S. 7 1/2 minute quadrangle
map. The operation will use the pit
method of mining. The surface area is
owned by Gary Ahart. The operation is
within 100 feet of Hopkins Road.
(4)The application will be on file for public inspection at the Department for
Natural Resources Frankfort Office, #2
Hudson Hollow, Frankfort, Kentucky.
Written comments, objections, or request
for a permit conference must be filed
of Mine
Director, Division
with
Reclamation and Enforcement, #2
Hudson Hollow, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601, within 15 days of the date of this
advertisement and briefly summarize
the issues to be raised at the conference.

Jakei, Incorporated is a manufacturer of Draft
Inducer and C-Frame electric motor products,
supplying major furnace and other consumer
appliance Original Equipment Manufacturers.
We are currently seeking a results-oriented individual to join our team at our Murray, KY location
in the position Human Resources Manatjnr.
Expenence in a wide range of human resource
functions is a must, as is a high proficiency in HR,
process and policy design and implementation.,
We are looking for someone with evidence of
strong success in recruiting and safety/health
management.
Pnmary duties include, but are not limited to:
• Implement HR initiatives such as benefits
administration, HR policy and procedure, compensation reviews, performance reviews, new
employee onentation. etc.
• Recruit and hire new employees.
• Monitor and fulfill federal, state, and other regulatory compliance requirements.
Requirements.
• Bachelor's degree combined with at least 2-5
years combination of HR generalist and management experience in a fast-paced office envi-,
ronment at a growing company. HR certification
is a plus.
• Ability to be hands-on and perform all levels of
HR tasks - from proposing policies to imple-i
menting them.
Jakel, Incorporated is an equal opportunity
employer and we offer competitive salary and
benefit packages, including 401(K). major medical, dental, and life insurance.
If you are interested in this position: Please
send your resume with salary requirements to
fhart@jakelinc.com or mail to Jakel Inc.. Attn:
H/R Manager, 700 N 4th St., Murray. KY.
4071. isIgN/13-E0E

Mediacom
Cable Television Job Opportunities
INSTALLER TECHNICIAN to install aerial or
underground drops for new customers, replace converter, switches, splitters, fittings and cable lines to
house. Conduct service calls to diagnose and repair
cable problems. Disconnect, reconnect and relocate
or add outlets as requested. Work signal leakage to
comply with CLI standards. On call as scheduled.
may work as needed on special projects or help with
outages. Prepare daily and weekly logs of all service
transactions and installations. Check in completed
work in a timely manner to Dispatch department.
Comply with all NCTA standards in accordance with
company policy. Must have electrical and mechanical aptitude. Prior experience in the cable industry a
plus. Physical ability for heavy lifting, pole climbing.
and working at heights in all weather conditions.
Ability to use required mechanical equipment.
Licensed driver without major violations.
Mediacom has an excellent benefit package
Qualified candidates may submit resume by mail. tax
or e-mail to:
Mediacom
Attn: Karen Bast
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
Fax:(270)527-2126
No Phone Coils Mese
E-mail: kbastVirnediacomcc.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

020

Rollos

Wei
Notice
Due to the following
non-payment of rent a

PUBLIC
AUCTION

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

will he held on

REWARD for finding
anniversary gold and
diamond ring in the
vicinity of Wal-Mart.
753-4978

Sat., Sept. 24,9 a.m.
AAA Mini Storage
Diuguld Drive

(;RI. MORI Sir,s s

# 72, 83. 88.
943. 100, 110
& Ill.

$1,000 reward for any
information leading to
arrest & conviction of
robberies on Grove Ln
last Sunday night.
Contact the Sheriff's
Office.

Bare

MO
OS
440
445
460
465
460
470
NO
MS
490
495
500
510
520
630
560
570

111.1•110Pt

Cosemetics and
Skin Care are now
sold locally.
tail Paola at
753-2783
NEW way to lose
weight. Learn how to
eat right for your body
(270)748-6277

THURS. Special.
Lunch served in 7 min.
or I buy it (only while
they last) 293-3816.
94 East

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the

Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Hiring full-time
Assistant Manager.
S9/hr. Please bring
resume to
616 N. 12th St.
Monday-Thursday
2-5 p.m. No phone
calls please. Also
hiring day cooks.

POSTAL JOSS
$15.22 to $21 62/hr,
now hinng. For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours
24
8042,
Employment service.

COOK
Work as needed NOT
full time, experience
preferred, good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person.

FERN TERRACE
LODGE
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
EDE
COOK. Murray State
University. Full-time,
(afternoon
benefits
shift, partial weekends). One year commerical food preparaexperience
tion
required Good math
skills essential. Salary
$7 19 hourly Apply at
of
Department
Employment Services,
1210 Johnson Blvd..
Murray, KY 42071.
Women/minorities
encouraged 00 apply.
AA
WF1D.
EEO.
employer

Help Wanted

Kelp Wortisd

"Come Join a Winning Team"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING
QUALIFIED AREA SUPERVISORS & RESTAURANT
GENERAL MANAGERS
Let us combine over forty years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to make a new
addition to our restaurant family.
Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

Promotion From Within
Medical & Dental Plan
401K

Please send resumes to
KFC — Phillip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
phillipejrniktc.com
Phone:(205)553-8621 Fax:(205)553-6477
Other Positions Available
Apply in Person At Local Restaurant
We Have Restaurants In The Following States
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee & Kentucky

Attention Nurses
LPN for Medical — Surgical
Full-time Position
RN for Medical — Surgical
Full-time Position
RN for ER — PRN position
KY License required
Applications available at
www.ParkwayRegionalHospital.com
Or from the receptionist at the front
of hospital
Monday-Friday from 8:00AM-4:30 PM
Send completed application to.
Parkway Regional Hospital
Attn: Human Resources
2000 Holiday Lane
Fulton, KY 42041
Fax 270-472-2438
An Equal Opportunity Employer

HOME HEALTH NURSE
Henry County- Medical Center is seeking a
Registered Nurse for our Home Health Agency.
The position is full time. Prefer candidate with
prior home health experience.
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package & a career ladder program.
Interested candidates should send resume or
apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

COOK, part-time, could
time.
full
become
Previous commercial
expenence a plus, but
win train a friendly,
team-oriented, conficandidate.
dent
Complete benefit package for full-time. Clean,
caring work environrnent. Great community. Apply at Glendale
Place. 905 Glendale
Road, Murray.
earn
DANCERS
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069. or (270)5340333 after 5PM
SAFETY OFFICER
construction
Local
company looking for an
effective Safety Officer.
Position is responsible
for implementation and
enforcement of site
safety
and
health
requirements, development of detailed health
and safety plans, and
daily interaction with
workforce, supervision,
customers
and
Successful candidate
must have a minimum
of 3 years experience
as Safety Officer at a
Department of Energy
site. B.S. in occupational safety or related
fields required. CSP is

desired. Send resume
to P0 Box 1040-1,
Murray. KY 42071

ESTIMATOR AND
MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL
construction
Local
company is seeking an
Estimator.
effective
Position is responsible
for quantity take-offs,
labor and matenal allocations, contract management, change order
management. scheduling, purchasing. billing,
cost control, and overall project management. Successful canhave
must
didate
excellent communication skills, office related
computing skills, and
organizational ability. A
minimum of 5 years
in • the
expenence
and
Mechanical
Electrical field is preferred. B.S. degree is
construction management or related field is
Send
preferred.
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-0, Murray, KY
42071.
FULL-TIME customer
support representative
needed. At least one
year college required
Computer skills a must
Health/life ins. 18 paid
days off/yr, tuition
Email
assistance
resumes to candice
or
powerclaim corn
Hawkins
to
mail
Rosman:ft, Inc 406 N
4th St., Murray, KY
42071.

NEW interviewing to
day shift custome
service reps and cooks
in
for
Hardee's
Draffenville. To schedule an interview, call
ext.
888-398-3556
0951
NOW hiring for all
shifts Apply in person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
phone calls, please.
NOW taking applications for day and midnight shifts. Apply in
person at Arby's in
Murray
PAPA
John's now
accepting applications
for shift leaders and
drivers.
delivery
Applications can be
picked up at Papa
John's, Murray. No
phone calls please_

PART-TIME
HELP
at

Servall
Apply in person
1604 ST RT 121N
Professional
appearance
required!
PIZZA Hut now hinng
for management. 401k,
vacation, insurance,
flexible hours. Apply in
1113
at
person
Murray
Chestnut,
EEOC

Accepting
applications for
production workers.
Apply at
People Lease,
1406-E N. 12th St.,
Murray next to
Cain's Dodge, Inc.
No phone
calls, please.

PROJECT MANAGER
Local
construction
company is seeking an
effective
Project
Manager Position is
responsible for contract
management. change
order
management.
scheduling, purchasing, minor estimating
work, billing, budget
comparison, and overall project management. Successful canhave
must
didate
excellent communication skills, office related
computing skills, and
organizational ability A
minimum of 5 years
experience as a Proiect
at
a
Manager
Department of Energy
site is required. B S
degree in construction
management or related
field is required Mail
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-0, Murray, KY
42071.

Apply in person
Between 2pm-5pm

Mon-Fri
5th
Street.

110 South

TAKING applications
cook
display
for
check.
Background
friendly, quality minded. Apply 2-4 MonThurs at Ryan's 801
Wal-Mart Dr Murray.
KY 42071

EARN income PT'FT
Around your schedule
Home-Based business
www DRWHomeBiz co
m (270)748-6277
Consular'

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556
Well to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-1633

QA/QC MANAGER
BUYING iunk cars
construction
trucks, tractors and
Local
company looking for an
metal boats 436-5235
0A/CIC
effective
CASH paid for
Manager Position is
good, used guns.
responsible for develBenson Sporting
opment, implementaGoods, 519 S 12th.
tion. and enforcement
Murray.
of quality requirements
Position will locus on
USED carpeting. eiecmaintenance
proper
and management of tnc baseboard heaters
refrigerators, air condiquality of materials and
construction activities tioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
by proper planning and
and
implementation
WANT to buy Junk Car
control of all operaand Trucks Call (270)
tions. Successful can474-2540 or 293-6199
didate must have a
Six days a week
minimum of 5 years
experience in CA/QC
Articles
at a Department of
For Sale
B S.
Energy
site.
degree is desired.
prom
CINDERELLA
Send resume to: P.O.
dresses. 1 size 4 yelBox 1040-L, Murray,
low, 1 size 8 blue. $150
KY 42071.
each. 270-492-8614
RN needed for physi
FREE
cian's office Oncology
Satellite system up to 4
experience preferred
rooms. free DVR or HD
Please submit resume
upgrade. Call now to
1040-S
P0
Box
see how you can get
Murray, KY 42071
your first month free
advisors
SAFETY
HBO.
get
Also
$2500 month, manager
Cinemax & Showtime
trainees $3000 month
free for 3 months
Company will train Call
Beasley Antenna &
M-F gam-tpm only! 1Satellite 759-0901 or
800-578-8799
877-455-0901
SAFETY OFFICER
construction
Local
LARGE grill w/2 burncompany looking for an
ers, has propane and
effective Safety Officer.
cover. $125 436-5412
Position is responsible
NFL FANS
for implementation and
Purchase the NFL
enforcement of site
safety
Sunday Ticket & get
and
health
over 140 channels. 7
requirements, developHBO, 12 Starz. 9
ment of detailed health
3
&
Showlime.
and safety plans, and
Cinemax Free for 4
daily interaction with
Beasley
months.
workforce. supervision.
customers. Antenna & Satellite
and
759-0901 or 877-455Construction site safety
expenence is desired. 0901
Successful candidate
must have expenence
NORDICTRACK
as a Safety Officer on
Elliptical exerciser, likeconstruction projects
new $300. 761-2829.
Heavy/Highway
Equipment:
SHOP
Construction experiMiller 210 welder, tatence is preferred.
mtnum welding equip.,
MSHA experience a
Engine hoists. Chop
plus. B.S. in occupasaws, car washer- 2
tional safety or related
months old 227-3759.
field is required.
STRAW for sale $2 a
CSP is desired Send
resume to P0 Box
bale 489-2436 it no
1040-K, Murray. KY
answer leave mes42071
sage

Bull Pen
Steaks 8r Spirits
now accepting
applications
for experienced
servers.

WILL clean before and
after renters sale o
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath,
etc
windows,
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
NANNY. Experienced
child care professional
seeks loving family.
Four year, private, inexpenence
home
Infant/ preschool. CPR
certified. Excellent ref erences. If you're looking for lots of love and
individual care for your
children, contact 731232-8557 or 731-7070195
NEED your home Or
business cleaned? Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380

WHITE satin wedding
dress
w,
capped
sleeves. size 16. $200.
Call
270-753-6909

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is

270753-1927
Asellesces

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
the square

753-1713
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CLASSIFIEDS

IR

MO For Rant

MINIeSTORA

RED OAKS APTS.

GOLDEN
Retriever
Bluetick Hound mix
Very friendly, playful,
neutered, all shots,
$50 270-767-9532

Murray Ledger & Times

David's Cleaning Horoscope
Services

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, Sept. 21, 2865:
You might aspire to do something new in your life this year.
You can make this desire a reality if you take action. Many
might need to go back to school
or specialize in their field. You
want to make a difference. Don't
just plunge into a new idea or
career before checking out the
pros and cons. Also, evaluate the
financial ramifications. If you
stay where you are, you might be
heading toward a pay raise. If
you are single, learn to identify
with others. Understand where
others are coming from. This
sensitivity draws others. If you
are attached, your in-laws play a
significant role; otherwise, travel
might. TAURUS can be pushy.
Learn to say no.

right now. Be careful not to take
out your aggravation on someone else. Tonight: Do something
We Specialize in Cleaning"
physical to let off steam.
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22)
•Bnck 'All External Cleaning
*** You have great aspira*Acid Cleaning Available
.orw.$70RAc.1
tions, though getting where you
•We Ube Hot Vittlef -Parking Lou & Driveway,
want to be might take some
action. Perhaps you might want
David Borders
to take a class or get a new cer(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939
tification or degree. Avoid making
any decisions right now, but
Appliances
investigate possibilities. Tonight:
Exchange ideas with someone in
ises Mused
SIDE -BY -SIDE
the know.
TAKE YOUR PICK
Frigidaire Refrigerator
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
2002 Dodge Intrepid
Need 5 Bedrooms and
BACKHOE
27 cubic feet ice &
**** A partner could be testier
72,000 MOMS, $8,000
3 Baths Of how about 4
TRUC
KING
water dispenser, very
than normal. How you handle his
(270)759-1838
Bedrooms
and
2
ROY HILL
nice, $275 978-0546
or her strong words or pushy attiBaths'? Both priced in
Septic
system
2002 Dodge Neon SE
gravel,
tude might ultimately make a difthe $50's Call 731white rock
$5,500
OBO
ference in your bond. Don't let
6424438 today',
436-2113
(270)762-7354
Fteniehlep
or
this person's mood confuse you.
Dom work & Track
WE have 97% financ(731)247-5163
Let your imagination lead.
hoe
ing on land home packBox springs full 550 4
'83 Olds '98 Unk,
Tonight: Talk through a hassle.
ages and we can hell)
cu ft refrigerator,
150
32.xxx ,
must see! CALLOWAY
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Trash
on the other 3% 100%
All above like new
$4.500 762-0967 after
Service
**** Someone might be quite
761-3740,
Upholstered
rocker, loans Call 1-800-5335
293-4045
Ryans Katrina
3568
The Stars Show the Kind of assertive, telling you everything
$15 227-5198
Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; he or she thinks you've done
Relie
f
KITCHEN table. 4
CONCRETE finishing
wrong. Don't take what this per4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-s
leather chairs brown
Drrvew
ays.
Yard
o, son says person
sidewa
/Bake Sale
lks,
1 BR 8 miles North
ally. In fact, he
I
-Diffi
cult
$125 Couch & love
etc
752-0
500, 759$350 plus deposit No
or she might be talking about
Sept. 24
2004 Dodge dually
seal cream with blue
3229
LARGE 2BR. $275
pets 753-8582
him- or herself more than about
diesel White/grey inte7 a.m.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
threads $250 Call
753-6012
rior, like new, $27,900
you. Listen
2
BR
and
house
evaluate.
CH&A
,
*** You can be absolutely sure
753-5446
Acce
ptin
g
NICE 2BR No pets
731-336-3661. 731Tonight: Let someone else run
appliances furnished
you
aren't
gettin
g
the
whole the show.
•gg
donations.
LIVING room couch
753-9066
642-5671
storage shed, near uni=-_RPT1
story. The person you are getting
R001 CO1RFIC
w2 chairs end tables,
Help us help
versity. $375 month,
2002 3 car hauler,
your information from might not SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
coffee table, like new,
deposit required, 12
21)
Over 30 years
others!
$7,000 731-336-3661,
know that he or she is distorting
great
condition Oak
experience
*** Your instincts might lead
month lease, no pets.
731-642-5671
some
Ryans Parking
facts.
You
need
to
Sales
take
Instail
S
Dinette table 6-chairs,
avon
references 492-8736
you down the wrong path.
3/4 acre lot. well & sepaction and go off on a personal
hall tree wirnirror 435Lot
•753-7728
Concentrate and follow through
IC. North of town 7532BR older farmhouse 8
fact-f
inding
missi
on. Tonight:
4377 if no answer
on daily matters, not allowing
5303
miles south of Murray
Keep costs down
leave message
your mind to wander too far. You
References required
LOTS for rent 753TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
LIKE new boat lift
accomplish a lot and perhaps
PRICED TO SELL: 9eee
436-6041
tin( /la:
,HI
**** As always, a boss con6,000
pound
capacity,
couch, ioveseat, '3
release some tension. Tonight:
fuses you. Can you change him?
38R house for rent
,1111 11/
63 acres farmland with
23 foot. $3,000 0E30.
tables, and misc. 227Push as late as you can.
Absolu
Deposit & rent $350
tely
minor
not.
You might lose
improvements
(270)454-1082
1111‘r.
1750
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
your temper or get aggravated. If
mo 227-2957
Excellent development
'7111.:12
***** Your creativity might
2000 14 ft. Duracraft
the situation bothers you this
be
property or commercial
38R, 2BA house in
1 and 2 BR furnished
boat. new 30-H Honda.
bubbling forth so fast that you
much, consider changing your
Farm Equipment
Pirates
apts Coleman RE 759Cove. farming Kirksey area
$4,500. 762-0967 after
awe
others
.
A
child could be temjob. Tonight: King or queen of
(731)336-8120
(270)354-6382
4118
5
peramental, and so could a new
DNJ HANDYMAN
NEW Holland 477
your domain.
Real
Estate
38R.
28A,
1
For
Bedro
white
love
om, low utiliSale
stone,
relationship. You might have
We do all the odd jobs GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Hayliner, John Deere 3
By Owner
very nice with fenced in
ties, deposit & referyour hands full. Use humor and
you don't have time
point hitch fake, New
** Read Aries for a clue. You
Rental
yard. Camelot subdiviProperty
ences required, no
Holland 65 haybaler,
for
might be overwhelmed by what imagination to keep a situation
pets. $235 a month. sion. (270)293-4602. 421 South 8th Street
reasonable. Tonight: Are we
Ask about our gutter
$3.500 for all 489436-286
you hear. Realize that confusion
Lamb'
s
4 Units, 3 1 BR, 1 2 or
(270)435-4602
753-3949.
frisky?
guard specials
Mower Raper Free
2808
might
be
playin
g a big role in
3-BR
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
HAZEL 2BR, $250 per
1 OR 2br apts near
293-5438
pick-up/delivery
messages and events. You need
Become a landlord with
*** You can only get
month rent plus deposit
downtown
Murray
to express your frustration in a
more
Firewood
436-51
41
no
down
A-AFF
payme
ORD- ELECTRICIAN
nt
confused as the day continues.
and lease 492-8526
starting at $200/mo
way that others can hear.
ABLE Hauling Clean
Seller will pay
New Const./Remodel/ Tonigh
Stay close to home or take a per753-4109
t: Split. Take some downFIREWOOD $40 a rick
out garages, gutters, or trouble
closing costs Asking
sonal day to relax and enjoy
. Lic. and ins. time.
1 2. 3 apts 753-1252
delivered
lunk & tree work
$100,000 1-800-294Tree
wl
30 yrs. exp. Call
yourself. You have energy when
or
753-0
606
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
removal 527-8368
6442
753-7091
dealing with your home or a fam492-8688 ROOF
**** A partner Means well but
1.2, & 38R apts. avail.48F Warehousing
REPAIRS. New
ily member. Tonight: Order in.
might only cause confusion. He
able Please caN 753Near MSU $20-50
FUTRELL'S Tree
Roofs, all types 29
TWO story brick apartMake it easy.
8221
or
753-7668
she
come
s from a place of
Service
years experience Call
ment building with 5
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
caring
Take action if you want
1BR apt available, all
MURRAY Store and
Trimming,
COMPLETELY set up
removal,
Carters
two-BR units Excellent
**** Realize that sometimes
appliances furnished. Lock presently has inco
12 acre 512,500 753stump grinding, fire- something to happen. You have
me -producer
your actions or words might be
767-0533 MOWING. wood. Insure
the
energ
Mur-Cal Realty. 753y
units available 753
to
6012
bring
others
d. 4895125.000
more abrupt than you intend
270-753trimming,
mulching, 2839.
together. Tonight: A hot talk with
4444
2905 or 753-7536
4109 270-227-1545
them to be. Be careful aroun
painting, odd jobs
d
a
friend
.
1BR. 1 bath studio,
machinery, as you might be
cleaning
JUNK/Rubbish
Free
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
$335 month. 753-7559
PREMIER
doing a lot of daydreaming. Try
Estimates 978-1115
Removal, clean out *** Others only add to the
Lae Property
conMINISTORAGE
1995 18x80, 3 bed
1BR. all appliances.
to concentrate; stay in the here
attics
garag
fusion
es,
yard
as
A-1
you
try
JOE
to sort out an
"inside climate control
Lamb's Tree
room, 2 bath, new car
Oaks Apts. starting at
and now. Tonight: Go for a walk
KY Lake Barkley. 200 Service.
storage
Trimming, waste, etc. Low rates. aggravating situation. Listen to
pet and linoleum Cal
$250 Coleman - RE
or a jog.
(2
ft pebble beach( View
7
0)
4
8
9
remova
what
l, etc Tractor
a Mend ssates-A.skicals,..
-2583
*Security alarmed
227-5753 or 227-5749
759-4118
miles of water and
sion could be going in circles -4101AWTODON
work,
bushhogging
*Safe & clean
1BR-48R apartments
1996 Cnmson Deluxe
Singer Faith Hill (1967)
spectacular sunsets! hauling, junk clean
L&M LAWN
•We sell boxes'
up,
Ask about move in free
16x80 3BR 2 bath
MOWING
Great building site for
gutter cleaning 436•We rent U-Hauls
SERVICE:
excellent
condition. days. Coleman RE
lakefront living. Only 2867
Want your lawn to
753-9600
759-4118
delivered, set-up and
$74.900 Call owner
look its beslf
A-1 Stump Removal
underpinned, 619,900. 2 BR. 2 Bath apt
Satisfaction
(270)924-4328
437-3044
III • IN •
Guaranteed
(270489-2525
ON • II • NM • All
washer & dryer. water
NI to Ili " MINI NM
Call 753-1816
• el .
furnished, close to
Ask Us About
1996 Fleetwood 48x52
woommor
homes For Sin
virii.---fornmso,
or 227-0611
KENTUCKY
MSU, 1 year old
Lake
AAA Handyman
Color blue. $10.000
New
Concor
d. For sale
$550.00/mo 753-2225
Electrical, plumbing,
762-0967 after 5
1703 Farmer Ave 3BR
LEE'S Carpet
or lease mobile cotday, 759-1509 night
carpentry, decks
1 5 bath, LR DR
1999 14'x56', 2 bedCleaning
tage.
Living
room,
2
cerami
c
&
floor
tiles
kitchen, 1 car garage
rooms. 1 bath, shingle 28R Apt Cambridge
*since 1971"
bedrooms, 1 bath, centra
etc New. remodel 30
area. 2934968.
l 1-1/A (gas) on
roof. vinyl siding, new
*Carpets *Upholstery
kitchen, all appliances, large
years
experience
lot near MSU
deck
appliances 2E1R duplex, CAVA
*Emergency Water
large deck 1-1/2 blocks
Prompt, dependable
Call
753-8
349
included.
$15,000. 753-6067
Removal *Quick
from lake Will sell land
Free
estima
tes
(Coach
APPROXIMATELY (270)
Estates) 213R. central gas heat. contract Small clown
Drying
753-9
210
any(270)759-2427
central air $275 and
2,150 sq feet home on
Free Estimates
payment Full price
time
one acre lot 293-7917
"Got Dirt'?'
$29.000 Or lease with
2005 3 BEDROOM, 2 up. some with new caror 498-8702
option to buy $400 a
753-5827
BATH SINGLEWIDE: pet Coleman RE 7594118
Alarm system, GE
month, deposit $400. FOR sale or
rent
ALL CARPENTRY
appliances.
only 48R, 2 bath, all appli- (270)886-8488
wioption to buy My
Remodeling, additions.
MASTER Plumber.
$29999"' 731-584
ances. central H/A
beautiful 3,200 sq ft
porches, decks, sun
Almost retired drains
9429
Reduced
home
rates
can
be yours
Prop. For Awe
rooms, roofing, vinyl
cleared, plumbing fixColem
an
RE
759-4
$179.
118
900 Rent $1,000
2006 CLOSE OUTS siding, mobile home
tures
repaired
or
mo Henry 270-227FORREST
707 Soulh 12th Street
•Singlewides
View
and
repair, sagging floors, installed
(270)978INSURANCE & INVESTMENTS
7913
Apartments 1213 N
South Center. 700
Doubiewides - Buy
termite & water dam- 0133
16th
1,000.
St.,
today
now
1,200
accept
ing
and
sq
save
age
FOR sale or rent
Larry Nimmo
Available
applications for: lbr
$1,000's WE OWN
in
w option to buy My (270)753-9372
Of
Septe
startin
mber.
g at $330/month,
THE BANK • CaN today
Phone
(270)753-0353
beautiful 3.200 sq ft
2br townhouses, basic 753.1252. 753-0606
at 7314424438
home can be yours
ANDRUS Excavating
rent $360/ month Call COMMERCI
AL or retail $179,900 Rent $1,000
3 BED, 2 BATH DOU•Certttled septic
753-1970.
Leave
750 up to 3.000 scl ft
mo Henry 270-227SLEWIDE - Land packInstallation
Message
C/G/H.
restrooms, 7913
ages available' Low
•Custorn dozer
LARG
E
plenty
38R
parkin
of
38A,
g,
near
clown
payment'
backhoe service
HOUSES and mobile
double garage 1549-8 judicial building 759Awesome financing
homes for sale and tor
*Ponds
Mockin
gbird
3772
Or
752-02
$725 a
01 (after
731484-9429
rent in 6 west Kentucky
*Driveways
month 293-9970
hours Ask for Nelson
38R mobile home and
*Insured
counties Call 270-339LARGE duplex 28R, 2 Shroet
753-9503, 978-0343
lot $16.500 753-6012
/3824 or 270-339-8823
bath. garage $600
SPACE in existing
'97
Franklin
IMMEDIATE POSSEdou- 436-5685
business for renVlease
AretAAPIat &
blevwde, good condiSION 3 bedroom, 1
Great terms for compliELECTRICAL IMPAIR
LIVE Oak Apts.
tion 753-2452
bath
All
appliances
mentary business such
Newty Remodeled
CHAD & HUGHES
$79,900
99 Doublewide on one
as photography studio. included
1BR $29000
759-2097
acre, 1 bedroom, 2
floral
72 YEititS 1,1,EINENCY
design
. or coffee
2BR $34000
bath, C44/A. storage
corner Located in high
(2701 226-9398
NEW home tust 2 miles
3BR $425.00
building, $73,000. 753PRECISE
(270)492-8191
traffic business distnct
south of Murray Over
$100 deposit special
CONTRACTORS
1706 or 293-7225 •
Send description of
1.800 SO Ft living with
for qualified applicants
New construction
APPLIANCE REPAIR
your business, terms
300 sq ft bonus room
Office hours 8-2
LAND -HOME
and remodels
SERVICE & PARTS
preferred, and space
3 bed 2 bath cathedral
Mon-Fn
Packages are our speConcrete replacement
requirements to PO
ceilings with loft over- (270) 293-8726 OR
Call today for appointcialty
FHA
or
windows, decks, shin759-55.34
Box 1040-U. Murray
looking living room
TOM
Conventional Let us
gle and metal roofing
Chuck Van Buren
KY 42071
(270)293-7775
753-8221
C10 the wont' Call 1
and more 1-270-293VERY
800-533-3588 or 731large warehouse
NICE 2811 duplex 753ASPHALT
1899
on approximately 3
644-0b12
7457 Of 436-6357
SEALCOATING
illeyelm 8 Ares
1-270-871-0195
acres
Office
-Comme
space,
rcial
2
NO money needed
VERY nice I BR, I
bathrooms equipped
'Residential
2001 Kawasaki Ninta
FHA land packages
WALTERS
Bath. central H/A, all
with gas heat, air
Free Estimates
CONTRACTING
ZX
12R
available now Limited
10.000
miles.
appliances with W/D
hooku
p, steel hoist
TRAVIS
$5,500 Call after 5PM
funds Don't moss out
Builder
Great location 1 year
beam, great lighting
SEALCOATING
753-1556
Roofing,Decks, Siuittv
Call 1-800-533-3568 or 1.41111. I month
deposrt
extra large overhead
(270) 753-2279
753-2592
731-644-0012
No pets 753-2905
doors, excellent locaREPOS.
REPOS,
tion Call 753-2905 or
REPOS Doubles. sin2934595
2003 Mountaineer, 7gles Land home Call
passenger, still under
1800-533-5368
warranty, leather heatSHARP, REPO DOUed seats, moon-roof, 6
BLEWIDE: Fireplace.
ABCA Border Collie
changer CD player
Loading Dock of
front porch Cal todays!
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-T
puppies for sale Wet
435-4377435-4132
O-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
Murray Ledger I
7314644429
cared for, parents on
•
Bees
1eM
"me"
by
odors
?
Gave
Ewell or cow taw @Meet
Times
SINGLE AND DODpremises
Click on the button for more details!
Females
• We Iwo ~um that allow us to
say "yes"
alEWIDES - Bring
$250 males $200
First Come
to your bans maims* or relbseeee.
(270)251-2925
your deed - That's all
(owed By
2005 Grand Prix DTP
First SKIM
•Cal or eine by today tor year free ere-am
you need • New Used
wevell
DOG Obedience
4 door, loaded w/ sunI
and Repo's - Cal today
Please
roof
Master Trainer
Warranty,
200
Poplar St. • Murray, KY
No Phone Calla
at 7314424417.
$17,400 293-6301
436-2858

•All Size Unite
Avelie
*Now Have
Climate Contr

753-36

$100 Deposit
18R From 6290
2BR From 6325
Call Today!
75641668.
NI
-\- 1111 %Rs
SMALL 1BR, no pets,
(.1.1 1,1,\11\‘'
water paid 753-5980
By dPfx. only •
SPACIOUS
2BR
Kristi Kidwell
1 58A lownhome. 131
3486 St RL 12)5. Murrey
Megan Dr. very clean,
(279)293-6067
washer/dryer,
dishwasher, microwave No
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
pets $475 monthly
trained 731-352-0037
752-3321, 227-5563
731-642-5151
VERY nice large 2BR,
2 bath duplex Quiet
neighborhood
All
appliances No pets
KID broke ponies for
$495 436-5927
sale $275 to $500
VERY roomy, 2br.
767-0046 or 293-9046
2 bath, garage, C/H/A.
All appliances, 1 year
[
111111fard Sale
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905

M

11111

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

-r--/

YOUR CHOICE
AUTC

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

INTP

mirmond

1-800-363-4720

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Free
Pallets

amihs

LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!
www.murrayledger.com

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888246-4093
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Adult children should let
parents follow their bliss

lookingBack

10 years ago
High Lakers won over Ballard
Calloway County Board of Edu- Memorial at Laker Stadium, MurDEAR ABBY: In a recent
cation voted to set the real estate ray Tigers lost to Mayfield Carletter, the writer complained
personal property rate from 38.5 dinals at Mayfield, and Murray
that she was embarrassed
cents per $100 of assessed value State University and Memphis State
to 40.1 cents per $100 of assessed played to a 10-10 tie at Membecause her 50-something
value, according to Supt. Jack Rose. phis.
mother looked like a "motorM1 years ago
Published is a picture of the
cycle mama."
Bill Boston, son of Mr. and
new road being built off Forrest
I'm in my
Mrs. Fil R. Boston and senior at
Coleman Road as a part of a plan
late 50s. My
for an expansion project at the Mur- Murray High School, has been
husband is
ray-Calloway County Airport. Once named a semi-finalist in the 1976
in his midthe road is completed, a portion National Merit Scholarship Pro40s. For the
of Forrest Coleman Road will be gram, according to MHS Princifirst time in
closed. Work is also being done pal Eli Alexander.
our
hardHoyt Cleaver Jr. was named
on the Collins Road.
working
Births reported include a girl "Optimist of the Year" by the
lives we're
to Todd ani Teresa Rose, Sept. Murray Optimist club. New offiI; a girl to Tad and Shonda War. cers are Howard Steely, Cleaver,
enjoying
ford, Sept. 10, a boy to Teresa Dave Howell and Steve Sanders.
ourselves
Murray High School Junior Mel
and ,Larry Enoch, Sept. 14; a girl
going
to Joseph and Tammy Winches- Purcell won the championship in
I
places!
Abigail
By
Kentucky
the
men's singles in
ter, Sept. 15.
my
wear
Buren
Van
Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Edwards State Hardcourt Tennis Champileathers
were married for 67 years Aug. onships played at Murray State
wherever we go (Harley DavidUniversity.
18.
son, of course!) for protection.
United
officers of
New
20 years ago
Also, for my birthday this year
A total of 27 gnuill jury indict- Methodist Women of Hazel Unitments were handed down in Cal- ed Methodist Church are Mrs. J.R. I got a tattoo on my back.
loway County Circuit Court. Sev- Heming, Mrs. Tom Scruggs. Mrs. My kids (late 20s and 30s)
enteen of the defendants named Clete Wilson and Mrs. Claude
say it's cool. They say if we're
in the sealed indictments appeared White.
happy, they're happy.
40 years ago
before Circuit Judge James M.
I would like to tell "EmbarPvt. Roland jP. Burkeen, son
Lassiter.
rassed" that she and her sibBurD.
Obid
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
boy
a
included
reported
Births
lings should be thankful they
to Michael and Patricia Bonds keen, completed advanced trainhave parents, and that they are
and a girl to Kenneth and San- ing at the Army Artillery Missile
healthy, happy and enjoying
dra Schroeder, Sept. 12; a boy to Center at Fort Sill, Okla.
themselves. That's what counts.
Connie Hopkins of Calloway
Stanley and Teresa Colson, a boy
-- ANOTHER MOTORCYCLE
to James and Brenda Garrott, a County 4-H Teen club, gave a
girl to Gary and Rita McKnight. demonstration on -Construction
MAMA, COALINGA, CALIF.
a girl to Terry and Jennie Coursey Pressing" at the Kentucky State
DEAR MOTORCYCLE
and a boy to Stephen and Sharon Fair, Louisville. Thirteen other
MAMA: I pointed that out in
Miller, Sept. 13; a girl to Rudy demonstrations were given and
my answer. I also advised the
and Kathy Lee, a boy to Timo- Hopkins received a blue ribbon.
to address their con"children"
and
thy and Donna Webb, a boy to She is the daughter of Mr.
cerns with their mother.
James and Sheila Boggess and a Mrs. Joe Hopkins.
I find the differing philosoIn football games, Murray High
girl to David and Pamela Martin,
between generations to
over
phies
13-12
won
Tigers
School
Sept. 14.
Mayfield Cardinals.
be fascinating. A conservative
In football games, Calloway

Todaylnillstory
By The Associated Press

Today is Tuesday. Sept. 20,
the 263rd day of 2005. There are
102 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 20. 1519, Portuguese
navigator Ferdinand Magellan set
out from Spain on a voyage to
find a western passage to the
Spice Islands in Indonesia. (Magellan was killed enroute, but one
of his ships eventually circled the
world.)
Ul E.

Et

Et A El

On this date:
In 1870, Italian troops took
control of the Papal States, leading to the unification of Italy.
In 1873, panic swept the floor
of the New York Stock Exchange
in the wake of railroad bond
defaults and bank failures.
In 1881, Chester A. Arthur was
sworn in as the 21st president of
the United States, succeeding the
assassinated James A. Garfield.
In 1947, former New York City

generation gave birth to the
DEAR DR. GOTT: What can also rupture the eardrum
flower children of the '60s -wax buildup in the ears, when inserted too deeply into
causes
which in turn has given birth
so that it affects hear- the canal.
much
so
generto another conservative
In most instances. earw a‘
a sinus condition
Could
ing'?
ation. However, most of the
be the cause can be easily removed by a health
on
commented
who
readers
of the prob- professional after it has been
that letter agree with you. Read
lubricated by using oil (the night
lem'?
on:
DEAR before) or a wax-softener such
DEAR ABBY: "EmbarREADER: as Debrox. Murine now marrassed" said that Harley DavidEverybody kets a do-it-yourself wax removal
son shirts are designed for
manufac- kit containing a softener and a
girls in their 20s, not women
tures wax in bulb syringe.
in their 50s. Well, I say, why
Also, the regular use of hydroear
the
should girls in their 20s have
canals. This gen peroxide (half a capful in
all the fun? -- CAROL IN
each ear every week or so) may
Dr. Gott isway nature's
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO
of pro- prevent wax impaction. As the
DEAR ABBY: Who among
Dear Abby
tecting the peroxide fizzes and foams, it
By
us hasn't heard the expression,
delicate dislodges particles of wax that
Dr. Peter Gott
"Don't judge a book by its
eardrums are carried out by the bubbles.
cover"? It doesn't matter what against injury. But, like many
To give you related inforher mother wears as long as of our protective devices, this mation, I am sending you a
it's legal.
may cause problems if the wax copy of my Health Report "Ear
When people reach 45-50, becomes stuck (impacted) in the Infections and Disorders."
they start seeing classmates, canal, causing loss of hearing.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Here's
friends, cousins, people their Some people seem to be par- a comment in response to your
own age in the obituaries. And ticularly prone to this annoy- column on antibiotics and diarit makes them stop and remem- ing but harmless condition, rhea. Whenever I am required
ber just how short life can be. which has nothing whatsoever to take antibiotics, I drink culWho wants to live their whole to do with the sinuses or inner tured buttermilk or eat yogurt
kwith acidophilus) during the
life a certain way because "what ears.
would the neighbors think?"
Rather, a twisted canal(which 10 days, or more, of treatment.
There's a poem I once read we may be born with) or exces- No diarrhea! Perhaps this will
about an old lady who dress- sive proliferation of hairs in the help some readers.
DEAR READER: The diares in a purple coat. It goes canal (which may develop as
on and on about the "outra- we age)inhibit the natural expul- rhea associated with antibiotic
geous" things that she's going sion of wax particles. Normal- use stems from a depletion of
to do. The gist of the poem ly, pieces of wax work their "good" bacteria in the intestine
way out of the ear and are that are necessary for proper
is that now she's old, she can
get away with doing the things washed away. However, in many digestion. Unfortunately. antibishe really wanted to do her cases, the wax builds up over otics don't differentiate between
whole life because people will the years and will ultimately "good" and "bad" bacteria.
Your method of self-treating
just think she's "a crazy old block the canal, necessitating
complication is sound. In
this
removal.
lady."
This condition can be made fact, replacing bacteria in the
Please tell that daughter to
stop being so concerned. Her vastly worse by using cotton- bowel with harmless bacteria
mother is having the time of tipped applicators in the ears. (lactobacilli) is a commonly used
her life, and more power to Not only do the applicators push technique that is safe, inexpenstandard.
her. -- PAULA IN DALTON, the wax in farther and compact sive and relatively
Mayor Fiorello La Guardia died.
soft sticks Thanks for writing.
seemingly
these
it,
MASS.
rights activist
In 1958, civil
Martin Luther King Jr. was seriously wounded during an appearance at a New York City department store when an apparently
deranged woman stabbed him in
the chest.
In 1962, black student James
Meredith was blocked from
enrolling at the University of Mississippi by Gov. Ross R. Barnett.
(Meredith was later admitted.)
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Earwax buildup
harmless but annoying

I\1 DI1E0

DEAR ABBY: I'd like to
ask that daughter and her siblings a question: Did THEY
ever show up at a family function with a new hair color,
new piercing, clothes too big
or too small, a shocking
boyfriend or girlfriend, or new
opinion they knew would stir
things up?
-lb the embarrassed children
I say, "Take the advice your
parents got when you acted
out: 'It's a stage. They'll outgrow it.- Your parents' antics
are paybacks, dude! -- NO
MOTORCYCLE YET IN ST.
PAUL
DEAR ABBY: I am also a
biker mom whose children are
grown. While I do not buy
the HD brand, I, too, dress
differently than when my kids
were small. What makes them
think her attire is inappropriate? Jesus had long hair and
wore a dress. Was that wrong?
GETTING
AND
45
-YOUNGER IN WASHINGTON
•
•
•

ContractBridge
Unusual Defensive Play
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+A 5
A5
•K Q 9.5
,•ILQ 104
EAST
WEST
•Q 3
•J 9 4 2
V K 9 76
•10 8 2
•A 10
•7 4 3 2
418 7 5 2
•A6
SOUTH
•K 10 8 7 6
11Q 43
•8 6
dlliJ 9 3
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
1 V
Pass
1
1•
Pass
3 NT
3•
Opening lead —Iwo of hearts.
In most deals, the key to the winning defense lies in making use of
information gained from either the
bidding, the play or both. In the present case, for example. East has to
make a very unusual play to stop
declarer from making three notrump.
The first step in the right direction. after West leads the heart deuce
and dummy plays low, is for East to
ask himself what his partner's heart
holding is likely to be.

West can't Muse four hearts,
which would gi% e South ont% the Qs for his three-notrump bid, nor can
West have a doubleton, because he
would have led the higher of his two
hearts rather than the deuce. East
concludes, therefore, that South has
precisely Q-x-x.
East's next step is to project the
probable outcome if he takes the
heart king at trick one and returns a
heart at trick two. Declarer %s ill
almost surely attack diamonds next,
forcing out East's ace. Another heart
lead to South's queen will establish
East's hearts but render them useless
for lack of a further entry card.
Once East recognizes that playing
the king of hearts at trick one will
lead to a dead end, it should not take
him long to find the winning defense.
Accordingly, he plays the jack of
hearts at trick one!
Declarer cannot survive this
blow. The best he can do is take his
queen and attack diamonds, losing
the king to the ace. East returns a
heart to dummy's ace, but declarer is
fighting a losing cause from then on.
He can score four diamonds, two
hearts and two spades, but as soon as
he leads a club. West rises with the
ace and returns a heart, allowing East
to collect three heart tricks to put the
contract down one.
do

Crosswords
ACROSS

F.CPFl E3

1 Groovy
4 Oil-lamp need
8 - on first?
12 Summer
in Savoie
13 Earthenware
pot
14 Zeus spouse
15 Yr ender
16 Glued beck
18 Candy bar
20 Hula
accompaniment
21 Big! Sky St
22 NASA
counterpart
23 Bangkok native
27 Night before
29 Do batik
30 Wedding site
31 Mount Vernon
loc
32 Scottish nver
33 Compete for
34 Brief greeting
35 - oar
37 Robust energy
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I NEVER KNEW THERE WAS A BUS
(...,
TO OBEDIENCE SCHOOL
411re
2-4-4

t.
..ik
,
1 .r".
d-:-.I.• ..a..0.

38 Curvy letter
39 Bugged out
40 Continent
divider
41 Giants org
42 'This must
weigh 44 Summon
47 Oddest
51 Kind of pal
52 Cable channel
53 MTV watcher
54 TV Tarzan
Ron 55 Society newbres
56 Whale
57 Mineral spring
DOWN
1 T-men
2 Two fives
for - 3 Turned into
4 Mold down
a lob
5 Dot in the
Seine
6 Sentence part

GET WOW
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ZIP AHAB ftSVP
RA SARA OPAL
RANCH B ICIS ME
OTTO 00Z I ER
SE GEARED APO
R SW
T E A R21
COUNTS ADUIRITS
STABS
BENT
ALUMNI GIrd
SRI
COVENS ERIE
KA
MP DEAL 0
OETE FINN RES
AIMS STOA ERE

THE GAMEI
I Subscribefor all 'our
I hometown football
I
action
I
1 I OWEN &fir

1
MES'
11 LEDGER
Home Delivery
1 yr.

17 iron.
in formulas
19 NE state
22 Stare at
24 All.
25 Sighs of relief
26 Rainbow
goddess
27 Fiendish
28 Barn topper
29 `The,"
to Wolfgang
30 Prepare to fire
32 Arrests
33 Travel word
36 Labrador prov
37 Thin layer
38 Runs away
40 - voce (softy)
41 Reno loc
43 Opry's at
44 Volcano
in Sicily
45 Iodine source
46 Vatennark`
chanteuse
47 Theorem
ender
48 Wear and tear
49 PD dispatch
50 Dry, as
champagne

—.........$911.00

Local Mail
(Calloway. Grave, & Mash:di)

$26.50
$53.00
$91.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

9-20 *2005 United Feature Syndicate Inc
7 'The Castle'
author
8 Call the dog
9 Jinx
10 Pay dirt
11 Long-laced

I

I
I
I

Rest of KY/TN
(Try= Beclmesee Pi

3 mo.
383.00
6 mo.
1 yr......—..-.3116.00
Other all
Subscriptions
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A strange Emmy show
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about Johnny Carson," Stewart
standing in line at the bar.
By RICK KUSHMAN
said, "is the way that all of us,
"Cmon," she said. "Momma
Sacramento Bee
the comedians of our era, feel
needs her scotch."
(SHNS) — Leave it to the
about him."
And there was the tribute
Emmy voters. They will do
By the way,"The Daily
and the cheers for retired netanything. whatever it takes, to
Show's" two Emmys (it also got
work news anchors Tom
remain out of touch and so
one for writing) came in one of
Brokaw and Dan Rather, and
very, very lame. They even
and
the few areas that were acade_
Jennings
Peter
the
late
for
the
one
comedy
best
for
missed
my-proof, because all the nomiBrokaw and Rather's tribute, in
sure thing, the most-talkednees were smart and cool.
covstill
journalists
the
to
turn,
about, most-photographed,
There are lots of reasons for
ering Hurricane Katrina.
most-buzzed-over and mostthe academy's voting behavior _
Somewhat ironically, it was
praised show on TV, "Desperate
a couple of late-night hosts who members vote for friends, or
Housewives."
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